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We know you care about kids…
We do, too!
That’s why we attempt to ensure that all crafts,
toys, and gizmos meet or exceed national safety
standards—and are produced by manufacturers
that don’t use child labor or abuse their labor force.
You can order Group resources knowing that in
addition to caring for your kids, you’re also caring
for children elsewhere.

Let’s keep kids safe!
We strive to provide products that are mechanically
reliable and hold together during normal, intended
usage. Items are also checked for flammability, and
both paint and surface coatings are checked for
heavy metals—including lead.
You can help your children stay safe by seeing
that toys and gizmos are used as designed, for the
purposes designed, and that any broken pieces
are disposed of promptly and properly. We value
your feedback. If you become aware of a problem
affecting the safety of any of our products, please
inform us immediately.
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Welcome to
the Adventure!
So, you’ve signed up for the preschool class! These kids have a natural love for
God, for you, and for everything that makes noise. They may have short attention
spans, but they are still soaking up everything you show them and tell them.
Whether you’re a veteran or a novice, you are going to have a fun year! You can be
the one who shows them the love of Jesus. What a blessing for you and for them!
Three- and four-year-olds think very concretely. They need to experience, see,
touch, taste, and smell what they are learning about. They are experimenting with
physical movements and making sounds. They accept much about the world that
they are discovering. Jesus is as important to them as he is to you. The love of Jesus
will become real to them through the love they experience from you. You will be an
example of Jesus that they can touch firsthand!
Your children will learn best by experiencing new things. What they see and
experience from you they will transfer to what Jesus is like. What they experience
during activities will translate into what they know about the Bible story you are
teaching them. You will change their lives as you help open their minds and hearts
to the most important person in their lives, Jesus.
Here are a few helpful do’s and don’ts to make experiential learning work best for you
and the children:
• Do think outside the learning-space box! Move tables so students can move
around freely and work in groups. Use blocks and blankets to create unique spaces.
• Don’t expect them to sit still. Allow children to move through experiences—
touching, manipulating, tasting, smelling, and making noise—all for the glory of
God.
• Do take advantage of teachable moments. Watch how your children act, and
weave what happens into the lesson. Look for ways to bring in tastes, smells, and
sounds to your classroom and use them during the lesson.
• Don’t show children the contents of the Learning Lab® before they are used in
the lessons. Keep them guessing what’s coming next!
• Do get to know your children. They are anxious to share what they are learning.
They will look for you every week.
• Don’t forget—experiential learning is fun and captivating! Enjoy it! A positive
experience learning about God within the safe boundaries of your classroom will
lead to more positive experiences with God outside the classroom. What a great
way to encourage your students to discover the joy of the Lord firsthand and to
grow in a personal relationship with Jesus Christ!

Be aware that
some children
have food
allergies that
can be dangerous. Know your
children, and consult with parents
about allergies their kids may have.
Also be sure to read food labels
carefully, as hidden ingredients can
cause allergy-related problems.
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Lesson
Welcome
X

Making the Most of Your
Hands-On Bible Curriculum®
WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD—
Learning Lab may contain
small parts. Not for children
under 3 years.

6

Module Introductions Within each quarter of Hands-On Bible Curriculum, there
are three modules. Each module has a theme that runs throughout the lessons. The
introduction to each module includes an overview of the lessons and a chart listing the
Bible Point and Scripture used in each lesson.
Bible Point There’s one point that you want your children to take home at the end
of your lesson. That’s the Bible Point. You’ll see it referenced in the margin as well as
italicized and underlined in the lesson. We’ve designed for it to be repeated numerous
times during the lesson so no one will miss it.
Bible Verse These words, taken directly from God’s Word, show the biblical basis
for the lesson. The Bible verse appears in boldface in the lesson.
Teacher Enrichment This part of the lesson is just for you. If you can, read it
early in the week. It includes an explanation of the Bible passage and some suggested
ways to pray during the week so you’ll be prepared, heart and mind, for your
important hour with your children.
This Lesson at a Glance This valuable chart shows you the big picture for your
lesson. You can quickly see what supplies you’ll need and what needs to be done
before you begin. A minute on this page will save you 10 during your lesson!
The Jesus Connection To us, this is the most important thing—making the
connection between the story and Jesus, the reason for the story. You’ll find a Jesus
Connection in every lesson, set apart in a box. We want children to find Jesus every week
in your class, so don’t miss this part of the lesson.
Teacher Tips You’ll find these in the margin throughout the lesson. They’re just to
give you additional ideas to enhance what you’re doing. They vary from alternative ideas
for activities to age-level insights.
Take-Home Papers These photocopiable pages that you send home with your
families every week will help reinforce the lesson and encourage learning all week long!

Hands-On Bible Curriculum—Preschool, Ages 3 & 4
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“There is only one
thing worth being
concerned about.”
—Luke 10:42

What is this one thing?
It’s the whole reason for this curriculum—
it’s the whole reason for Sunday school. It’s what we (and you)
want your kids to know! Check out what Thom and Joani Schultz
(Group’s chairman and chief creative officer) have to say about the
one thing and what it means in your life.
In Luke chapter 10, Jesus visits the home of Mary and Martha. As Martha worries about
preparing dinner and being a busy servant, she gets upset because Mary isn’t helping. But
Jesus tells her, “There is only one thing worth being concerned about. Mary has discovered
it, and it will not be taken away from her.”
Martha was doing good work. In fact, she was serving the Lord. But Jesus made his
priority for us clear. He wants to have a loving relationship with us even more than he wants
us to serve him.
Many might say Jesus is the one thing. But no, it’s a growing relationship with
Jesus. Martha would have identified serving Jesus as the one thing. But Mary better
understood the real one thing.
We believe that the church, like Martha, is often distracted by many things. It tends to
deprioritize the one thing. Many other well-intentioned things get in the way. Churches and
Christians can get sidetracked with an emphasis on rules, political positions, appearances,
social action, secondary goals, theological disputes,
solemnity, rituals, and more. To the spiritually hungry,
churches often seem more preoccupied with these
distractions than the one thing.
If the church wishes to pursue a growing
relationship with Jesus, it will need to rethink and
reprioritize its ministry. A one-thing ministry emphasizes
relationship. And we believe a relationship with Jesus
resembles in many ways a human-to-human relationship—a
friendship. The process of attraction, getting acquainted,
enjoying one another’s company, having fun, growing closer,
and forming a bond of love and devotion is a natural one
that lends clues to how a one-thing relationship may form in
the context of church ministry.
How can we build a church that becomes an incubator for a
one-thing relationship, for real friendship with Jesus?
That’s what Hands-On Bible Curriculum is all about—helping kids grow their
friendships with Jesus. As they experience the Scriptures and do the activities, they’re
building that relationship in a real and relevant way.
What’s the most important thing your church can do for kids? Help them choose the
one thing. And use tools like Hands-On Bible Curriculum to make it a reality.

Thom & Joani Schultz
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Understanding Your 3- and 4-Year-Olds
Physical
Development

Emotional
Development

• Have lots of energy.

• Are generally happy.

• Walk and run with confidence.

• Are influenced by the reactions of other children.

•C
 an draw recognizable
shapes.

• Are sensitive to the moods
and reactions of adults.

• Can work simple puzzles.

Mental
Development
• Can recall some facts and
events.
•C
 an memorize stories,
songs, or finger plays.

Social
Development
• Boys usually play with boys,
girls with girls.
• Prefer short group experiences.
• Use language in dramatic
play.

Spiritual
Development
• Hear and enjoy Bible stories.
• Recognize their own church.

•A
 sk lots of questions.
•H
 ave an attention span of
no longer than 10 minutes.

8
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Module 1

Creation
The book of Genesis gives an amazing account of God’s creation of our world and
the beginning of human history. Simply by speaking, God caused light to invade the
dark void. God’s words separated the waters and called up the dry land. God spoke
into being the sun, moon, and stars, and an incredible variety of plant and animal life.
Finally, God created people in his own image. This powerful scriptural account reveals
a loving creator God who possesses an infinite capacity to create beauty and variety.
Believing we have been made in the image of God gives us confidence to create beauty
in our world.
Take delight as you watch your preschoolers express their God-given creativity.
Three- and four-year-olds love to create things. They take pride in their creative work
and love to have it displayed and appreciated. As they learn the story of how God made
our world, they’ll be excited to realize that their own creativity is a gift from God. Use
these four lessons to teach children that God made our world and that people are God’s
most special creations.

Four Lessons on Creation
Lesson

The Point

Page

Bible Basis

1

God made our world.

11

Genesis 1:1-19

2

God made our world and the animals.

25

Genesis 1:1-25

3

God made our world and you and me.

39

Genesis 2:7-22

4

God made our world and wants us to take care of it.

53

Genesis 1:28-31

Hands-On Bible Curriculum—Preschool, Ages 3 & 4 9
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God Creates the World • Lesson 1
Bible Point

God made our world.

Bible Verse
God made the world (adapted from Genesis 1:1).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n explore the different seasons God made,
n create pictures of the world God gave them,
n teach Whiskers that each of God’s creations needs special care, and
n sing a song and thank God for making a beautiful world.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God creates the world.
The book of Genesis gives us the beginnings. What better place to start a new Sunday school year!
Elohim is the Hebrew name used for God in Genesis 1:1. It’s interesting that the name is
plural, but the verb created is singular. Even though God existed in three persons, the action of
creating the universe was a unified action. One God, three persons, one plan.
Genesis describes a vast variety of things God created, but the focus is not so much on the
creation as it is on the Creator. Many times in this passage we read, “God said” and then some
variation of “It was so.” God spoke our universe, our planet, and humankind into existence. And what God did
was good.
What God was doing was creating a bountiful, beautiful home for the treasured beings that he would create last.
Notice that God created many of each thing: not just one tree, but “every sort of seed-bearing plant, and trees that
grow seed-bearing fruit”; not just one star, but many—“two great lights...He also made the stars.” God prepared a
marvelous earth for his crowning creation to enjoy.

Genesis
1:1-19

Prayer
• Read Job 38:4-7.
• How often do you overlook God’s miraculous creativity? What can you do to be more mindful of it?
• Pray: Dear Lord, thank you for the awesome earth you made for us. Help me to notice and appreciate more of your
creativity every day. And please help me transmit some of the wonder and awe I feel when I see your creation to the
children I teach.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction in teaching the lesson.

Hands-On Bible Curriculum—Preschool, Ages 3 & 4 11
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Lesson 1

This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,
and be greeted by the teacher.

“Animal Name Tags” (p. 23),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Rock Pile—Sort and

Rocks, water, bowl, paintbrushes

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

Option 2: Signs of the
Seasons—Dress up in seasonal

Seasonal dress-up clothes

Option 3: Let’s Create
Colors—Blend colored chalk,

Black construction paper,
colored chalk

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Learning Lab Supplies

paint rocks, and learn that God
made rocks.

clothes, and talk about how God
made seasons.

and talk about all the colors they
see in God’s world.

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Setting the Stage—Talk about

their favorite seasons.

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear how God created

Bible

Starry, Starry Night—Create
a night-sky picture with a glowing
star.

Bible, black construction paper,
CD player

Do the Bible Story—Work
together to make a creation wall
mural.

Tempera paint, plastic spoons,
bowls, cotton balls, seeds,
newsprint, paint shirts

Growing Things—Teach

Cheese

Everything Was Good—Sing
a song about God’s creation, and
thank God for the world he made.

CD player

Bible, and pray together.

the world we live in.

Closing

Whiskers that plants, animals,
and people need different food
to grow.

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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God Creates the World

Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Animal Name Tags” (p. 23), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God made our world.
• Give each child a photocopy of an animal name tag. Help children write their names
on their name tags, and pin or tape the tags to their clothing. You may want to cover
the name tags with clear adhesive plastic.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “What light did
God make so we can have daytime?” or “What’s your favorite thing that God made?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Rock Pile
SUPPLIES: rocks (the size of your fist or slightly larger), water, bowl, paintbrushes
Set out rocks, containers of water, and paintbrushes. Let children paint designs on
the rocks with water. As they work, talk about all the different kinds of rocks and where
we might find them. Have children point out any natural colors and designs they notice
in the rocks. Remind children that God made our world and God made rocks.

n Option 2: Signs of the Seasons
SUPPLIES: seasonal dress-up clothes
Bring in seasonal dress-up clothes for children to try on. Include items such as
sunglasses, raincoats, umbrellas, winter coats and hats, mittens, and boots. As children
try on the clothes, have them tell you what they like about each season and how they
might need to dress for that time of year. Remind children that God made our world
and God made each season different from the others.

n Option 3: Let’s Create Colors
SUPPLIES: black construction paper, colored chalk
Set out black construction paper. Explain that before God created the world there
was nothing but darkness, like the black paper. Then hand out colored chalk, and let
children create pictures of God’s world. Encourage them to draw their favorite things
that God has made. As they’re drawing, point out that their black papers have become
bright and beautiful—like the world God made.
Hands-On Bible Curriculum—Preschool, Ages 3 & 4 13
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Lesson 1

If you don’t have a sink in your room, be sure to provide a wet cloth so children can
wipe the chalk off their hands before they move on to the next activity.

Naturally, each child’s artwork
will be unique. As you encourage
their creativity, remind children
that they are each God’s creation
and that he made them different
from each other just as each chalk
drawing is different.

If your preschoolers have trouble
making transitions, say: In a few
minutes it will be time to put
our toys away. You have five
more minutes to play. Then
we’ll put our toys away and do
some other fun things.

When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.
You’ll be using this song each week to alert children to start
picking up. At first, they may need a little encouragement. But after a few weeks,
picking up and singing along will become a familiar routine.
track 2

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: none
Tell children that when you turn the room lights off and then on again, they’re to
stop what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage
children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
When everything is cleaned up, gather everyone in a circle on the floor.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Painted
rocks; played dress-up; colored with chalk.)
Say: Some of you played with rocks, some of you tried on dress-up clothes,
and some of you colored pictures with chalk. You were all learning important
things about our Bible story. Today we’re learning that God made our
world. God also made four different seasons for us to enjoy in our world.
Ask: • Right now the season is fall. What kind of weather do we have in the
fall? (Cold; sometimes sunny; it makes the leaves fall down.)
• What are some fun things you like to do in the fall? (Jump in a pile of leaves;
go to preschool.)
Say: If you like fall, stand up and then gently fall back down.
Ask: • What kind of weather do we have in winter? (Snow; cold.)
• What are some fun things to do in the wintertime? (Make a snowman; play
indoors; get presents for Christmas.)

14
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God Creates the World

Say: If you think winter is fun, stand up, shiver, and say “brrr!” Then sit down.
Wait for children to follow your directions. Then ask:
• What kind of weather do we have in the spring? (Rain; wind; flowers grow.)
• What are some fun things to do in the springtime? (Pick flowers; jump in
puddles.)
Say: If you like spring, spring up and wave your hands in the air, and then
sit down.
Wait for children to follow your directions. Then ask:
• What kind of weather do we have in the summer? (Hot; sunshine.)
• What are some fun things to do in the summertime? (Go swimming; go on
vacation; play outside.)
Say: If you like summer, swim to the door, and then swim back to our circle
and sit down.
Wait for children to follow your directions. Then say: God made fall, winter,
spring, and summer. God made our world. Let’s bring out our Bible and find
out more about the world God made.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Each week when we come to our circle for our Bible
tracks 3, 4
story, I’ll choose someone to be our Bible helper. The Bible
helper will bring me the Bible marked with our Bible story
for that week. Every one of you will get a chance to be the
Bible helper one week. Before I choose today’s Bible helper,
let’s learn our Bible song. As we sing, we’ll pass around our
special Bible. The person who’s holding the Bible when the
music stops will be our Bible helper today.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible” (track 3) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.” As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.

If the ink pad is dry, moisten it with
three to five drops of water.

This Bible story is featured
in My First Hands-On Bible®.
Order several
now for your
ministry at
group.com.

Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)

Hands-On Bible Curriculum—Preschool, Ages 3 & 4 15
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Lesson 1

When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the world stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the world stamp and ink pad to
the Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible
Open the Bible to Genesis 1, and say: Our story comes from
the Bible, God’s special book. The story tells about the very
beginning of our world, and we can find the story at the
very beginning of the Bible! Let me show you where it is.

Hold the Bible up so the children can see that Genesis is the
Bible’s first story. Then turn to Colossians 1:15-16, and show
children the verses that talk about Jesus. Say: The Bible also
tells us that Jesus made the things we can see and even
the things we can’t see! Let’s look in our Bible Big Book
to find pictures of some of his creations.
Open the Bible Big Book: God Made Our World. Show children the pictures on pages
1 to 3 as you read the corresponding text printed on the back cover of the book.
After you read the text, turn back to page 1. Hold up the picture. Say: Before
God made our world, everything was dark. But then God began adding
things to make our world a beautiful place.
Turn to page 2, and show children the pictures of the water and plants. Say: God
made so many pretty plants to grow in our world. How many different plants
can you see in this picture?
16
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Encourage children to point out trees, bushes, grass, and different kinds of flowers.
Then say: God made land where little seeds could be planted. Seeds need dirt
and water so they can grow up into plants. Point to the water and ask: Where
are places we can find water? (Swimming pool; river; ocean; drinking fountain.)
Let’s crouch down and pretend we’re little plants sprouting up from
seeds. I’ll come around and sprinkle some pretend water on you, and then
you can grow up into big, tall plants.
Walk around the children and pretend to sprinkle them with water. As they’re
“growing,” say things such as “My, these plants are growing fast” or “These plants must
be very thirsty. They’re drinking a lot of water.”
After you’ve “watered” all the children, have them sit down. Turn to page 3 in the
Bible Big Book. Say: Another thing plants need in order to grow is light. What
did God make that gives our world light? Point to the light in this picture.
Let children point to the sun. Say: God made the sun to shine in the daytime,
and he made the moon and stars to shine at night. Let’s pretend it’s morning
and the sun is just coming up into the sky. Put your arms over your head and
slowly stand up like the sun rising.
Pause for children to stand up. As children are standing up, set the Big Book aside.
Say: Now let’s walk around our room one time and shine on everything we see.
Wiggle your fingers like shining sunbeams.
Lead children around the room and then back to your story area. Open your Bible
and say: Our Bible verse is from Genesis 1:1, and it tells us that God made
the world. We’ve talked about how God made water and God made plants.
God made the sun, the moon, and all the stars. Let’s make a picture that will
remind us of God’s light in the darkness.

n Starry, Starry Night
SUPPLIES: Bible, one sheet of black construction paper for each child, CD player
Before this activity, remove the glow-in-the-dark star stickers
track 5
from your Learning Lab. Set them in a place where they have direct
exposure to a light source such as a window or lamp. This allows the
stickers to absorb plenty of light so they’ll glow brightly.
Hold up a sheet of black paper. Say: Before God made our
world, everything was completely dark, like this paper.
There was nothing in the world—not a sun or a moon or
stars. Let’s close our eyes to see what that might have
been like.
Close your eyes, and direct the children to do the same. Tell children to keep their
eyes closed until you say to open them. You might suggest that they put their hands
over their eyes to make it “extra” dark. While their eyes are still closed, ask:
• What do you see? (Dark; nothing.)
• What would it be like if our world was like this all the time? (Boring;
scary; dark.)
Say: In the Bible, the first thing God said was “Let there be light.” And the
world became bright! Let’s call out together, “Let there be light!” just as God
did. Then we’ll open our eyes and see what happens.
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Have the children call out with you: “Let there be light!” When they’ve opened their
eyes, ask:
• Now what do you see? (Everything; my friends; you; the room.)
Say: Giving light to the whole world is something only God can do! Only God
can make light as bright as the sun or as pretty as the stars.
Give each child a sheet of black construction paper.
Say: Let’s add something special to our dark pieces of paper to remember
that when God made our world, God gave us light, too. You may each put
one of these star stickers on your paper. When you place your sticker on your
paper, say, “Thank you, God, for making our world.”
Distribute the glow-in-the-dark star stickers, and let children place stickers on
their papers as they say, “Thank you, God, for making our world.” When everyone is
finished, say: Now turn your paper over so you can’t see your star. When I turn
off the light, let’s all call out, “Let there be light!” just as God did. Then we’ll
flip our papers over again, and we’ll see a big surprise!
Be sure the children have turned their papers star-side down before you turn off
the lights. Then, when they’ve turned their papers back over to show their stars, say:
Wow! Our papers look brighter now! Because God made light, our world looks
brighter, too.
Encourage the children to place their starry pictures next to their beds at home so
they’ll remember God’s gift of light even when it’s dark outside.
Open your Bible to Genesis 1:1, and show children the verse. Say: The Bible tells
us that God made the world. Have the children repeat the verse with you. I’m
glad God put lights in the sky so we could see all the wonderful things he has
made. Let’s sing a song about how God made the world.
Have children join you as you sing “God Made the World” (adapted from Genesis
1:1) with the CD (track 5) to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell.”

God made the world.
Oh, God made the world.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the world!
God made the light.
Oh, God made the light.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the light!
God made you and me.
Oh, God made you and me.
We thank him for creating us.
God made you and me!
Say: That was fun! Now let’s work together on a big picture to show more
of the things God made.
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n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: newsprint, tempera paint, plastic spoons, bowls, cotton balls, seeds, paint
shirts
Tape several large sheets of newsprint together, and lay them on a table. To protect
the floor, cover it with newspapers or a vinyl tablecloth. Set out bowls of blue, yellow,
green, and brown tempera paint.
Gather children around the table. If you have more than 10 children in your class,
you may want to set up two tables and make two murals.
Say: This paper is empty, just as our world was empty before God started
creating things to live in it. Let’s fill up this paper with the creations that God
made. We’re going to make lots of things to go on our picture, and everyone
will get a turn to help.
Ask: • What did God make for us to walk on? (The floor; the ground.)
Say: God made the ground. Let’s put some dirt in our picture. I’ll pass out
spoons to paint with, and then I’ll ask three people to paint some dirt at the
bottom of our picture.
Give plastic spoons to three children, and show them how to use the backs of the
spoons to paint the brown paint onto the newsprint. Have children set their spoons in
the brown paint bowl when they’re through.
Ask: • What grows in the ground? (Seeds; plants; trees.)
Say: God made plants to grow in the ground. Plants start out as little
seeds. [Name] and [name], will you sprinkle some seeds on our ground?
Give each of the two children a spoonful of seeds. Have them start at opposite ends
of the newsprint and sprinkle their seeds in the “dirt.”
Ask: • What kinds of plants should we put in our picture? (Trees; bushes;
flowers; grass.)
Say: God made lots of different kinds of plants. He made trees, bushes,
flowers, and grass. Let’s put some grass in our picture first. I need three
grass painters.
Give spoons to three children, and have them paint grass above the dirt. Then
invite other children to add green bushes, brown tree trunks, green treetops, and blue
or yellow flowers. Make sure each child gets a turn to paint. Have children return their
spoons to the appropriate paint bowls when they’re through.
Say: What a beautiful picture of God’s world! What should go at the top of
our picture? (Sky; clouds; sun.)
God made the sun and put it up in the sky. Let’s put a sky and a sun in our
picture.
Choose two children to paint a blue sky and one child to paint a yellow sun.
Distribute cotton balls, and let children stick “clouds” in the sky. Then let all the
children paint several raindrops.
Ask: • What else did God make that’s missing in our picture? (Animals; the
ocean; the moon and stars; people.)
Say: God made our world and everything in it. Next week we’ll learn
about all the different animals that God made. God made some big animals
and some quiet little animals. I have a quiet little animal friend named
Whiskers the Mouse who would like to come and visit us. Let’s leave our
creation picture and tiptoe like little mice over to our story area and see if
Whiskers might come out to see us.

Make sure seeds are small enough
to avoid a choking hazard, and
watch that children don’t eat any
of the seeds.

If the seeds or cotton don’t stick to
the paint, have children glue the
items onto the picture.
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Leave the creation mural on the table for about an hour to dry. When the paint
is no longer wet, you can hang it up in your classroom to remind children of God’s
creations during the following weeks.
Have children wash their hands and then tiptoe over to the story area.

Closing
n Growing Things
SUPPLIES: piece of cheese
Gather the children in a circle on the floor. Say: Let’s see if we can get Whiskers
to come and visit us. He’s shy, and we don’t want to scare him, so let’s call
him with our quiet voices. Whiskers!
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse along with a piece of cheese. Follow the puppet
script below, and then after the skit, put Whiskers out of sight while
you finish the day’s lesson.

Whiskers: (Looking closely at a piece of cheese he’s holding in his hand) Hmm.
Teacher: What are you doing with that piece of cheese, Whiskers?
Whiskers:	I’m inspecting it. Does it look OK to you? (Hands cheese to
teacher.)

Teacher:	It looks fine to me, Whiskers. Do you think there’s something
wrong with it?

Whiskers:	
(Nodding) Well, it looks OK, and it smells OK. (Takes a little bite.) And it even
tastes OK. But there must be something wrong.

Teacher:	Why do you think there’s something wrong with the cheese, Whiskers?
Whiskers:	
Because I’ve been feeding it to my plant, and my plant is dying. You should see

it—it’s all wilted and droopy. (Flops over like a droopy plant.) I promised my mom I’d
take good care of the plant—I guess I’d better try a different kind of cheese. Maybe
it would like Swiss cheese. That’s my favorite.

Teacher: Whiskers, cheese won’t make your plant grow.
Whiskers:	Why not? My mom says that if I eat lots of cheese, I’ll grow up to be a big, strong
mouse. Why won’t cheese make my plant grow?

Teacher:

 hildren, I don’t think Whiskers understands how to take care of his plant. Let’s tell
C
him what we learned about taking care of the plants God made.
(Lead children in explaining how plants need water and sunlight to grow, not cheese.)

Teacher:

20

 God made our world, Whiskers. He makes plants grow with water and sunshine.
Only people and animals can grow by eating cheese and other healthy foods.
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Whiskers:	
Oh. Well, I guess that means I get to eat this cheese then! Oh yummy!
I better go water my plant so it will stop drooping. Goodbye.

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com

n Everything Was Good
SUPPLIES: CD player
Say: God made our world. When God looked at all the
things he had made, he saw that everything was good. Let’s
learn a song to help us remember about all the good things
God made for us.
Lead children in singing “Everything Was Good” (track 6) with the CD to the tune
of “Old MacDonald Had a Farm.”
track 6

Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
God made light and day
and night,
And everything was good.
Growing plants,
Stars, moon, sun—
Playing in God’s world is fun!
Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.

Long ago God made the world,
Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
Animals and people, too.
And everything was good.
God made [name].
God made [name].
God made [name] and [name]
and [name].
Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
And everything was good.

When you finish singing, say: God made our world. Let’s thank God for
all the wonderful things he’s made. Dear God, thanks for making such a
wonderful world for us to live in. Be with us as we enjoy your creation this
week. In Jesus’ name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. E ncourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Sing a Song of Creation
track 5

Form a circle, and have children join hands. Walk around the circle as you sing “God
Made the World” (adapted from Genesis 1:1) with the CD (track 5) to the tune of “The
Farmer in the Dell.”

God made the world.
Oh, God made the world.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the world!
God made the light.
Oh, God made the light.

We thank him for creating it.
God made the light!
God made you and me.
Oh, God made you and me.
We thank him for creating us.
God made you and me!

Let children add their own verses by filling in specific things that God has made. For example, they might
sing, “God made the trees” or “God made the stars.”

n Make to Take: Shining Suns
Before class, cut yellow or orange construction paper into triangles. You’ll need at
least six triangles for each child.
Give each child a paper plate and six construction paper triangles. Set out glue, and
let children glue the triangle “sun rays” to the paper plates to make suns. Let them color
their suns with markers or crayons.
As children work, remind them that God made our world and God made the sun.

n Treat to Eat: Edible Flowers
Give each child a paper towel, two dried apple rings, a few chocolate
chips, and a cookie stick. Show children how to assemble their edible
flowers according to the illustration in the margin. As children enjoy
their snacks, talk about how God created flowers and fruit for us to
enjoy. Remind children that God made our world.

n Story Picture: The World God Made
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Let children color the picture first. Then set
out cotton balls and glue, and help children glue cotton to the clouds in the picture. As children work, ask
them who made all the things in the picture. Remind them that God made our world.
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Animal Name Tags
Photocopy and cut out the name tags.
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God made the world (adapted from
Genesis 1:1).

Ask me:
n Who made our world?
n What’s your favorite thing that God made?
n How can our family enjoy God’s world
together this week?
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n Sing this song with your child to the tune of “Old
MacDonald Had a Farm.”
Long ago God made the world,

Stars, moon, sun—

And everything was good.

Playing in God’s world is fun!

God made light and day and night, Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.

And everything was good.

Growing plants,

God Made
Our World
(Genesis 1:1-19)
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God Creates Animals • Lesson 2
Bible Point

God made our world
and the animals.

Bible Verse
God made the world (adapted from Genesis 1:1).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n talk about different kinds of animals,
n hear how God made all living creatures,
n discover what makes each animal special, and
n thank God for their favorite animals.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God creates animals.

Genesis
1:1-25

It is possible that no other written work has inspired more study than the creation story, the
first two chapters of Genesis. Let’s explore what the Bible says about what happened.
It’s interesting to note the recurring phrases within these 25 verses. Whenever God
created something, we see the words, “Then God said…” From the sun and moon to
the plants and animals, God simply spoke and what he said came into being. Notice the
connection to John 1:1-3, where “the Word” refers to Jesus. Understanding from John 1 that
Jesus was present at Creation, we see in Genesis 1:1-2 that all three persons of the Trinity were present and active
in the creation of all things.
Something else that recurs in these verses is a variation of “And God saw that it was good.” Nearly every time God
created something, he declared it good. Everything he made—the sun, the moon, the stars, the earth, the animals, the
trees, the plants—was good. And he made this good world for us to live in. What a great God we serve!

Prayer
• Read John 1:1-3.
• What does it mean to you that Jesus was active in Creation?
• Pray: God, thank you for the wonderful world you’ve created. Please help me to teach your children how wonderful
you are.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
nM
 ake photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
nP
 ray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,
and be greeted by the teacher.

“Animal Name Tags” (p. 23),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Who Am I?—Try to

CD player

Option 2: Thumbprint
Critters—Add thumbprint

Creation wall mural from
Lesson 1

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

Learning Lab Supplies

identify animals by the sounds
they make.

animals to the creation wall
mural.

Option 3: Animal
Charades—Guess the animal

that is being acted out.

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Find
partners by making animal
sounds.

“Animal Pairs” handout (p. 36),
scissors

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear how God made

Bible, CD player

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

animals, and sing about animals
God made.

Do the Bible Story—Identify
wild, tame, crawling, and flying
animals God made.

Closing

Something’s Fishy—Teach
Whiskers that he’s special even
though he can’t live under water.

Animal Prayers—Sing a song,
and thank God for their favorite
animals.

CD player

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Animal Name Tags” (p. 23), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they practiced what they learned last week. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about the world God made?” and
“What did you do to enjoy God’s world this week?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God made our world and the animals.
• Hand out the animal name tags children made during Lesson 1, and help children
attach the name tags to their clothing. Use the handout to create extras for children
who weren’t present last week or to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set out one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “What’s your
favorite animal that God made?” or “Do you have a pet? How do you take care of it?”

n Option 1: Who Am I?
SUPPLIES: CD player
Play “Animal Sounds” (track 7) from the CD. This segment
includes dog, cat, lion, bird, cow, horse, and sheep sounds. Each
sound is recorded twice. Pause the CD after each sound and ask
children what animal they think it is. Then play the sound again and
encourage children to repeat the sound. Then continue to the next
animal. Talk about what each animal would eat and explain that we need to be gentle
and kind with animals. Remind children that God made our world and the animals.
track 7

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

A good way to engage visual
learners is to show them the
“real thing.” If you have small pets
such as fish, turtles, or birds, bring
them to your Sunday school
class to show the children. Bring
only caged or confined pets, and
supervise them closely while
children are in the room.

n Option 2: Thumbprint Critters
SUPPLIES: creation wall mural from Lesson 1
Set out the ink pad from the Learning Lab and the creation mural
you made last week. On a blank sheet of paper, show children how to
make thumbprint animals, similar to the one shown in the margin.
Let them add thumbprint animals to your creation mural. As children
work, invite them to tell you about the animals they’re making.
Remind them that God made our world and the animals. After children have finished,
hang the creation mural in your story area.
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n Option 3: Animal Charades
SUPPLIES: none
Show the children how to play charades by acting out an animal and encouraging
them to guess what animal you are pretending to be. Then choose a volunteer to be the
actor in this game of charades. Whisper a type of animal (such as a dog, a horse, or a bird)
to the volunteer, and let him or her act out the motions and sounds of the animal until
one of the children in the group can guess what it is. Whoever guesses is the next actor.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: “Animal Pairs” handout (p. 36), scissors
Before class, photocopy the “Animal Pairs” handout and cut out the animals. You’ll
need one animal pair for every two children in your class.
Tell children that when you turn the room lights off and then on again, they’re
to stop what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times.
Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities
you’ve planned.
When everything is cleaned up, gather everyone in a circle on the floor.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Made
thumbprint animals; played with animals; listened to animal sounds.)
Say: Some of you listened to animal sounds, some of you made thumbprint
animals, and some of you acted out animals. If you listened to animal sounds
or acted out animals, stand up and make your favorite animal sound and
then sit down. Pause. If you made thumbprint animals, come and point out the
animals you made and then sit down.
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Let children point out their thumbprint animals, and then continue: You’ve all
been learning important things about our Bible story. Today we’re going to
learn that God made our world and the animals. To help us get ready for
that story, we’re going to play an animal game.
Hold up the animal pictures, one at a time, and ask:
• What sound does this animal make?
Let children make the sound for each animal, and then give each child an animal
picture. Say: I’ve given each person an animal picture. When I say “go,” I want
you to walk around the story area and make the sound of your animal. When
you find another person who’s making the same sound, sit down together. Go!
Walk around with the children and help them find partners as necessary. If you
have an uneven number of children in your class, join in the game so each child will
have a partner.
After children have found their animal partners, have each pair stand and make
the animal sound together. Then say: What a lot of animals we have in our class
today! Make your animal sound one more time if you’re ready to bring out our
Bible and hear how God made our world and the animals.
Lead children in making animal sounds once more, and continue with the lesson.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The person
who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will be our
Bible helper today.
Lead them in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible” (track 3)
with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.” As you
sing, pass around the special Bible.

This Bible story is
featured in My First
Hands-On Bible™.
Order several
now for your
ministry at
group.com.

I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the world stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the world stamp and ink pad to
the Learning Lab.
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Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Open the Bible to Genesis 1 and show it to the children. Say:
tracks 5, 8
Our story comes from the book of Genesis. Genesis is the
first book in the Bible, God’s special book. Our Bible verse
comes from the very beginning of Genesis. Open your Bible
to Genesis 1:1, and show the verse to the children. The Bible says
that God made the world. Have children repeat the verse
with you. Our Bible Big Book shows us pictures of the Bible
story. Before we hear our Bible story, let’s sing a song to
help us remember the verse.
Lead children in singing “God Made the World” (adapted from Genesis 1:1) with
the CD (track 5) to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell.”
God made the world.
Oh, God made the world.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the world!
God made the light.
Oh, God made the light.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the light!
God made you and me.
Oh, God made you and me.
We thank him for creating us.
God made you and me!
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Bring out the Bible Big Book: God Made Our World. Show children the pictures on
pages 1 to 5 as you read the corresponding text printed on the back cover of the book.
Encourage children to repeat with you, “the world that God made.” When you read the
text for pages 4 and 5, pause to let children find the animals as indicated.
After you finish the story, hold up pages 4 and 5.
Ask: • What other animals can you find in our Big Book picture?
Help children point out other animals in the picture. As they find each animal,
ask questions such as “Where does that animal live?” “What does that animal eat?” or
“What sound does that animal make?”
Say: God made our world and the animals. God certainly made lots of
different animals! Let’s learn a song that will help us remember some of the
animals God made.
Lead children in singing “God Made the Animals” with the CD (track 8) to the
tune of “Jesus Loves Me.”

Cats and dogs and bluebirds blue,
Tigers, lions, zebras, too.
Fish and frogs and birds that fly—
So many creatures, my, oh my!
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
He made so many kinds.
Ostriches with pointy toes,
Elephants and buffaloes,
Rabbits, snakes, and kangaroos—
God made them all for me and you.
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
He made so many kinds.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: none
Say: God made all different kinds of animals. The Bible tells about wild
animals, tame animals, crawling animals, and animals that fly.
Ask: • What are some wild animals that you’ve heard of? (Tigers; lions;
elephants.)
Say: Wild animals live outside in the wild or sometimes in zoos. Tame
animals live with people, sometimes outside or sometimes inside as pets.
Ask: • What are some tame animals that you’ve heard of? (Cats; dogs;
hamsters; cows.)
• God also made crawling animals like snakes and bugs. What kinds of bugs
can you think of? (Ants; spiders; ladybugs.)
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Say: Some bugs crawl on the ground. Other bugs like bees and butterflies
fly in the air.
Ask: • What else did God make that flies in the air? (Birds; bats.)
Have children stand up. Say: Our Bible verse, from Genesis 1:1, tells us that
God made the world. Last week we talked about how God made water and
God made plants. God made the sun, the moon, and all the stars. And this
week we learned that God made all of the animals.
Let’s play a game to help us remember about all those different kinds of
animals. I’ll name an animal. If it’s a wild animal, I want you to roar. Let me
hear you practice roaring. Pause. If I name an animal that is as tame as a pet,
I want you to gently pat the person next to you. Let’s try that. Pause. If I name
a crawling animal or bug, I want you to crawl your fingers up your arm. Let’s
see you crawl your fingers. Pause. If I name a flying animal or bug, I want you
to flap your arms like wings.
Read the following list of animals. Pause after you read the name of each animal to
let children do their actions. You may need to demonstrate to help them remember.
• lion
• cat
• cow
• snake
• spider
• bird
• butterfly
• worm
• bear
• dog
After children have finished their actions, say: God made our world and the
animals. Let’s say that together: “God made our world and the animals.” Isn’t
it great that we get to enjoy the animals and take care of them? Let’s see
what our animal friend, Whiskers, is up to today.

Closing
n Something’s Fishy
SUPPLIES: none
Gather the children in a circle on the floor. Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and
follow the script on the next page. When you finish the script, put Whiskers away.
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Whiskers: (Head down, looking sad) Hi, friends.
Teacher: Whiskers, you seem sad. What’s the matter?
Whiskers: I don’t like being a mouse.
Teacher: Why don’t you like being a mouse, Whiskers?
Whiskers:	Mice are little and have to hide all the time. So I decided

to be a fish instead—I love to swim and play in the water.
I jumped in a pond, but when I tried to breathe, the water went up my
nose and I choked and coughed. It felt awful!

Teacher:	I’m sure it did. Mice aren’t made to breathe under water. Children, can any of you
breathe under water? (Let children respond.) See, Whiskers, people weren’t made to
live under water either. God made fish special. Fish have gills so they can breathe
under water. And God made mice special, too. I bet you can do lots of things fish
can’t do.

Whiskers: (Sounding skeptical) I doubt it.
Teacher:	Children, let’s think of some special things Whiskers can do. Can Whiskers run and
play in the grass? (Let children respond.) Clap your hands if you think Whiskers can
sit on a rock and feel the warm sun.

Whiskers:	Hmm. I guess a fish couldn’t do that. Maybe mice can do some special things. What
kinds of special things can people do?

	(Lead children in telling Whiskers about special things they can do such as talking, going
to school or church, or coloring pictures.)

Teacher:	When

God made our world and the animals, he made each person and animal in a
special way. People have fingers, but mice have little claws so they can hold on while
they’re climbing. People are much bigger than mice, but mice are small enough to
hide where people could never go. Let’s play a game, Whiskers, called Hide-andSeek. You can hide, and the children will find you. That way we can all have fun
being just what God wanted us to be.

Whiskers:	Oh boy! I love hiding! That’s the best part about being a mouse. Close your eyes and
count to 10 while I hide.

	(Have children close their eyes and count to 10 while you quickly hide Whiskers. Let
children find him, and then continue.)

Whiskers:	Thanks, friends. I think I’ll keep being a mouse after all. I’m going to
go home and play that hide-and-seek game with my brother. See you
next time!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com
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n Animal Prayers
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 8

Say: God made our world and the animals. Let’s sing our
animal song to thank God for all the animals he made.
Lead children in singing “God Made the Animals” (track 8) with
the CD to the tune of “Jesus Loves Me.”

Cats and dogs and bluebirds blue,
Tigers, lions, zebras, too.
Fish and frogs and birds that fly—
So many creatures, my, oh my!
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
He made so many kinds.
Ostriches with pointy toes,
Elephants and buffaloes,
Rabbits, snakes, and kangaroos—
God made them all for me and you.
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
God made the animals.
He made so many kinds.
After the song, invite each child to name his or her favorite
animal. Say: Jesus loves animals, too, because they are
a special part of his creation. In fact, the Bible tells us
that Jesus was there at Creation and that nothing was
made without him. Let’s close with a prayer: Dear God,
thank you for all the different animals you made. Help us
take good care of them. In Jesus’ name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Animal Tag
Choose one child to be “It.” Have “It” name an animal and then make that animal sound as he or she
tries to tag other children. As children get tagged, they must join “It” in making the animal sound. To avoid
collisions, have children shuffle or crawl on the floor as they play.
When everyone has been tagged, choose a new “It” and let that person choose another animal sound.
Repeat the game as time allows. In between rounds, remind children that God made our world and the
animals.

n Make to Take: Wonderful Worms
Give each child a sheet of construction paper and a piece of yarn or string.
Help children dip their yarn in tempera paint and wiggle it across their paper
to create “worm” paintings. As children work, talk with them about worms and
other insects God has made. Remind them that God made our world and the
animals.

n Treat to Eat: Animal Buffet
Set out several different “animal foods” on a table. For example, you might include
sunflower seeds for birds, tuna fish for whales, or shredded wheat “hay” for horses and cows.
Let children pretend to be each animal as they sample its food. Thank God for the food he
made to feed the animals.

n Story Picture: God Made the Animals
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out pretzel sticks, and let each child glue
them to the antlers on the deer in the picture. As children color the rest of their pictures with crayons or
markers, talk with them about their favorite animals. Remind them that God made our world and the animals.
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Photocopy and cut out the animals.
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n Take a family field trip to a local pet store or zoo. Have fun
looking at all the different animals God made.
n Set out seeds or nuts for the birds or squirrels that visit your
home. Watch the seed supply carefully and count how many
creatures share the food you’ve set out.

n How can our family be kind to animals this
week?

God Made
the Animals
(Genesis 1:1-25)
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God Creates People • Lesson 3
Bible Point

God made our world
and you and me.

Bible Verse
God made the world (adapted from Genesis 1:1).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n discover that each person is different and special,
n hear how God made people,
n tell each other why they’re special, and
n thank God for each person in class.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God creates people.
In Genesis 2:7 we see a bit of the “how” of Adam’s creation. Humans were the first of creation
not simply spoken into being. This account tells us of God’s personally forming Adam out
of the earth. And then one more difference appears: God breathed life into Adam, and he
became a living being. Many here translate being as “soul.” And no other creature was given
that designation. Genesis 1:27 tells us that humans were created in God’s image. And after the
creation of humans, God announced that his creation was not only “good,” it was “very good”
(Genesis 1:31).
Many conclusions have been drawn from Eve’s being created from Adam’s rib—from his side—such as the intent
that they work side by side, that they be equal to each other in standing before God, and that “the two are united
into one” in the bond of marriage. However, Adam lost a rib to make Eve. Without her, he was incomplete. And
without Adam, Eve wouldn’t have existed. Both had strengths—and weaknesses.

Genesis
2:7-22

Prayer
• Read Psalm 139:14.
• How does it make you feel to know that God made every part of your being?
• Pray: Lord, thank you for making me so infinitely complex. Help me to honor you, and help me to help my
students begin to appreciate how awesome you are.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,
and be greeted by the teacher.

“Animal Name Tags” (p. 23),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Dough People—

Modeling dough

Option 2: Animal Mix &
Match—Hear how Adam named

“Animal Mix & Match” handouts
(pp. 49-50), scissors, crayons

Option 3: Pudding Prints—

Pudding cups, wax paper,
construction paper, spoons

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

Learning Lab Supplies

Make people out of modeling
dough, and hear how God formed
Adam out of the earth.

the animals, and then mix animal
parts and name “new” animals.

Make handprints in pudding
paint, and see how each person’s
hands are different.
they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Setting the Stage—Play a
game to learn that each person is
special.
Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear about the first

Bible

Do the Bible Story—Make
people outlines to add to their
creation mural.

Bible, newsprint, washable
markers, masking tape, crayons

Where’s the Mouse?—Trace
an outline of Whiskers and add it
to the creation mural.

Newsprint, marker

One Big Family—Sing a song,

CD player

Bible, and pray together.

people God made.

Closing

and thank God for making each
person in class.

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Animal Name Tags” (p. 23), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they practiced what they learned last week. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about all the animals God made?”
and “Did you see any animals this week? What kind?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God made our world and you and me.
• Hand out the animal name tags children made during Lesson 1, and help them attach
the name tags to their clothing. Have extras available for children who weren’t in class
that week and to replace name tags that are damaged.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Tell me about a
special person you know” or “What makes you different from the other people in your
family?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Dough People
SUPPLIES: modeling dough
Set out modeling dough and help children make a variety of people. Encourage
them to identify the people they’ve made. For example, they might make a small person
to represent a younger sibling and a larger person to represent a parent or other adult.
As children work, tell them that today’s Bible story is about the first people God made.
Remind them that God made our world and you and me.

Show children how to make “ropes”
by rolling dough back and forth on
the tabletop. This may help them
form the arms and legs of their
dough people.

n Option 2: Animal Mix & Match
SUPPLIES: “Animal Mix & Match” handouts (pp. 49-50), scissors, crayons
Before class, photocopy the “Animal Mix & Match” handouts, and cut the a nimals
apart. If you’ll have more than six children doing this activity, you may want to make two
copies.
Set out crayons, and have children match and color the animals. Then let the children
mix up the animal parts to create “new” animals. For example, they might put a giraffe’s
head on an elephant’s body to create an “eleraffe.” Help children think up names for their
new creations. As children work, explain that God gave Adam the job of naming all the
animals he’d created. Remind them that God made our world and you and me.
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n Option 3: Pudding Prints
SUPPLIES: pudding cups, spoons, wax paper, construction paper
Have children wash their hands. Give each child a spoon, a wax paper square, and
a pudding cup. Show children how spread a spoonful of pudding over their wax paper.
Have them gently set their hands in the pudding, and then have each child transfer his
or her hand to a sheet of light-colored construction paper to make a hand print. Have
children wash their hands, and then let them observe each other’s prints. Point out that
each handprint is different because each person is different.
After children have looked at all the prints, let them return to their own pudding
cups and enjoy their snacks. As they eat, remind them that God made our world and
you and me.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: none
Tell children that when you turn the room lights off and then on again, they’re
to stop what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times.
Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities
you’ve planned.
When everything is cleaned up, gather everyone in a circle on the floor.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Played
with pudding; made dough people; mixed up animals.)
Say: Some of you made pudding handprints, some of you made people
out of modeling dough, and some of you mixed up animal parts to make new
animals. You were all learning important things about our Bible story. Today
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we’re going to learn that God made our world and you and me. We’ll hear
about the first people God made and the special job he gave them to do.
God gives us special jobs to do, too. God made each person here, so each
one of you is special! That means God made you different from everyone else
in the whole wide world and loves you very much. Let’s play a game to help
us remember that.
I’m going to give you some directions. If you hear me say, “If you’re
special” before the directions, do what I say. For example, I might say, “If
you’re special, stand up.”
Have children stand up.
Say: You’ll have to listen carefully. Don’t follow my directions unless you
hear me say, “If you’re special.”
Read the following instructions, one at a time. Each time you say, “If you’re special,”
pause for children to complete their actions. As you speak, put extra emphasis on “If
you’re special” to make sure children hear and follow the directions.
• If you’re special, hug yourself.
• If you’re special, shake a friend’s hand.
• If you’re a mouse, crawl on the floor.
• If you’re strong, make a fist.
• If you’re special, pat someone on the back.
• If you’re special, hug someone.
• If you’re in our class, sit down.
• If you’re special, jump up and shout, “I’m special!” and then sit down.
Say: Good job! We have a lot of special people in our
class. Jesus was a very special person, too. When he
walked on the earth, Jesus was kind to people and to
animals. Jesus is glad when we are kind to people and
animals because he wants us to be just like him. Let’s do
something right now that would please Jesus. Turn to
the person sitting next to you, shake his or her hand,
and say, “You’re special!”
Say: Now let’s bring out our Bible and hear about the first special people
God made.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The person
who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will be our
Bible helper today.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible” (track 3)
with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.” As you
sing, pass around the special Bible.

This Bible story is
featured in My First
Hands-On Bible™.
Order several
now for your
ministry at
group.com.
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I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Include more children each week
by asking another child to put the
Bible away or to lead the rest of
the class in cheering for the Bible
helper. Be sure to keep track of
who fills these roles each week so
that every child has the chance to
feel special.

Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the world stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the world stamp and ink pad to
the Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible
Open the Bible to Genesis 2, and show it to the children. Say:
Our story comes from the Bible, God’s special book. Our Bible
Big Book shows us pictures of the Bible story.
Bring out the Bible Big Book: God Made Our World. Read aloud
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the story from pages 1 to 7, using the text printed on each page. After you finish the
story, put the Bible Big Book away and out of sight.
Say: God loves us and watches over us, too. People are God’s most special
creation.
Ask: • How are people different from animals? (We can talk; we live in houses;
we eat different food.)
• Look at someone sitting next to you. What’s one way that person is
different from you? (She’s a girl and I’m a boy; he’s wearing a green shirt and I’m
wearing a red shirt; we have different colors of hair.)
Say: God made our world and you and me. People are God’s most s pecial
creation. We can think, we can talk, we can run and play, and we can love
God. God made each person different and special. We’re going to do an
activity now that will help us see how each person in our class is different.

n Do the Bible Story

For the “Do the Bible Story” activity,
be aware that it’s difficult to draw
on newsprint laid on carpet. If
you have an uncarpeted area in
your room, use it for this activity.
Washable markers work best for
this activity because children don’t
have to press hard to get results.
If you have mostly 3-year-olds,
you may want to do the tracing. It
won’t take long, and children will
be intrigued watching you as they
wait their turn.

SUPPLIES: Bible, newsprint, washable markers, masking tape, crayons
Form pairs and give each pair two sheets of newsprint. Have one child in each pair
lie down on a sheet of newsprint as the other child traces around him or her with a
washable marker. Then have partners switch.
After children complete their outlines, tape them to the wall on or near your
creation mural. Set out crayons and let children draw faces and color their outlines.
After a few minutes, flash the lights and ask children to put their crayons away
and return to the story area. Open your Bible to Genesis 1:1, and show children the
verse. Say: Today’s Bible verse says that God made the world. Repeat the verse
together. Let’s give God a great big cheer to thank him for making such good
things and people. Lead children in a rousing cheer for God.
Then walk along the wall where the figures are posted and point to each one as you
say: God made [name].
As you point to each figure, point out something unique about it such as “This
person’s w
 earing a blue shirt” or “This person’s smiling.” Invite children to help you
notice things. Continue until you’ve pointed out all the figures.
Say: Each person in our class is different and special. God did a great job
making all these special children. Let’s shout together, “Thanks, God!” Maybe
our friend Whiskers will hear us and come out to visit. We can’t shout too
loud, though. We don’t want to scare Whiskers.
Lead children in shouting, “Thanks, God!” together.

Closing
n Where’s the Mouse?
SUPPLIES: newsprint, marker
Gather the children in a circle on the floor. Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and
follow the script on the next page. When you finish the script, put Whiskers away.
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Whiskers: What was all that shouting about?
Teacher:	I’m glad you heard us, Whiskers. We were saying thank you
to God.

Whiskers: How come?
Teacher:	We were thanking God for making each person in our class.
We just finished making life-size figures of each other to
help us see that each person is different and special.

(Whiskers walks over to the wall and looks closely at several figures.)

Whiskers: Hmm. I see.
Teacher:	You see, Whiskers, we’re learning today that

God made our world and you and me.
You can see some of the other things God made if you look at our creation mural.
Children, let’s show Whiskers our creation mural and tell him all about it.
(Help children point out plants, sky, sun, and other creations you’ve added to the mural.)

Whiskers:	
(Looking back and forth between the mural and the figures) Hmm. I think you missed
something. I don’t see any mice in this picture. You said God made our world and
you and me, but all I see is you! Didn’t God make me, too?

Teacher:	Of course he did, Whiskers. I’m sorry we’ve left you out of our picture. Would you
like us to make an outline of you, too?

Whiskers:

(Nodding) That would be great!

	(Carefully outline Whiskers on a sheet of paper or newsprint. As you’re working, have
Whiskers make comments such as “Be careful not to mark on my ear” or “Don’t forget my
tail.”)

Teacher: OK, Whiskers. Now you have an outline, too.
Whiskers:	
(Looking at his outline) That’s much better. Now I can really see that God made our
world and you and me. Can we say that together once more before I go?

	(Lead children and Whiskers in repeating the Bible Point:
world and you and me.)

God made our

Whiskers:	Thanks, friends. I’m going to go tell my brother what I’ve learned.

Maybe he’ll let me trace around him. We can make our own creation
mural in our room! I’ll see you later.

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com
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God Creates People

n One Big Family
SUPPLIES: CD player
Say: I’m so glad that God made our world and you and
me. Let’s sing a song to celebrate all the special people in
our class that God made.
Form a circle, and invite two or three children to stand in the
center. Lead children in singing “God Made You, God Made Me” (track 9) with the
CD to the tune of “This Old Man.” As you sing, join hands and walk around the center
children.
Repeat the song until everyone has had a chance to stand in the center. If you have a
large class, you may want to have four or five children stand in the center each time.
track 9

God made you; God made me.
God made each one differently,
But we’re all part of one big family.
God made each one differently.
God made you; God made me.
God made everyone we see,
But we’re all part of one big family.
God made everyone we see.
After you sing the song, close with a prayer similar to this one: Dear God, thank
you for making such a beautiful world and for making people your most
special creation. We love you. In Jesus’ name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. E ncourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: People Parts
Remind children that God made them special, and then lead them in the following action rhyme.
God made fingers, noses, toes (touch fingers, nose, toes),
Eyes and ears and hair that grows. (Touch eyes, ears, hair.)
God made you and God made me. (Point to others and then self.)
God said, “It’s good.” Don’t you agree? (Nod head.)
Repeat the rhyme several times. If children are interested, let them take turns leading it. After you’ve said the
rhyme the last time, have children shout, “It’s good!” and clap for God.

n Make to Take: Clothespin People
Give each child a wooden craft clothespin and a 4-inch piece of chenille wire.
Help children slip their wires into the clothespin slits for arms, wrapping each wire
end around the clothespin once. Let children use markers to add faces and hair to
their clothespin people. As children work, point out how each clothespin person
is different just like each child is different. Remind children that God made our
world and you and me.

n Treat to Eat: Orange Smiles
Before class, cut oranges into thin wedges. Give each child
two or three orange wedges. Show them how to bite into the
orange flesh and hold it in their teeth so the orange peel looks
like a smile. Let children show off their “orange smiles” to each
other as they enjoy the snack. Tell them you’re glad God made
each person s pecial.

n Story Picture: God Made You and Me
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons, and have children color their
pictures. Then distribute craft sticks for children to glue onto the seesaws. As children work, remind them that God
made people to think, to run and play, and to love him.
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Animal Mix & Match 1
Photocopy and cut out the animal-part cards.
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Animal Mix & Match 2
Photocopy and cut out the animal-part cards.
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n Sing “God Made You, God Made Me” with your child, to the
tune of “This Old Man.”
God made you; God made me.
God made each one differently,
But we’re all part of one big family.
God made each one differently.

God Made You and Me
(Genesis 2:7-22)
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God Shows Adam and Eve the World He’s Made • Lesson 4
Bible Point

God made our world
and wants us to take
care of it.

Bible Verse
God made the world (adapted from Genesis 1:1).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n learn that God wants people to care for his world,
n experience taking care of each other,
n discover ways they can care for God’s world, and
n ask God to help them care for the world.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God shows Adam and Eve the world he’s made.

Genesis
1:28-31

This passage wraps up our study of Creation. God gives Adam and Eve a major task: to be
responsible for the earth! God essentially turned his wonderful creation over to these two
humans—and to all the humans who have followed them. The idea contained in Genesis 1:28
is to be good stewards of all that God created. Our job is to take care of what God has created
and to use it wisely for God’s purposes.
In six days, God created all that we see in nature. Then he gave the earth over to humans to
take care of it. After that, “God looked over all he had made, and he saw that it was very good”
(Genesis 1:31). God’s plan is perfect; the responsibility for carrying out that plan by caring for
the earth is now ours.

Prayer
• Read Colossians 1:16-17.
• How do these verses connect with today’s passage?
• Pray: God, help me know how to communicate your message clearly to the special little creations in my class.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
nM
 ake photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
nP
 ray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Animal Name Tags” (p. 23),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Balloon World—

Blue and green tissue paper,
sponges, scissors, newspapers,
glue, water, bowl, balloon

Option 2: Recycle Box—

Newsprint, crayons, large box,
tape

Option 3: Lights Out—Make
light bulbs to remind them to
turn off lights.

“Lights Out” handout (p. 64),
scissors, stapler, scrap paper,
string

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Help each
other peel bananas, and then
throw away the peels.

Knife, banana for every two
children, newspapers, trash can

Breakable Bubbles—Try to
catch bubbles without breaking
them.

Bubble solution, large bowl, CD
player

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear how God tells

Bible, CD player

Do the Bible Story—Clean
classroom tables and windows.

Shaving cream, wet rags

Creation Cleanup—Help

Newspapers

God’s Good World—Sing a
song, and ask God to help them
take care of his world.

CD player

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

Make a model world, and talk
about ways they can care for
God’s world.
Decorate a box for classroom
recycling.

Learning Lab Supplies

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

Adam and Eve to take care of the
Garden of Eden.

Closing

Whiskers learn about recycling.

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Animal Name Tags” (p. 23), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about how God made people?” and
“What special things did you do with your family this week?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God made our world and wants us to
take care of it.
• Hand out the animal name tags children made during Lesson 1, and help them attach
the name tags to their clothing. Have extras on hand for children who were not in
class that week and to replace any damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the children to offer help as needed and direct children’s conversation
toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “What can you do to take care of
God’s world?” or “What would happen if no one threw any trash away?”

n Option 1: Balloon World
SUPPLIES: blue and green tissue paper, sponges, scissors, newspapers, glue, water,
bowl, green balloon
Before class, blow up a green balloon. Cut blue and green tissue paper into 2x4-inch
strips, and cut one or two sponges into 1-inch strips.
Cover a work area with newspapers. Set out a bowl of glue thinned with water, the
sponges, and the tissue paper strips. Show children how to make a model world by
painting glue on the balloon with the sponges and then smoothing the tissue paper onto
the glue. Encourage them to mix blue and green strips and to use plenty of glue. As
children work to cover the balloon, talk about how special God’s creation is and remind
them that God made our world and wants us to take care of it. When children finish their
balloon world, set it aside to dry. It should be mostly dry by the end of class.

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

Warning! If the balloon pops
during this activity, make sure
you collect and discard all of the
balloon pieces as they can pose a
choking hazard to young children.
Balloons may contain latex.
If you’d rather not use a balloon,
use a smooth ball instead.
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n Option 2: Recycle Box
SUPPLIES: newsprint, crayons, large box, tape
Set out sheets of newsprint for children to decorate. They
can stamp the paper with the world stamp or draw their favorite
plants, animals, or people. Point out that paper is made from
trees and that trees are a beautiful part of God’s creation. Explain
that we can help save trees by saving and reusing paper. We can
also collect paper to be recycled and made into more paper.
When children finish decorating the paper, help them tape it to a large cardboard
box. Explain that they can use the box to save or recycle paper in the classroom. Point
out that recycling is one way we can care for God’s world. Remind children that God
made our world and wants us to take care of it.

n Option 3: Lights Out
SUPPLIES: “Lights Out” handout (p. 64), scissors, stapler, scrap paper, string
Before class, make photocopies of the “Lights Out” handout, and cut out the lightbulb shapes. You’ll need two light bulbs for each child.
Let each child help you staple around the bottom of the light bulb, leaving a large
opening at the top. Provide scrap paper, and let children stuff the light bulbs with the
paper. As children are stuffing their light bulbs, talk about how turning out lights can
be a way we can take care of our world. Remind children that God made our world
and wants us to take care of it.
Staple the light bulbs closed and then staple a piece of string or yarn to the top of
each child’s light bulb. Encourage each child to take the light bulb home and ask a
family member to hang the bulb from the ceiling as a reminder to turn off the lights.

Remember to use familiar terms
to children when explaining what
recycling means. For example, it
means to “use things over again
instead of throwing them away,”
or “giving things to others to use
when we’re done.” You might
point out that giving “old” toys to
a sibling or friend is also a way of
recycling.

When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)
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Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: knife, bananas, newspapers, trash can
Before class, cut the tops off the bananas so they’ll be easy for children to peel.
Cover a section of the floor with newspapers so children’s banana peels don’t get your
floor sticky.
Tell children that when you turn the lights off and then on again, they’re to stop
what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage
children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
When everything is cleaned up, have children wash hands and gather everyone in a
circle on the floor.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Put
tissue paper on a balloon; made a light bulb; decorated a paper box.)
Say: Some of you made a model world from a balloon, some of you made
light bulbs, and some of you decorated a paper box for our classroom. You
were all learning important things about our Bible story.
If you worked on the balloon world, stand up and say, “God made our
world,” and then sit down. Pause. If you made a light bulb, stand up and say,
“I can take care of God’s world,” and then sit down. Pause. If you decorated
our paper box, stand up and say, “Saving paper saves the trees God made,”
and then sit down. Pause.
For the past few weeks, we’ve been learning that God made our world.
Today we’ll learn that God made our world and wants us to take care of it.
Let’s practice taking care of each other now.
Form pairs, and have each child put one hand behind his or her back. Give each
pair one banana. Say: Partners, help each other peel your banana. One person
can hold the banana while the other person peels it. When you’ve finished
peeling your banana, drop your banana peel on the newspapers and then
sit down.
Walk around and offer help as needed. Encourage children to take turns holding
and peeling the bananas. When children have finished peeling, have them split the
bananas and eat them.
As children are eating, say: Look at all these banana peels on the floor. What
do you think we should do with them? (Throw them away; leave them there.)
Ask: • What do you think it would be like if people always threw their
banana peels and other garbage on the ground instead of in the trash?
(Yucky; ugly; a mess.)
Say: Let’s pick up our banana peels and put them in the trash can. God
made our world and wants us to take care of it. We can help keep God’s
world beautiful by picking up trash and throwing it away. Another way to
take care of God’s world is to be careful and gentle with the things he has
given us. Let’s find out what that’s like.
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n Breakable Bubbles
SUPPLIES: bubble solution, CD player, large bowl
Have children join you on the floor.
track 5
Ask: • What are some things that you take care of at
home? (My dog; my little sister; I help my dad in the garden.)
• What do you do to take care of those things? (I feed
the dog; I play with my baby sister and feed her; I water the
garden.)
Say: Let’s see what it’s like to take care of something
very carefully. I’m going to blow some bubbles and see if you can catch them
without breaking them. See if you can take care of a bubble!
Bring out a large bubble wand from the Learning Lab. Dip the bubble wand into
bubble solution, and blow bubbles over the children’s heads. Let children stand up and
try catching the bubbles without popping them. After a few moments, put the large
bubble wand away, and gather children in a circle.
Ask: • What was it like to take care of bubbles? Why? (Fun, because we got to
move around; hard, because they kept breaking.)
• What made it so hard to take care of the bubbles? (They break; you had to
be gentle; they kept floating away.)
Say: Our Bible verse for today is from Genesis 1:1, and it says that God
made the world. Have children repeat the verse. God’s world is a special place
that we need to treat with love and gentleness.
Even though bubbles are beautiful and fun to play with, they can be
easily broken or ruined. Just as we needed to be careful with the bubbles,
we need to be gentle as we care for God’s world. That’s because God
made our world and wants us to take care of it. Let’s bring out our Bible
now and review all the beautiful things God put in his world. But first, let’s
sing a song!
Have children join you as you sing “God Made the World” (adapted from Genesis
1:1) (track 5) to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell.”
God made the world.
Oh, God made the world.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the world!
God made the light.
Oh, God made the light.
We thank him for creating it.
God made the light!
God made you and me.
Oh, God made you and me.
We thank him for creating us.
God made you and me!
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n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The person
who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will be our
Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the world stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp other children’s hands. Return the world stamp and ink pad to the
Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.
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n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Open the Bible to Genesis 1, and show it to the children. Say:
track 10
Our story comes from the Bible, God’s special book. Our Bible
Big Book shows us pictures of the Bible story.
Play “The World That God Made” (track 10) from the CD. This
segment includes the entire text printed on the back cover of the
Bible Big Book: God Made Our World. Follow along as you listen,
and turn the pages when you hear the harp sound. You may want to
pause the CD to let children find the animals as the text directs.
After you finish the story, have children repeat with you, “This is
the world that God made!” Then put the Bible Big Book away.
Say: God put people in charge of all of creation. God wants us to enjoy
living in his beautiful world.
Ask: • What are some things in God’s world that you enjoy? (Flowers; dogs;
the park.)
Say: Jesus enjoyed our world, and he was careful
with it, too. He walked along the rivers, through the
desert, and he even prayed in the gardens. I’ll show you
a picture in our Bible Big Book, and if you see someone
in the picture doing something that you can do, point
to that child and say, “I’ll take care of our world for
Jesus.”
Turn to the last page in the Bible Big Book, and let children
approach one at a time to point to a child in the picture.
Say: God wants us to take care of his world and keep it beautiful.
Ask: • What can you do to take care of the world? (Pick up trash; turn off
lights.)
Say: God made our world and wants us to take care of it. There are lots
of ways we can take care of God’s world. We can care for plants by watering
them. We can take care of animals by feeding them. We can take care of
people by loving them and treating them nicely. And we can keep our world
beautiful by picking up trash and keeping things clean. Let’s practice that by
cleaning up our room right now.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: shaving cream, wet rags
Say: God made our world and wants us to take care of it. Let’s see how
fast we can clean our classroom tables and windows. I’ll squirt the soap, and
you can take turns wiping it away.
Help children clean the tables and windows using shaving cream and paper towels
or rags. If you don’t have tables or windows in your room, children can clean the walls.
After they’ve finished, help them wipe off their hands. Put the shaving cream away and
out of sight.
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Say: You can pick up toys and clean up at home, just like we cleaned up
here in our room. You can also save old newspapers and cans to be recycled.
When we recycle, we help make new things out of old things. That way we
can use things again instead of throwing them away. I wonder if our friend
Whiskers knows about recycling. Mice sometimes like to save old papers and
hide in them.

Closing
n Creation Cleanup
SUPPLIES: newspapers
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse and a pile of newspapers, and go through the
following puppet script. When you finish the script, put Whiskers away.

	(Set Whiskers under the newspapers. Move him around slightly
and then energetically until the papers fall away.)

Whiskers:			
		

Hi there! I was taking a rest in one of my favorite places. I
love hiding in papers.

Teacher:			We were just cleaning our room. Do you ever clean
where you live, Whiskers?

Whiskers:		 	My mom makes me put my toys away, but I never throw

out my papers. They’re too much fun to sleep and play in.

Teacher:			If you never get rid of any papers, pretty soon your room will be full. Then where
will you play?

Whiskers:			Oh. Well, I guess I might throw a few papers away when my room gets too full.
But it’s not full yet.

Teacher:			 When your room gets full, why don’t you recycle your papers?
Whiskers:			 I know about motorcycles, but I don’t know about recycles. Do you ride them?
Teacher:			Children, I don’t think Whiskers understands about recycling. We’d better explain
it to him.

		(Help children explain how recycling makes new things out of old things and that
recycling is one way we can take care of God’s world.)

Teacher:			

God made our world and wants us to take care of it. One of the ways we can do
that is by recycling.

Whiskers:			I want to take care of God’s world. (Thinks for a moment.) I guess I do have a lot
of papers. (To children) If I give you some, could you recycle them for me?
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Teacher:			Children, clap your hands if you’d like to recycle Whiskers’ papers. We could put
them in our recycling box.

		 (Let children clap and then take the papers from Whiskers.)

Whiskers:			Thanks, friends. Recycling is a great idea. Maybe I’ll go home and make
my own recycling box. See you later!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com

n God’s Good World
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 6

Say: God made our world and wants us to take care of
it. Let’s sing a song to help us remember all the beautiful
things God put in the world for us to enjoy.
Lead children in singing “Everything Was Good” (track 6) with
the CD to the tune of “Old MacDonald Had a Farm.”

Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
God made light and day and night,
And everything was good.
Growing plants,
Stars, moon, sun—
Playing in God’s world is fun!
Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
Animals and people, too.
And everything was good.
God made [name].
God made [name].
God made [name] and [name] and [name].
Long ago God made the world,
And everything was good.
After you sing, pray: Dear God, thanks for all the beautiful things you made.
Help us take good care of the world you’ve given us. In Jesus’ name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Nature Walk
Go on a nature walk and see how many different creations you can find. Before you leave your
classroom, put a wide loop of duct tape on each child’s wrist, sticky side out. As children go on their nature
walk, they can create their own nature bracelets by picking up leaves, twigs, flowers, and other nature items
and sticking them on the tape. Point out that God made everything they’ve put on their bracelets. Remind
children that God made our world and wants us to take care of it.

n Make to Take: Recycle Backpacks
Give each child a paper grocery bag. Tape two lengths of thick yarn to
one side of each bag to act as backpack straps. Set out stickers, glitter glue, or
crayons, and let children decorate their bags.
When children finish decorating their bags, help them put on their
backpacks, using the yarn as straps. Have them fill each other’s bags with
Whiskers’ recycled papers. Encourage children to use their backpacks to pick up
trash in their yards. Remind them that God made our world and wants us to
take care of it.

n Treat to Eat: Fruit From God’s World
Serve children cut-up fruit. (Be sure the fruit does not pose a choking hazard.) Point out
that the fruit comes from trees that grow in God’s world. Talk with children about ways they
can care for plants and trees, such as helping to water their lawns. Remind them that God
made our world and wants us to take care of it.

n Story Picture: Caring for God’s World
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons or markers, and have c hildren
color their pictures. Then let each child tear pieces of scrap paper and glue them in the recycling box in the
picture. As children work, talk about all the wonderful things God made. Remind them that God made our
world and wants us to take care of it.
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Lights Out
Photocopy and cut out the light bulb.
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Ask me:

n What did God ask people to do for his
creation?
n What can you do to take care of God’s world?
n What can our family do this week to keep our
home and neighborhood beautiful?
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n Take a family field trip to a local recycling plant or local
sanitation center. If tours aren’t available, check out a book on
recycling from the library. Find out how you can recycle!
n Walk down your street together, and pick up any trash you
see. If you meet any neighbors, encourage them to join you in
keeping God’s world beautiful.

God Wants Us to
Care for Our World
(Genesis 1:28-31)
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Module 2

Noah
When God surveyed the earth he had so lovingly created, he saw that it was filled
with wickedness and cruelty. God was deeply grieved to find his creation steeped in
depravity. To cleanse the earth of such evil, God decided to send a flood that would
destroy every living thing. Only one righteous man, Noah, found favor in God’s eyes.
So God told Noah to build an ark for his family and pairs of every creature that lived
on land or in the air. Noah responded with faith and obedience, and God lovingly
watched over the ark and its passengers as everything around them was destroyed.
Preschoolers are anxious to gain independence. They’re proud of each new skill and
eager to show you all the things they’ve learned to do on their own. But when they’re
confronted with a new and scary situation, they’ll run to a trusted adult for comfort
and shelter. Preschoolers need to know that God offers comfort and shelter through all
the storms of life, and that they, like Noah, can trust God to watch over them and care
for them with a loving hand.

Four Lessons on Noah
Lesson

The Point

Page

Bible Basis

5

God takes care of us.

69

Genesis 6:9-22

6

God takes care of us and helps us.

83

Genesis 7:1-16

7

God takes care of us in scary times.

97

Genesis 7:17-24

8

God takes care of us and keeps his promises.

111

Genesis 9:8-17
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Noah Builds the Ark • Lesson 5
Bible Point

God takes care of us.

Bible Verse
God takes care of us (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will

n build their own ark,
n talk about what it would be like if everyone were mean,
n hear how God chose Noah and commanded him to build the ark, and
n thank God for taking care of us.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n Noah builds the ark.

Genesis
6:9-22

The sin begun by Adam and Eve must have multiplied even more in the generations that followed.
The sin became so great, in fact, that the Bible describes the heart of humanity as “corrupt.”
Fortunately, one righteous man still loved God. The word translated “righteous” in verse 9
indicates that Noah sought both to worship and obey God.
Consider the immensity of the task Noah undertook. The ark was half again the length of a
football field, as wide as a basketball court is long, and as tall as a five-story building. There were
to be three decks inside and many rooms to house all the different animals. All of this was to be built of a particular
kind of wood (which we can’t identify precisely) in an arid area where wood was not likely plentiful.
Fortunately, God knew what he was doing. Modern shipbuilding experts have confirmed that the dimensions
given in the Bible would be ideal to ensure that a large wooden vessel would remain intact and upright while adrift
in heavy seas.

Prayer
• Read Philippians 4:13.
• Noah must have turned to God for strength as he prepared the ark; what’s happening in your life that you need
God’s strength and wisdom to accomplish?
• Pray: Lord, help me to be like Noah, obeying you without question and relying on you for everything. Help me to
teach these children how to follow you.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors,
marker, safety pins or tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Ark From a Box—

Large box, scissors or utility
knife, brown crayons

Option 2: Building Like
Noah—Pretend to build like

Scissors, drinking straws,
modeling dough, toy hammers
or blocks

Option 3: Works of Ark—Use
pudding “tar” to coat graham
cracker “boards.”

Instant chocolate pudding mix,
quart jar with tight fitting lid,
milk, graham crackers, paint
shirts, wax paper, spoons

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Find
one special person among their
classmates.

Red construction paper, scissors

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—From Genesis 6:5-17,

Bible, brown crayons, CD player

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

Make a pretend ark from a box.

Noah did.

Learning Lab Supplies

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

hear how Noah obeyed God and
built the ark, and then sing a
Bible verse song.

Do the Bible Story—Do an
action rhyme about building the
ark.

Closing

A Caring Touch—Teach

Whiskers that God takes care of
us.

Time to Be Glad—Thank God
with a round of applause and a
prayer.

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they practiced what they learned last week. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about the world God made?” and
“How did you take care of God’s world this week?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God takes care of us.
• Give each child a photocopy of an ark name tag. Write children’s names on their
name tags, and pin or tape the name tags to their clothing.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s conversation
toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Have you ever been on a boat?
What was it like?” or “Who are some of the people who take care of you?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Ark From a Box
SUPPLIES: large box cut in half lengthwise so that it resembles a boat, scissors or
u tility knife, brown crayons
Let children turn a large box into an ark. Tell children that the Bible story today is
about a man named Noah who built a big boat called an ark. Explain that God told
Noah exactly how to make it with a door and a window in it. Help children draw a
door and a window on the box; then cut them out. (Ensure knife or scissors are kept in
a safe place.) Encourage children to color the box with brown crayons or markers.
Invite the children to climb inside the box and pretend it’s a giant boat. Ask if
they’ve ever been on a boat, and encourage them to describe their experiences. Explain
that today’s Bible story is about a man who stayed on a boat for more than a year.

n Option 2: Building Like Noah
SUPPLIES: scissors, drinking straws, modeling dough, toy hammers or blocks
Before class, cut several drinking straws in half. Give each child a lump of modeling
dough or clay. Set out the drinking-straw pieces and something for the children to
pound with, such as toy hammers or blocks. Let children choose several straws and
a hammering tool. Explain that today’s Bible story is about a time God asked a man
named Noah to build a big boat. Invite children to hammer the straws into the dough
as they pretend to be Noah constructing his ark.
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n Option 3: Works of Ark
SUPPLIES: instant chocolate pudding mix, graham cracker squares broken in half,
quart jar with tight fitting lid, milk, paint shirts, wax paper, spoons
Pour instant chocolate pudding mix and the appropriate amount of milk into a
quart jar. Put the lid on the jar securely, and allow children to take turns shaking it. The
pudding should be ready in two or three minutes.
Help children into their paint shirts, and then have them wash their hands and sit
at a table. Give each child a square of wax paper and a spoon. Drop a large spoonful of
pudding onto the wax paper. Demonstrate how to spread the pudding onto the graham
cracker “board” the way Noah might have spread some sort of tar or sealant onto the
wooden boards of his ark. As children work, tell them that today they’ll learn about
Noah, the man who built the ark. Invite children to gobble up their pieces of ark!
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.
Have wet wipes or damp paper
towels ready to wipe little faces
and hands after pudding play.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2)
with the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage
children to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: red construction paper, scissors
Tell the children you’ll turn the lights off and then on in the classroom to get their
attention. Explain that when you flash the lights, the children are to stop what they’re
doing and wave back at you. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage children to
respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
Before class, cut out a 2-inch red paper heart, and place the heart out of sight
behind you. Form a circle and ask:
• What did you make or do when you came to class today? (Played in a big
box; hammered straws into clay; painted pieces of ark with pudding.)
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Say: Some of you made a big ark, some of you hammered, and some
of you used chocolate pudding to paint boards for the ark. You were all
learning important things about our Bible story. Our Bible story today is
about a man named Noah.
A long time ago in Noah’s day, people were mean. [Name of child], can
you show me a mean face? Pause. Oh yes, you look very mean. [Name of child],
can you look mean, too? Pause. Continue naming children until everyone is looking
mean. Then say: Now put on your happy faces again. Pause. Whew, you all look
much better! If we lived in Noah’s time when everyone was mean, we’d see
people hurting each other. They would take things that didn’t belong to
them. They would lie to each other, too.
Ask: • How would you feel if you lived where everyone was mean? (I’d be
scared; I’d want to move; it would make me sad.)
• How do you think God feels when he sees people being mean? (Sad; mad.)
• How do your parents feel when they see you being mean? (Sad; sorry.)
Say: It made God very sad to see so many people being mean. God looked
and looked and finally found one person who was kind and loving and did
the right things. Let’s play a game where we’ll look for one special person.
Close your eyes and put your hands behind your backs. I’ll tiptoe and
quietly put a little paper heart in someone’s hands. If you get the heart,
don’t show or tell anybody.
Quietly walk around the circle, and place the heart in one child’s hands. Then have
children open their eyes. Say: Now I’ll pick someone to look very hard to find
the person holding the heart. Choose a volunteer. [Name] will walk around the
circle and ask, “Is it you?” If you don’t have the heart, shake your head
“no.” If you do have the heart, hold it up and say “yes!”
After the searcher has found the heart, play the game again. If children enjoy the
game, you may want to play two or three more times.
Then say: There are lots of children in our class, but only one child had
the paper heart. In Noah’s time, only one person was good. Noah was a good
man who loved and obeyed God. Today we’ll learn how God took care of
Noah and his family and how God takes care of us.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.

Be sure to emphasize to children
that the story comes from the
Bible, God’s Word.
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If the ink pad is dry, moisten it with
three to five drops of water.

I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the rainbow stamp, and thank the child for bringing you
the Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the rainbow stamp and ink pad
to the Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.
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n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, brown crayons, CD player
Before class, remove Noah poster 1 from the Learning Lab and set
track 11
it aside.
Have children gather around you. Open the Bible to Genesis
6:9-22, and show it to the children. Say: Our story comes from
the Bible, God’s special book. Our poster shows us pictures
of our Bible story. We’ll look at our poster in just a minute.
First, let me tell you a story about a man named Noah.
God looked over the earth he’d made. Shade your eyes
with your hand and look around. What God saw made him sad.
Do you want to know why? All the people God saw on earth
1
were being bad. Their hearts were wicked and mean. They were hurting
each other. They were thinking mean thoughts. They were saying mean
things. Can you show me a mean face again? Pause. Well, everyone looked
like that and worse.
That wasn’t the way God wanted it to be! God wanted people to be kind
and loving, not mean! God felt sad and angry. So God decided to send a
flood to wash away all the bad things.
God saw a man named Noah. Noah loved God and was trying to do what
was right and good. God decided to save Noah and his family from the flood.
God told Noah to build an ark. An ark is a big, big, BIG boat. Hold up the
Noah poster. Point out the picture of Noah and his family building the ark. Noah and
his three sons worked hard to build the ark just the way God told them.
They built a door big enough for elephants and giraffes to go through. And
in the top of the ark they built a little window. Let’s all get out hammers and
help Noah. Pretend to hammer by pounding one fist on the other and making clicking
sounds with your tongue. Good job! Now let’s put our hammers down.
God also told Noah to cover the ark inside and out with sticky stuff to
keep the water out. Let’s pretend to brush sticky stuff on the ark. Make
painting motions in the air. Then say: There! Now the ark won’t sink in the water.
Building the ark took a lot of work. But Noah was glad to do it because he
loved God. God loved Noah, too, and wanted Noah and his family to have a
safe place to live during the flood. God took care of Noah. God takes care
of us, too.
 issing.
Look at the ark here on the poster. It seems like something’s m
Give children time to tell you that the ark hasn’t been colored; then hand out brown
crayons, and have children take turns coloring it.
When it’s colored, collect the crayons and say: There! Now you helped with the
ark, too. And Noah’s family will have a safe place to live when God sends the
rain. I’m glad God took care of Noah. I’m glad God takes care of us, too.
Open your Bible to 1 Peter 5:7, and show the verse to the children. Our Bible verse
today says that God takes care of us. Repeat the verse together. God is strong
and can keep us safe. Let’s sing a song about our Bible verse!
Lead children in singing “God Takes Care of Us” (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7) to the
tune of “God Is So Good.” Play the song several times until children can sing along
with you and the CD (track 11).
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God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
He’s so good to us.
God takes care of you.
God takes care of you.
God takes care of you.
He’s so good to us.
God takes care of me.
God takes care of me.
God takes care of me.
He’s so good to us.
Say: Thanks for that singing! Now let’s have some more ark-building fun!
Put the Noah poster away.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: none
Have the children stand in a circle.
Say: Let’s march around in a circle and say, “We are the ark builders!
We are the ark builders!” Lead the children twice around the circle, and then have
them stop and face the center. OK, ark builders, take out your hammers. Let’s
pound our fists together and say, “Pound, pound, pound!” Pause for children
to imitate your actions. Then say: Good job! Now let’s cut the wood. Swing your
saw back and forth and say, “Saw, saw, saw!” Pause for children to repeat. Now
swing your paintbrushes and say, “Sticky, sticky stuff!” Have children repeat.
Now let’s put all the words and actions together. Follow me and do just
what I do.
We are the ark builders! (March in place.)
We are the ark builders! (March in place.)
Pound, pound, pound! (Pound fists together.)
Pound, pound, pound! (Pound fists together.)
Saw, saw, saw! (Swing a pretend saw.)
Saw, saw, saw! (Swing a pretend saw.)
Sticky, sticky stuff! (Make painting motions.)
Sticky, sticky stuff! (Make painting motions.)
We are the ark builders! (March in place.)
We are the ark builders! (March in place.)
Now we’re done! (Dust off hands.)
Now we’re done! (Dust off hands.)
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Repeat the action rhyme once or twice. Then say: You
were happy ark builders, just like Noah. God wanted
Noah to build the ark so he could take care of Noah.
Have children sit in a circle. Then say: In Noah’s time, there
were lots of people doing lots of bad things. But Noah
didn’t join in with them. Sometimes our friends want us
to do things that we know we shouldn’t do. But Jesus
is with us and helps us do what’s right. We’re never
alone, even if we aren’t doing what everyone else is doing.
We’re going to let everyone in the room know that Jesus takes
care of us and is with us all the time. I’ll start by giving myself a big
hug and saying, “Jesus takes care of me!” Then the person next to
me will do the same thing, and then the next person and the next
until we’ve gone all the way around the circle.
When the actions are completed, close by saying, “We love you, Jesus!”
together.
Say: It’s a good thing that Noah loved God and wanted to do what was
right! God was with Noah and took care of him. God takes care of us, too.
I think it’s time for Whiskers to visit. I wonder if Whiskers knows why Noah
built the ark.

Closing
n A Caring Touch
SUPPLIES: none
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and follow the puppet script. When you finish the
script, put Whiskers away and out of sight.

Whiskers:	What was all that pounding? It gave me a headache! Were you
building something?

Teacher:

W
 e were pretending to build an ark. I’m sorry you have a
headache.

Whiskers:
Teacher:

What’s an ark? Would an ark make my headache go away?
Children, can you tell Whiskers what an ark is?
(Help the children tell Whiskers that an ark is a big boat.)

Whiskers:

A big boat? Can we go for a boat ride?
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Teacher:	We just built a pretend ark, Whiskers, so we can’t go for a ride in it. But long ago
God told a man named Noah to build a real ark, and it was BIG!

Whiskers:

Why did Noah need a big ark?

	(Help the children tell Whiskers that God wanted Noah to build an ark so that his
family would be safe from the flood.)

Teacher:	You see, Whiskers, God loved Noah and wanted to take good care of him. God
knew that Noah and his family would be safe in the ark.

Whiskers: Noah was lucky. It feels nice when someone takes care of you.
Teacher: God didn’t just take care of Noah, Whiskers. God takes care of us, too.
Whiskers:	Really? Will God tell us to build an ark? I think all that pounding would make my
head hurt worse!

Teacher:	I don’t think God will ask us to build an ark. But God has other ways of taking care

of us. God gives us people like parents and teachers who love us and take care of us.
I’d like to take care of you, Whiskers. Would you let me rub your neck a little bit? It
might make your head feel better. (Begin stroking Whisker’s neck.)

Whiskers: (Rolling his head around) Ooh…that’s so nice. My head feels better already.
Teacher: I’m glad I could take care of you, Whiskers.
Whiskers:	
(Snuggling) Me, too. I’m glad God gave me someone nice like you to care for me.
And I’m glad God gave me all my wonderful friends here. I just feel like hugging
everybody! (Have Whiskers hug each one of the children.)

Teacher:	God cares for us, and that makes us want to care for each other. Isn’t that nice?
Whiskers:	It sure is! I’m gonna run home right now and tell my brother about
how God cares for us. Maybe I’ll even rub his neck the way you
rubbed mine. ’Bye, everybody!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com

n Time to Be Glad
SUPPLIES: none
Say: Today we learned that God takes care of us. That makes me happy.
Let’s clap for God! Lead children in clapping. Then say: That was a noisy way to
say thank you to God. Now let’s thank God in a quiet way. Fold your hands
and close your eyes and pray with me.
Pray: Dear Lord, thank you for taking care of Noah and thank you for
taking care of us. We love you! In Jesus’ name, amen.
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Noah Builds the Ark

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. E ncourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Measuring Madness
Bring in different measuring devices such as rulers, yardsticks, and tape measures. Explain that God told
Noah just how big to make the ark. Let children take turns “measuring” objects in the classroom. Show them
that the big marks are inches and the little ones are parts of inches. Have children stand against a large sheet of
newsprint taped to a wall. Mark each child’s height.
Explain that God told Noah to build the ark 150 yards long. If it’s a nice day outside, take the children on a
walk to see how long 150 yards is. Remind them that God wanted Noah to build the ark because God wanted
to take good care of Noah, and God takes care of us, too.

n Make to Take: Ark Art
Before class, cut out the inside of an ark shape to make a stencil. Make one
s tencil for every two children. Set out a small bowl of brown tempera paint and
a few small sponges with clothespin “handles.” Working with half the children
at a time, let each child choose a bright colored sheet of construction paper. As
children are waiting for a turn, review how Noah built the ark. Clip the stencils
to the c onstruction paper. Help children dip the sponges into the brown paint
and then dab the paint on their stencils. When the ark shapes are covered with
paint, remove the stencils, and show the children their ark art. Set the paintings
aside to dry.

n Treat to Eat: Banana Boats
Give each child a paper plate, half a banana sliced in half
lengthwise, jam, and a plastic knife. Show children how to
spread the jam between the pieces of banana and then put the
pieces back together to make a banana boat. As children enjoy
their banana boats, remind them that God took care of Noah by
having him build a big boat and that God takes care of us.

n Story Picture: Noah Builds the Ark
Hand each child a photocopy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons and markers, and let
children color the picture. Then set out small strips of brown construction paper for the children to glue to the
ark. As children glue their strips, remind them how Noah built the ark.
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Ark Name Tags
Photocopy and cut out the name tags.
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God takes care of us (adapted from
1 Peter 5:7).

Ask me:
n How did God feel when he saw all the
people on earth being mean and bad?
n Who do you know who loves God and does
good things as Noah did?
n How can our family help each other
remember that God takes care of us?
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n Together with your child, make a pretend ark with large
boxes or by arranging old blankets and pillows in an ark
shape on the floor. As you work, let your child tell you
about why God told Noah to build an ark. Bring favorite
stuffed animals as passengers in your ark.

Noah Builds
the Ark
(Genesis
6:9-22)
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Noah and the Animals Enter the Ark • Lesson 6
Bible Point

God takes care of
us and helps us.

Bible Verse
God takes care of us (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n play a game in which they need help accomplishing a task,
n talk about times they need help,
n sing a song about the animals on the ark, and
n thank God for his help.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n Noah and the animals enter the ark.

Genesis
7:1-16

God gave Noah a big job when he asked Noah to build the ark. But imagine how much more
difficult it would have been if Noah had been forced to go out and round up the animals—a
male and female of “every kind of bird, and every kind of animal, and every kind of small
animal that scurries along the ground” (Genesis 6:20)! God was kind to Noah—God brought
in the animals himself. That saved Noah a ton of work, and made sure that Noah didn’t miss
any creatures!
Notice that when all the people and all the animals were loaded into the ark, God himself closed the door
(Genesis 7:16). God was taking care of those who were serving him. When the rains started and the floodwaters
began to rise, Noah didn’t have to refuse entrance to the people shouting outside; God had closed the door, and Noah
wasn’t responsible—or possibly even able—to open it for anyone.

Prayer
• Read 1 Peter 5:7.
• How does God demonstrate his care for us like he demonstrated his care for Noah?
• Pray: God, thank you for caring for me. Help me impress upon the children in my class just how much you really
love them.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors,
marker, safety pins or tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Animal Finger
Puppets—Make animal finger

“Animal Finger Puppets”
handout (p. 95), scissors,
crayons, tape

Option 2: Animals,
Animals!—Play with animals,

Blocks, stuffed and plastic toy
animals

Option 3: Sticker Match—

Construction paper, scissors,
small container

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Attempt
a task that’s too difficult without
help.

Large cardboard box, book
or rocks, finger puppets from
Option 1, tape

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear the story from

Bible, finger puppets from
Option 1

Two-by-Two…and More...
and More—Use a kaleidoscope

Bible, CD player

Do the Bible Story—Sing a
song with animal actions and
sounds.

CD player

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

puppets, and talk about the
animals that went on the ark.

Learning Lab Supplies

and hear about the animals on
the ark.

Play an animal matching game,
and hear about the animals on
the ark.

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

Genesis 6:18–7:16 of how God
brought the animals onto the ark.

to see lots of animals, and then
sing a Bible verse song.

Closing

Even Little Mice—Help
Whiskers learn that even mice are
important to God.
God Saved the Animals—

Bible, CD player

Sing a song, and thank God for
taking care of us.
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Noah and the Animals Enter the Ark

Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What did your family do to show that they take care of you?” and
“What did you tell your family Noah had to do?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God takes care of us and helps us.
• Hand out the ark name tags children made during Lesson 5, and help them attach the
name tags to their clothing. Have extras on hand for children who weren’t in class that
week and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate between the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Who are some
of the people who take care of you?” and “Can you tell me about a time when you
needed help doing something?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Animal Finger Puppets
SUPPLIES: “Animal Finger Puppets” handout (p. 95), scissors, crayons, tape
Before class, make photocopies of the “Animal Finger Puppets” handout, and cut
out a puppet for each child. Make sure you have two of each animal. Let children
scribble color their puppets. As they finish coloring, tape together the puppet tabs, and
show children how to slide the puppets on their fingers. Explain that today they’ll hear
how God helped Noah bring lots of animals onto the ark. Remind them that God
takes care of us and helps us.
Make extra finger puppets for children who choose not to make them. Collect the
puppets, and set them in the box you’ll use later in “Setting the Stage.”

n Option 2: Animals, Animals!
SUPPLIES: blocks, stuffed and plastic toy animals
Set out blocks and a variety of stuffed and plastic toy animals. Invite children to sort
the a nimals and build block walls around the groups of animals they sort. Encourage
children to “feed and care” for the animals. As children play, explain that God takes
care of us and helps us just like they’re taking care of the animals. Tell them that today
they’ll hear a Bible story about how God took care of animals.
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n Option 3: Sticker Match
SUPPLIES: construction paper, scissors, small container
Before class, cut construction paper into pieces approximately 2x4
inches. Set out two pieces for each child. Hold up the Noah’s ark stickers
from the Learning Lab, and have each child choose a pair of matching
stickers. Help each child place one of the stickers onto each strip of
construction paper (they will now have two strips of paper with identical
stickers). Gather one strip of paper from each child, and place the strip in a
small container. Then collect the remaining strips, and set them randomly around a table.
Explain that the sticker strips are tickets to get on the ark. Let each child choose a
strip of paper from the container, find the strip on the table with the matching sticker,
and sit down in the chair by that sticker strip. When everyone is seated, say that the ark
is full, and Noah is happy! Explain that today they’ll learn how God helped Noah get
all the animals on the ark.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: large cardboard box, book or rocks, finger puppets from Option 1, tape
Before class, fill a cardboard box with something heavy such as books or rocks.
Make the box too heavy for a child to lift alone, but light enough for an adult and child
to lift. While children are cleaning up their Let’s Get Started activities, place the animal
finger puppets from Option 1 on top of the heavy items. Then tape the box shut.
Tell the children you’ll flash the lights to get their attention. Explain that when you
flash the lights, the children are to stop what they’re doing and wave at you. Practice
this signal a few times. Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all
the fun activities you’ve planned.
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Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to class today? (Played with
animals; made finger puppets; found matching stickers.)
Say: Some of you made animal finger puppets, some of you played with
animals, and some of you matched up Noah’s ark stickers. You were all
learning important things about our Bible story. Today we’re going to learn
more about the job God gave to Noah.
Gather the children around the box you’ve prepared. Say: Right now I have a job
for you. This box has some special things in it. But we have to move it to the
story area before we open it. Who would like to move this box for me? Let
several children try to lift the box.
It looks like you need help. What if I help you lift the box? Let’s do it
together. Let several children help you lift the box and carry it toward the story area.
When you’re halfway there, set the box down, and let other children help you carry it.
Make as many stops as necessary to give each child a chance to help.
When you reach the story area, ask:
• Why couldn’t you lift the box by yourself? (It was too heavy; I’m too little.)
• How did we get the job done? (With your help; we had to help each other.)
Say: This is the same thing that happened in our Bible Story for today!
We’ll find out that Noah had a job to do, but the job was too big for him to
do by himself. God wanted Noah to bring animals into the ark—two of every
kind—that’s a lot of animals! Whew! What a big job! Noah needed God’s help.
It’s a good thing that God takes care of us and helps us. Now let’s open
this heavy box and see what’s inside.
Open the box, and let each child choose one finger puppet. Say: Find a partner
who has the same kind of animal you have. You and your partner can sit
together for our Bible story. Help the children find partners. If you have an uneven
number of c hildren, you can be a child’s partner.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My
Lamp.” As you sing, pass around the special Bible.

This Bible story is featured
in My First Hands-On Bible™.
Order several
now for your
ministry at
group.com.

Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’— Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
(Repeat first verse.)
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When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the rainbow stamp, and thank the child for bringing you
the Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the rainbow stamp and ink pad
to the Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class. Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the
CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together. Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, finger puppets from Option 1
Remove Noah posters 1 and 2 from the Learning Lab. Set them
on the floor with only the first poster showing. Open the Bible
to Genesis 7:1-16, and show it to the children. Say: Our story
comes from the Bible, God’s special book. Our posters
show us pictures of our Bible story. Look at our first
poster. Who can find the ark? Pause for children to respond.
We learned last week that God looked at the earth and
1
saw that all the people were being mean and bad.
Ask: • How did God feel when everyone was mean?
(Sad; sorry.)
• What did God decide to do? (Send a flood; make lots of rain.)
• Did God find any good people? (Yes; Noah.)
Say: God found one good man on the whole earth. That
2
man’s name was…Noah! Noah loved God and did what was
right. God decided to send a flood to wash away all the bad things on the
earth, but God wanted to keep Noah and his family safe. So God told Noah to
build an ark. Point to the ark on the poster that the children colored last week.
Noah and his family worked hard to build a big, BIG boat—big enough
to hold a pair of every kind of animal on earth. Let’s pound our fists like
hammers. Pause for the children to imitate your actions. Now let’s swing our saws
and saw the wood. Pause. Now let’s paint sticky stuff all over the ark so the
water won’t get inside.
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Finally, the whole ark was finished. Let’s all wipe our brows and say,
“Whew! Good job, Noah!” Pause for children to repeat your words and actions. But
do you know what? Noah wasn’t done yet. He had another big, big, BIG job
to do. He had to bring all the animals onto the ark. Oh my. That would be a
big job, wouldn’t it? Let’s see how many animals we can think of. Pause and let
children name all the animals they know.
That’s a lot of animals. I don’t know if Noah could find all those animals.
I think Noah needed help. Guess who helped Noah. God did! God brought all
the animals to Noah. Our next poster shows all the animals coming to the
ark. Hold up the second poster that shows the animals boarding the ark.
Ask: • How many different kinds of animals do you see here? Let children
name the animals they recognize.
• How do you think Noah will feed all those animals? Let children point out
the baskets of food.
Say: Noah and his family packed up lots of food to take with them on the
ark. It looks like everything is ready. Noah’s family is ready, too. Let’s load
the animals onto the ark.
Have children hold up their animal finger puppets.
Ask: • Can you find an animal in the picture like the one you’re holding?
Let the children identify the animals on the Noah poster that match their animal
finger puppets.
Say: The Bible says that the animals came to Noah in pairs—two by two.
You and your partner make a pair. And you have a pair of animals. Let’s
take turns bringing the animals into the ark two by two.
Have pairs take turns walking their animal finger puppets across the poster and
onto the ark. When children reach the ark, collect their finger puppets, and place them
behind you.
When you’ve collected all the finger puppets, say: That was a big job! I’m glad
God helped Noah, aren’t you? God loved Noah. God told Noah just how to
build the ark, and then God sent all the animals to Noah. God took care of
Noah and helped him.
Sometimes we need help, too, just like Noah did.
Remember when we all made mean faces together?
Sometimes it’s hard to show love to people who always
look mean, but God wants us to love them anyway.
When we have a hard time loving people, we can ask
Jesus to help us be kind and show love to others. Let’s
do that right now.
Pray: Dear Jesus, sometimes we all need your help.
Thank you for helping Noah and thank you for promising to help us,
too. We love you. Amen.
Keep the Noah posters on hand for use later in the lesson.
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n Two by Two…and More…and More
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Hold up the rainbow kaleidoscope from the Learning
Lab. Say: I have a fun kaleidoscope that we can peek
into as we look at some animals. Have children repeat
the word kaleidoscope with you. Then say: A kaleidoscope
is a tube with little squares at the end that make it
look like things are moving. We’ll say a rhyme and
pass the kaleidoscope to our friends. When we’re
done saying the rhyme, the person holding the
kaleidoscope will peek inside and tell us one animal
he or she sees and show us how the animal moves.
Demonstrate how to hold the kaleidoscope up to one of the animals on the Noah
poster and turn it so the animal appears to be moving. Guide preschoolers in passing the
rainbow kaleidoscope around the circle while you lead them in the following rhyme:
One, two.
One, two, three.
What kind of animals
Do you see?
Ask the child holding the kaleidoscope to name one of the animals he or she sees
through the kaleidoscope, and invite the child to show how that animal moves. Then
pass the kaleidoscope around the circle and repeat the rhyme. When everyone has had a
turn to look into the kaleidoscope, put it away.
Say: The kaleidoscope made it look like the animals were moving, just like
God moved them to Noah!
Ask: • How did God help Noah find animals in our Bible story? (God sent
them to Noah; God told the animals to go to the ark.)
Say: God takes care of us and helps us, just as he helped Noah take
care of the animals. Open your Bible to 1 Peter 5:7, and say: Our Bible verse
today says that God takes care of us. Have children repeat the verse. Let’s sing
a song about our Bible verse!
Lead children in singing “God Takes Care of Us” (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7). Play
the song several times until children can sing along with you and the CD (track 11).
track 11

God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
He’s so good to us.
God takes care of you.
God takes care of you.
God takes care of you.
He’s so good to us.
God takes care of me.
God takes care of me.
God takes care of me.
He’s so good to us.
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n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 12

Say: Everybody jump to your feet! Lead children in singing
“Did You Ever Hear?” (track 12) on the CD to the tune of “Did
You Ever See a Lassie?” Help the children make up motions for each
animal. Play the song twice if you have time.

Did you ever hear a lion,
A lion, a lion?
Did you ever hear a lion?
It sounds just like this.
(Listen to lion sounds.)
Did you ever hear a lion?
It sounds just like this.
Did you ever hear a monkey,
A monkey, a monkey?
Did you ever hear a monkey?
It sounds just like this.
(Listen to monkey sounds.)
Did you ever hear a monkey?
It sounds just like this.
Did you ever hear an elephant,
An elephant, an elephant?
Did you ever hear an elephant?
It sounds just like this.
(Listen to elephant sounds.)
Did you ever hear an elephant?
It sounds just like this.
Did you ever hear a rooster,
A rooster, a rooster?
Did you ever hear a rooster?
It sounds just like this.
(Listen to rooster sounds.)
Did you ever hear a rooster?
It sounds just like this.
Turn off the CD and ask:
• What do you think it was like with all those animals on the ark? (Loud; noisy.)
• How did Noah get so many animals on the ark? (God told the animals to
come; God helped him.)
Say: God gave Noah a big job to do. Then God helped Noah do it. God
always helps us when he gives us jobs to do.
Ask: • Who can tell me about a time when you needed help doing a big
job? (When I gave my dog a bath, my brother helped; Mom helped me make my bed.)
Say: Sometimes we have big jobs to do, just like Noah did. God loves us
and gives us moms and dads and brothers and sisters and friends to help
us. Just as he took care of Noah, God takes care of us and helps us.

You may want to listen to “Did
You Ever Hear?” a few times before
class so you’ll know when to sing
and when to listen to the animal
sounds.
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Lesson 6

Closing
n Even Little Mice

1, 2

SUPPLIES: none
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and go through the following puppet
script. When you finish the script, put Whiskers
away and out of sight and return the Noah
posters to the Learning Lab.

Whiskers:	
(Excitedly) Where are they? Where are they? I want to see them!
Teacher: Hi, Whiskers. Who are you looking for?
Whiskers:	
The animals! I heard them all in here. Where are they? (To a
child) Are you hiding one? No? (To another child) You have
one behind your back, don’t you! You don’t? (To another
child) Are you sitting on an animal? (Turns to teacher) Well, I
give up! Where are they? It sounded like a zoo in here!

Teacher:	Whiskers, you must have heard the song we were singing. It was about Noah and his
animals.

Whiskers:
Teacher:
Whiskers:
Teacher:

Noah? Isn’t he the one who built a big boat?
That’s right. God told him to build a big boat called an ark.
But I didn’t hear a boat. I heard animals. What’s going on?
Children, can you tell Whiskers about how the animals came to Noah?

	(Help the children explain that God sent the animals to Noah so they would be safe on the
ark.)

Whiskers:	
I’m glad God helped Noah. I don’t think Noah could have caught all those animals by
himself, do you?

Teacher: I think you’re right. It’s a good thing that God takes care of us and helps us.
Whiskers: (Thoughtfully) Say, do you think there were any mice on the ark?
Teacher:	Well, Whiskers, you’re with us today, so there must have been mice on the ark. Let’s

see if we can find any mice on the posters. Who can find the mice and show them to
Whiskers?
(Pause and let children point out the mice. There are two mice on each poster.)

Whiskers: Oh boy—look! There’s a pair of mice. They’re just like me! Whoopee!
Teacher:	Yes, Whiskers. God helped Noah get all the animals on the ark—even the mice. That’s
because

God takes care of us and helps us.

Whiskers: God must love us a lot.
Teacher: You’re right, Whiskers. God loves us very much.
Whiskers:	I can’t wait to tell my brother that there were mice on the ark. I think
I’ll go tell him right now. Goodbye, everybody!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com
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Noah and the Animals Enter the Ark

n God Saved the Animals
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Open your Bible to 1 Peter 5:7, and show children the verse.
track 11
Say: Our Bible verse for today says that God takes care of
us. Repeat the verse together. Let’s sing our song again about
how God takes care of us. This time lead children in the motions
as you sing “God Takes Care of Us” (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7) with
the CD (track 11) to the tune of “God Is So Good.”
God takes care of us. (Do a group hug in a circle.)
God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
He’s so good to us. (Point up, and then hug yourself.)
God takes care of you. (Hug a friend; choose a new friend to hug for next two lines.)
God takes care of you.
God takes care of you.
He’s so good to us. (Point up, and then hug yourself.)
God takes care of me. (Hug yourself.)
God takes care of me.
God takes care of me.
He’s so good to us. (Point up, and then hug yourself.)
Say: I’m glad that God takes care of us and helps us. Let’s tell God
thank you. Have children fold their hands and close their eyes. Pray: Thank you,
Lord, for taking care of Noah and helping him. Thank you for taking care of
[name each child in the class]. In Jesus’ name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Musical Ark
Cue the CD to “Did You Ever Hear?” (track 12) or use another song of your choice. Set
chairs in two rows, back to back. You’ll need one less chair than there are children. Show the
children how to walk around the chairs as you play the song. Explain that when you pause
the CD, everyone should hurry to sit down in a chair. The child who is left without a chair
can go sit in a special place you’ve designated as the ark. Remove one chair each time you pause the CD. Repeat
the game until all the children are in the ark. Remind children that God took care of Noah and helped him by
bringing all the animals to the ark.
track 12

n Make to Take: Animal Faces
Set out paper plates, crayons, glue sticks, yarn scraps, and cotton balls. Show
the children how to create animal faces by drawing eyes and mouths on their
plates, and then adding yarn or cotton balls for fur. As children work, let them
tell you about the animals they’re making. Remind children that God took care of
Noah and helped him bring all the animals onto the ark.

n Treat to Eat: Chocolate Arks
Set out paper towels. Give each child a spoon, a cup of pudding, and several animal
crackers. Show each child how to walk the animals across the paper towel and up the handle
of the spoon to the “ark” of pudding. Let children arrange the animals in the pudding before
they enjoy the treat.

n Story Picture: Noah and the Animals Enter the Ark
Give each child a photocopy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out scraps of yarn, felt, and twine for
children to tape or glue to the animals. Then have children color the picture with crayons or markers. As they
work, review how God helped Noah get the animals on the ark, and remind them that God takes care of us
and helps us.
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Animal Finger Puppets
Photocopy and cut out the finger puppets. You’ll need two of each animal and at least one puppet for each child.

Permission to photocopy this handout from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
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n What did God tell Noah to do with the
animals?
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n Hide stuffed animals around the house while your child
waits in another room. Designate a large chair to be the
ark. Have your child be Noah and look for the animals and
then bring them to the ark. After all the animals are on
board the ark, share a special treat of animal crackers and
hot chocolate.

Noah and the
Animals Enter
the Ark
(Genesis 7:1-16)
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Floodwaters Cover the Earth • Lesson 7
Bible Point

God takes care of
us in scary times.

Bible Verse
God takes care of us (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n play a game to identify some of their fears,
n hear how God took care of Noah and his family in a scary storm,
n talk about times they’ve felt scared, and
n thank God for his help in scary times.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n Floodwaters cover the earth.
Think about Noah and his family in the ark. The storm rages outside. The water splashes
against the lower sides of the ark as it sits on the ground. Without complete trust in God, they
may have been wondering if the ark was really going to float. How could they be sure this
huge boat wouldn’t break up in the waters after it did begin to float? After 39 days, they were
probably beginning to wonder if the rain was ever going to stop! Even with Noah’s faith, he
and his family must have had some truly scary times on the ark. But God took care of them!
Some people question whether the flood was truly worldwide or just in the area where Noah lived. If you take
Genesis to be an accurate account of what happened, you must conclude from Genesis 7:18-20 that the flood did
cover the entire earth—deep enough that the ark wouldn’t run aground on the mountaintops! God took care of
Noah’s family during the scariest boat ride of their lives, and he’ll take care of us in our scariest times, too!

Genesis
7:17-24

Prayer
• Read Psalm 56:3-4.
• In what ways does God take care of us when we’re afraid?
• Pray: Dear Lord, help the children in my class to learn today that you are with them, even in their most scary times.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
nM
 ake photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
nP
 ray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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Lesson 7

This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors,
marker, safety pins or tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Making Rain—Talk

Dishpan, water, measuring cups,
colander

Option 2: Sink or Float—

Dishpan, water, large towel,
floatable and sinkable
household items

Option 3: Rain Pictures—

Spray bottles, water, food
coloring, towel, white paper

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Play a
game to help identify fears.

Paper plates, marker, tape

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear about a scary

Bible, dark-colored bedsheet or
other piece of fabric

Do the Bible Story—Act out
the storm with rain, thunder, and
animal sounds.

Table, pot or cardboard box,
spoons

Scary Storms—Use a cyclone

tube to make a storm in a bottle.

Bible, CD player, two 2-liter
bottles, water

Afraid of the Rain—Help

Paper plate, pencil

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

about rainstorms while making
“rain” in a pan of water.

Discover that some things float
and others don’t.

Make “rain” pictures by spraying
colored water.

Learning Lab Supplies

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

rainstorm from Genesis 7, and talk
about times they’ve been scared.

Closing

Whiskers discover that God will
take care of him.

God Takes Care of Us—Pray
an action prayer to thank God for
taking care of them.
*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Floodwaters Cover the Earth

Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “How did your family members help each other with hard jobs?”
and “How did someone help you this week?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God takes care of us in scary times.
• Hand out the ark name tags children made during Lesson 5, and help them attach the
name tags to their clothing. Have extra name tags handy for children who weren’t in
class that week and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Have you ever
been in a storm? Tell me about it” or “What do you do when you’re scared?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Making Rain
SUPPLIES: dishpan, water, measuring cups, colander
Set out a dishpan with a few inches of warm water in it. Give children measuring
cups, and show them how to make “rain” by pouring water through the colander. Ask
children what it’s like to be in a rainstorm. Ask if anyone enjoys jumping in puddles.
Talk about how the whole earth became one giant puddle after Noah and the animals
were safe on the ark. Remind children that God takes care of us in scary times.

n Option 2: Sink or Float
SUPPLIES: dishpan, water, large towel, floatable and sinkable household items
Set out a dishpan filled with several inches of water and several floatable and
sinkable household items. Floatable items might include sponges, plastic cups or
containers, or wooden spoons. Sinkable items might include metal spoons, jar lids, or
rocks. Experiment with the items before class to see whether or not they’ll float!
Place the dishpan on a large towel, and demonstrate how one of the items floats.
Then remove the item, and set it on one side of the dishpan. Set a sinkable item in the
water, and point out that it doesn’t float. Then remove it, and set it on the other side of
the dishpan. Have children guess which of the remaining items will float or sink, and
then have them try each item in the water. As they remove the items from the water,
have them place each item on the “float” or “sink” side of the dishpan.
Hands-On Bible Curriculum—Preschool, Ages 3 & 4 99
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Explain that God kept Noah and the animals safe inside the ark and didn’t let it
sink. Remind children that God takes care of us in scary times.

n Option 3: Rain Pictures
SUPPLIES: spray bottles, water, food coloring, towel, white paper
Before class, fill several spray bottles with water, and add drops of a different food
coloring to each one. Set a towel under the table where children will be working, or, if
the weather is nice, do this activity outdoors.
Give each child a sheet of white paper. Let children use the spray bottles to spray
“rain” onto their papers. As children work, ask them to tell you what they like to do
when it’s raining. Explain that today they’ll hear about a time when it rained for 40
days and 40 nights.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: paper plates, marker, tape
Before class draw a large smiling face on a paper plate or sheet of paper. Draw a
large frowning face on another paper plate. Post the faces on opposite sides of the room
at children’s eye level.
Tell children you’ll flash the lights to get their attention. Explain that when you turn
the lights off and then on again, the children are to stop what they’re doing and wave
at you. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll
have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Made
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it rain in the water tub; made a painting with a spray bottle; tried to make things
float or sink.)
Say: If you pretended to make rain, stand up and say “pitter-patter,” and
then sit down. Pause. Some of you played with things to see if they would float
or sink. If you did that activity, stand up and say, “Drip, drop, drip,” and
then sit down. Pause. If you made rain pictures with the spray bottles, wiggle
your f ingers like falling rain. Pause. You were all learning important things
about our Bible story. Today we’re going to hear about a big, big rainstorm.
Ask: • Can any of you tell me about a time you were in a storm with lots of
rain? What was that like?
Let children tell you about their experiences with storms. Point out the frowning
face that you taped to the wall and say: This is how we might feel when we’re
scared during a big storm. If you’ve ever felt scared, come and stand by the
scared face with me.
Give children time to gather around you. Then say: There’s another face
somewhere in the room. It shows how we feel inside when we’re not scared.
Can you find it? Let’s go over there.
Give children time to find the happy face and walk over to it. Say: Not everyone is
afraid of the same things. Some of you like dogs, and some of you are afraid
of dogs. I’m going to name some things you might be afraid of. If you’re afraid
of the thing I name, go stand by the scared face. If you’re not afraid of it, go
stand by the smiling face.
Read the following items, one at a time. Pause after you read each one to allow time
for children to stand by one of the faces.
• birthday parties
• thunder and lightning
• getting lost
• a ride on a merry-go-round
• when it’s dark in your room at night
• little kittens
• being away from mom or dad
• going on a teeter-totter
• bad dreams
Have the children sit in a circle. Say: Even when we feel
scared or alone, Jesus is right there with us. He still
loves us and he’ll take care of us. Let’s all hold hands
to see what it feels like to have someone right by our
sides. Wait for children to join hands, and then say: When I
count to three, let’s raise our hands together and say,
“Thank you, Jesus, for always being with us!”
Join in the circle and count to three. Then raise your hands with the
children next to you as you all thank Jesus.
Say: This week, let’s remember that we’re not alone when we’re feeling
scared. God takes care of us in scary times. Let’s go over to our story area
now and hear a story about how God took care of Noah during a scary time.
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n Bible Song and Prayer Time
Include more children each week
by asking another child to put the
Bible away or to lead the rest of
the class in cheering for the Bible
helper. Be sure to keep track of
who fills these roles each week so
that every child has the chance to
feel special.

This Bible story is featured
in My First Hands-On Bible™.
Order several now
for your ministry at
group.com.

SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me
tracks 3, 4
the Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing
our Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the rainbow stamp, and thank the child for bringing you
the Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the rainbow stamp and ink pad
to the Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.
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n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, dark-colored bedsheet or other piece of fabric
Bring out the Noah posters 1-4, and lay them on the
floor with the first three posters showing. Have children
gather around the posters. Open the Bible to Genesis
7:17‑24, show it to the children, and say: Our story comes
from
the Bible, God’s special book. Our posters show
1–4
us pictures of our Bible story.
Hold up the first poster, Noah building the ark, and ask:
• What’s happening in this picture? (Noah’s building the ark; they’re getting
ready for the flood.)
Hold up the second poster, the animals going into the ark. Say: God took care of
Noah and his family and kept them safe on the ark. Who else did God take
care of on the ark? Pause for kids to respond.
God took care of the animals on the ark, too. God told Noah to bring two of
each animal on the ark. Can you show me two fingers? He had to bring two of
each bird, two of each animal, and even two of each bug. Look at this poster.
Can you name some animals you see?
Give children time to point to and name some animals. Then say: All those
animals and more were on the ark. When Noah and all the animals were
ready, God shut the big door of the ark.
Hold up the third poster, the one showing the rain beginning, and say: Then the
rain began to fall. Can you pat your legs to make it sound like rain? Pause.
That’s good—that sounds like rain. Now pat them faster because more rain is
coming. So much rain fell that big puddles appeared. The puddles turned into
lakes. The lakes turned into a huge ocean.
Hold up the fourth poster, the picture of the ark floating on water. Say: The rain
kept coming, and pretty soon the whole world was totally covered with water.
But look at this poster. Did the ark sink?
Give children time to look at the picture and respond. Then continue: No, the ark
didn’t sink! God took care of Noah and his family and all the animals in the ark.
Let’s pretend we’re Noah and the animals in the ark. We can pretend this
bedsheet is the ark. Have the children help you pick up the bedsheet and hold it
up over their heads. Kneel and huddle under the sheet together. Is everyone in? It
rained and rained, but the ark kept floating on the water. Lightning flashed!
Thunder crashed! The boat rocked back and forth, but it didn’t sink. For 40
days and 40 nights, Noah and the animals all stayed in the ark together.
Ask: • What do you think it was like to stay inside the ark for so long?
(Scary; dark; noisy.)
• How do you think Noah and his family felt? (Afraid; safe; dry.)
Say: Being on the ark in that big storm was scary for Noah and his family.
But God took care of them and kept them safe. Tell me about a time when you
were scared. Who took care of you? (My dad carried me when there was a big dog;
my baby sitter stayed in my room until I went to sleep.)
God takes care of us in scary times. When we’re feeling scared, God will
take care of us just as he took care of Noah during that scary storm. Let’s
make a pretend storm now to see how Noah might have felt.
Return the posters to the Learning Lab.
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n Do the Bible Story

If you have time and children
enjoy this activity, repeat it and let
children switch roles.

SUPPLIES: table, pot or cardboard box, spoons
Say: We’re going to pretend we’re on the ark in that storm. Everybody
will get a chance to be a part of the story. We’ll need rainmakers, lightning
flashers, and thunder crackers. We’ll also need some animals on the ark.
Form four groups: rainmakers, lightning flashers, thunder crackers, and animals.
Say: Rainmakers, go to the story area and sit down. When I tell you, make rain
by patting your legs. Pause. Lightning flashers, go to the light switch and sit
down. When I tell you, take turns turning the lights off and on. Pause. Thunder
crackers, come and sit near me. In a minute, I’ll give you something to make
thunder with. Pause. Animals, go sit under the table. Pretend the table is the
ark. When I tell you, make the sound of your favorite animal.
When I point to your group, you can do your actions. Point to the rainmakers,
the lightning flashers, and the animals, one at a time. Remind them how to do their
actions. Then give the thunder crackers a pot or cardboard box and spoons. Let them
practice making thunder noises for a few moments.
Then say: When I clap my hands, I’d like everyone to do the actions at the
same time. When I walk by your group, stop doing your actions and be as still
as you can be, just like after a real storm. Is everyone ready? The rains are
starting to fall now. The storm is here!
Clap your hands and have the children do their actions. After a few moments, walk
around the room and help each group stop the actions and quiet down.
Say: When a storm is over, everything gets still and quiet.
Whisper: Can you show me how quiet you can be?
Put away the thunder-making items, and have children gather in your story area.
Ask: • What did you like best about making our storm? (The thunder; the
lightning; all the noises together.)
• How was our storm like a real storm? (It was loud; it was kind of scary.)
Say: Our storm wasn’t real. But even in a real storm, we don’t have to be
afraid because God takes care of us in scary times.

n Scary Storms
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player, water, two 2-liter bottles
Before this activity, fill a clean, empty 2-liter bottle with water
track 11
until it’s two-thirds of the way full. Screw the cyclone tube to the
top, and then screw another clean, empty 2-liter bottle to the other
side of the cyclone tube. Practice making a “tornado” (“cyclone”) by
turning the tube upside down and swirling the water in a circle.
Gather children in a circle, and bring out the cyclone tube with
the 2-liter bottles attached. Say: In our Bible story, God sent a
big storm that poured rain on the earth. Only God can make
a real storm, but this tornado tube can make a little storm
in a bottle. Demonstrate how to use the cyclone tube and point out the little “tornado”
inside the bottle of water.
Ask: • What do you do when there’s a storm outside? (Hide under my bed;
pray; I like to watch the lightning from inside the house.)
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• What do you think Noah and his family did during the storm? (Fed the
animals; prayed; thanked God for a safe place.)
Say: We don’t know what Noah and his family did during the scary storm,
but the Bible tells us that God kept them safe and dry. God takes care of
us in scary times, too. Let’s use our tornado tube and play a game.
Swirl the water to start a “tornado.” Let children pass the tube around the circle
until the tornado stops. Have the child who is holding the tube tell one thing he or she
is afraid of. Lead the rest of the children in saying, “[Name], God takes care of you
in scary times.” Help the child start another tornado, and play again.
When everyone has had a turn to share, say: We’re all scared sometimes. That’s
why it’s nice to know that God takes care of us in scary times!
Open your Bible to 1 Peter 5:7, and say: Our Bible verse for today says that
God takes care of us. Repeat the verse together. Let’s sing a song about how
God takes care of us. Lead children in the motions as you sing “God Takes Care of
Us” (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7) with the CD (track 11) to the tune of “God Is So Good.”
God takes care of us. (Do a group hug in a circle.)
God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
He’s so good to us. (Point up, and then hug yourself.)
God takes care of you. (Hug a friend; choose a new friend to hug for next two lines.)
God takes care of you.
God takes care of you.
He’s so good to us. (Point up, and then hug yourself.)
God takes care of me. (Hug yourself.)
God takes care of me.
God takes care of me.
He’s so good to us. (Point up, and then hug yourself.)

Closing
n Afraid of the Rain
SUPPLIES: paper plate, pencil
Before class, make a mouse-sized umbrella for Whiskers the Mouse by attaching a
paper plate to the top of a pencil. You’ll use the umbrella for today’s and next week’s
puppet scripts. Bring out Whiskers and the umbrella, and go through the following
puppet script. When you finish the script, put Whiskers away and out of sight.
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Whiskers:	
(Holding umbrella over his head) Whew! (Breathless) Hi,
everybody!

Teacher:	Hello, Whiskers. What a nice umbrella. Where have you
been?

Whiskers:	I went to the store with my mom. She let me carry the
umbrella. Boy, we really needed it!

Teacher: It must have been raining pretty hard!
Whiskers:	You can say that again. I didn’t like it. The rain was pouring down getting me all
wet. The wind was howling and blowing—I thought I was going to blow away!
(Shivers) I’m scared just thinking about it. I gotta go.

Teacher: But, Whiskers, you just got here.
Whiskers: I know, but I’m scared! I’m going home to hide under my bed.
Teacher:	Well, before you go there’s something the children are learning today that might
help you.

Whiskers: What’s that?
Teacher:	We’ve been learning about a big, big rainstorm that flooded the whole world. Can
anyone tell Whiskers about the storm Noah was in?

	(Help children explain that it rained for 40 days and 40 nights until water covered the
whole earth.)

Whiskers: Yikes! A flood! Now I’m really scared!
Teacher:	Children, can you tell Whiskers who took care of Noah and his family during the
flood?

(Give children a chance to tell Whiskers that God took care of Noah.)

Whiskers:
Teacher:

At least Noah had the ark to keep him safe! Who’s going to take care of me?
Who can tell Whiskers who’ll take care of him?
(Lead children in repeating the Bible Point

God takes care of us in scary times.)

Whiskers: You mean God cares about me, too? Not just Noah?
Teacher:	That’s right, Whiskers. God takes care of us in scary times, just as he took care of
Noah.

Whiskers:	That makes me feel better. Thanks! You’re the best friends a mouse

could have! I guess I’ll go home and put my umbrella away. See you
next week!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com
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n God Takes Care of Us
SUPPLIES: none
Say: God takes care of us in scary times. Let’s say a special prayer
together and thank God for taking care of us. You can do the actions with me,
and then we’ll say the prayer and do the actions together.
Lead children in the following action prayer. Have children do the motions with
you. Repeat the prayer two or three times so children can learn it and say it with you.
God cares for me. (Point to self.)
God cares for you. (Point to someone else.)
And when we’re scared (shiver),
God helps us through. (Beckon as if calling someone to follow you.)
God keeps us safely in his care (cross arms over chest)—
No matter what, no matter where. (Nod head.)

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. E ncourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Rainy-Day Dress Up
Bring in rain gear such as coats, plastic-tipped umbrellas, boots, rain hats, or slickers. Let children try on the
clothes and hold the umbrellas. As they play, invite them to tell you what they wear and do when it’s raining.
Encourage them to act out being in a storm. Remind them that God takes care of us in scary times.

n Make to Take: Rain Pictures
Cover a table with newsprint. Set out small bowls of water and watercolor markers. Give each child a sheet
of white paper. Have children draw pictures with the markers on the white paper. Then have them dip their
fingers in the water and gently flick drops of water onto their pictures. Point out what happens to the colored
marker as the water makes the color run.
As children flick water on their pictures, remind them of the rain that came and flooded the whole world.
Repeat the Bible Point: God takes care of us in scary times.

n Treat to Eat: Rain Crackers
Give each child a napkin and a graham cracker. Set out craft
sticks and several bowls of white or blue frosting. Show children
how to use the craft sticks to put frosting “raindrops” on their
crackers. As children make their “rain crackers,” talk about all
the raindrops that fell when it rained for 40 days and 40 nights.
Review today’s Bible story and remind children that God takes
care of us in scary times.

n Story Picture: God Sends a Flood
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons or markers, and let children
color their pictures. Then help children outline the big raindrops on their pictures with blue or silver glitter
glue. As children work, review the Bible story of Noah and the flood.
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n Sing “God Takes Care of Us” with your child to the tune
of “God Is So Good.” Then sing it again, using your child’s
name instead of the word us.
God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
God takes care of us.
God is good to us.

Floodwaters
Cover
the Earth
(Genesis
7:17‑24)

Permission to photocopy this handout from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
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God Gives the Rainbow as a Sign of His Promise • Lesson 8
Bible Point

God takes care of us and
keeps his promises.

Bible Verse
God takes care of us (adapted from 1 Peter 5:7).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n play games with rainbow colors,
n hear how Noah and the animals left the ark,
n learn that the rainbow is a sign of God’s promise, and
n thank God for keeping his promises.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God gives the rainbow as a sign of his promise.

Genesis
9:8-17

Put yourself in Noah’s place. You’d just witnessed the biggest rainstorm of all time! All the people
on earth perished because of their evil ways—everyone but you and your family. Think about what
would have gone through your mind the next time a thundercloud rolled overhead—would you
immediately wonder if God was getting ready for another flood? God took care of that fear for
Noah when he promised that he would never again destroy the earth with a flood (Genesis 9:11).
Noah knew he could count on God to fulfill his promise because God had proven himself
faithful. And the rainbow God gave was one more sign that he could be trusted. Notice that the
rainbow wasn’t only to remind Noah of the covenant but to remind God himself! (See Genesis 9:16.) Whenever
Noah saw a rainbow, he would know that God could see it too, and would remember the covenant he’d made!

Prayer
• Read Genesis 17:1-7.
• How does God’s covenant with Abram compare to his covenant with Noah?
• What do these two covenants tell us about how we can trust God today to keep his promises.
• Pray: Lord, help me to trust more fully in your promises and to help the little ones in my class understand that they
can trust you, too.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,
and be greeted by the teacher.

“Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors,
marker, safety pins or tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Pieces of a
Rainbow—Make rainbow

Colored construction paper,
plastic bag

Option 2: Rainbow Wrap—

Newsprint

Option 3: Hidden
Rainbows—Discover a hidden

Paper, white crayons, bowls
of water, watercolor paints,
paintbrushes

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Play a
color game to discover the colors
God put in the rainbow.

Tape

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear the story of God’s

Bible

Do the Bible Story—Sprinkle
colored confetti on the Noah
poster, and remind each other
that God keeps his promises.

Rainbow confetti from Option 1

Rainbows for Whiskers—

Paper-plate umbrella from
Lesson 7

Rainbow in the Sky—Learn
an action rhyme about God’s
promise.

Bible

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

Learning Lab Supplies

confetti, and hear how God sent
the rainbow.
Make rainbow gift wrap, and talk
about God’s promise.

rainbow, and learn how God sent
the rainbow to Noah.
they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

promise never to flood the whole
earth again.

Closing

Help Whiskers learn about God’s
promise.

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Ark Name Tags” (p. 81), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions like “How did your family help you during scary times?” and “What did
you tell your family about Noah and the big flood?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God takes care of us and keeps his
promises.
• Hand out the ark name tags children made during Lesson 5, and help them attach the
name tags to their clothing. Have extra name tags handy for children who were not in
class that week and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate between the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Have you ever
seen a rainbow? Tell me about it” and “Have you ever made a promise? What was it?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Pieces of a Rainbow
SUPPLIES: colored construction paper, plastic bag
Before class, cut red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and purple construction paper
into 2-inch strips. Help children tear the strips into small pieces, about the size of their
fingertips. Make sure children tear at least one strip of each color. As they work, invite
them to tell you what color they like best. Talk about the different colors, and point
out objects of each color in your room. Tell children that today they’ll learn how God
sent a rainbow after the flood. Remind them that God takes care of us and keeps his
promises.
When children finish making confetti, hold a plastic bag open so that they can drop
the confetti into it. You’ll be using the confetti later in the lesson. If you choose not to
do this activity, you’ll need to make confetti before class.

n Option 2: Rainbow Wrap
SUPPLIES: newsprint
Give each child a large sheet of newsprint. Help them make
wrapping paper by stamping the rainbow stamp all over the paper.
Point out that the rainbow is God’s gift to us, and it reminds us

If you have rubber stamps and ink
pads from previous Learning Labs,
set them out for the children to
use on their wrapping paper.
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that God takes care of us and keeps his promises. Encourage children to use their
rainbow wrapping paper the next time they give a gift.

n Option 3: Hidden Rainbows
SUPPLIES: paper, white crayons, bowls of water, watercolor paints, paintbrushes
Before class, use a white crayon to draw rainbow arches on sheets of white paper.
You’ll need a rainbow for each child who participates in this activity.
Set out bowls of water, watercolor paints, and paintbrushes. Let children paint over
their papers to discover the rainbows. As the rainbow lines appear, talk about how the
rainbow appeared in the clouds to Noah and his family. Explain that the rainbow was a
sign that God takes care of us and keeps his promises.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: tape
Before class, remove the rainbow paper circles from the Learning
Lab. Tape the circles to chairs, window ledges, or other places children
can reach. If possible, distribute the circles evenly around the room.
Tell children you’ll turn the lights on and then off again to get
their a ttention. Explain that when you flash the lights, the children
are to stop what they’re doing and wave at you. Practice this signal
a few times. Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun
activities you’ve planned.
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Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Made
confetti; made wrapping paper; made a rainbow painting.)
Say: Some of you made rainbow confetti, some of you made rainbow gift
wrap, and some of you made a rainbow painting. You were all learning
important things about our Bible story. Today we’re going to hear how God
gave Noah a rainbow to remind him of a special promise. Let’s get ready for
that story by playing a game with rainbow colors.
If you look around, you’ll see lots of different-colored circles. What color
of circles do you see? (Red; blue; green.)
I’m thinking of a color. I’m going to give you some clues to help you guess
what color I’m thinking of. When you think you know the color, go stand by
that color of circle. Are you ready? Here are some clues: Many apples are
this color. Fire engines are this color.
Continue giving clues until children guess the color red and walk to the red circle. If
someone is wearing red, you might also say: [Name of child] is wearing this color.
Yes, I was thinking of the color red. Can you tell me some other things
that are red? Give children time to name other things that are red. Then choose a
child to untape the circles and bring them to you.
Now what color am I thinking of? The sky is this color. Bluebirds are this
color.
After children walk to the blue circles, invite two children to untape the circles and
bring them to you. Then invite children to name other things that are blue. Repeat
the activity for the remaining circles. Use the following clues to help children guess the
color you’re thinking of.
• Bananas and lemons are this color. The sun is this color. (Yellow.)
• Broccoli is this color. Grass is this color. (Green.)
• Pumpkins are this color. Carrots are this color. (Orange.)
As before, have children guess the color you’re thinking of, walk to those circles,
name other things that color, and bring the circles to you.
When all the circles have been collected, tape them in an arc on the wall behind you.
Say: Look at the rainbow of pretty colors God made! Let’s name them together.
Point to the appropriate circle as you name each color: God made red. God
made orange. God made yellow. God made green. God made blue. God made
something very special when he put the rainbow in the sky. The rainbow
reminds us that God takes care of us and keeps his promises. Let’s go to
the story area now and hear about the rainbow God gave to Noah.

Some children may not know color
names yet. They can recognize and
match colors, but they may not
be able to answer the question,
What color is this object? You can
help children learn their colors by
pointing to and naming each color
several times.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
tracks 3, 4

Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me
the Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing
our Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible.
The p
 erson who’s holding the Bible when the music
stops will be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”

This Bible story is featured
in My First Hands-On Bible™.
Order several now
for your ministry at
group.com.
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(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.” As you sing, pass
around the special Bible.

I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the rainbow stamp, and thank the child for bringing you
the Bible. Then stamp other children’s hands. Keep the rainbow stamp and ink pad on
hand. You’ll be using them during the puppet script.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.
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n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible
Remove all the Noah posters from the Learning
Lab, and lay them on the floor. If you have a large
class, you may want to put them on the wall so
everyone can see them. Have children gather around
1–6
the posters.
Open the Bible to Genesis 9:8-17. Say: Our story comes from the Bible, God’s
special book. Our posters show us pictures of our Bible story.
Ask: • Who can find the picture of Noah building the ark?
Wait for children to point to the first poster, showing Noah and his sons building
the ark. Then ask:
• What can you tell me about the ark? (It was big; a flood was coming; lots of
animals were on it.)
• Where’s the picture of the animals entering the ark? Which animals do
you see?
Wait for children to point to and name the animals entering the ark. Then ask:
• How did all those animals get on the ark? (God helped Noah; Noah went
and got them; they went in the door.)
Say: You’re remembering our story so well! Let’s see what else you
remember.
• Who can find the picture that shows the beginning of the flood?
Give children time to find the picture that shows rain falling on the ark. Then ask:
• What do you think Noah and his family were feeling when it was raining
so hard? (Scared because of the storm; glad they were in the ark.)
Say: Well, it rained and rained and rained. And the ark rocked back and
forth and up and down. Let’s rock back and forth—be careful not to tip over!
After 40 days and 40 nights, the rain stopped. Days and days and weeks
and weeks passed, and finally the water began to dry up. The ark stopped
rocking back and forth and floated gently on the water. The water got lower
and lower, until pretty soon Noah and his family could see land again.
Jump up and down in your seat and say “BUMP!” because the ark landed
right on top of a mountain. Pause. Let’s look at our posters to see what
happened next.
Point to the poster that shows the animals leaving the ark. Invite children to tell
you what they see happening in the picture. Say: Noah and his family got off the
boat. The animals got off the boat. Noah and his family prayed and thanked
God for saving them. Let’s all kneel like Noah and his family are doing in the
picture. Have everyone kneel.
Say: Jesus hears our prayers no matter where we
are or what we’re doing. We can pray while we’re lying
in bed at night, while we’re taking a walk, or anytime!
Let’s thank Jesus for keeping his promises and for
hearing our prayers.
Pray: Dear Jesus, we are so glad that you listen to us
when we talk to you. Thank you for taking care of us
and for always keeping your promises. Amen.
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It made God happy when Noah prayed. He loved Noah. Let’s all sit down
now and hear what else the Bible says about Noah.
Here’s the best part of our story. God told Noah he would never, ever send
another flood to cover the whole earth. To remind Noah of his promise, God
put a special sign in the sky. Who can find the special sign God put in the sky?
Wait for the children to point to the rainbow. Then say: The rainbow reminded
Noah that God takes care of us and keeps his promises. And you know
what? The rainbow wasn’t just for Noah. It was for you and me! God keeps
his promises to us, too!
Remain seated around the posters for the next activity.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: rainbow confetti from Option 1
Bring out the rainbow confetti children made earlier. Say: I have
some colorful confetti here. The colors of the rainbow are in
this confetti. Let’s see if we can find each color. Sprinkle some
of the confetti into your hand, and hold your hand in front of the
children.
Ask: • Who can find red? orange? yellow? green? blue?
6
purple? As children respond, congratulate them on being good
color detectives!
Say: I’m going to let you each have a little confetti to sprinkle on our
rainbow. When it’s your turn, say, “God keeps his promises” and sprinkle
your confetti on top of the rainbow. When we’re all finished, I’ll scoop the
confetti back into its bag.
Choose a child to take some confetti and say, “God keeps his promises.” Then let
the child sprinkle the confetti on the rainbow of the Noah poster 6. When everyone has
had a chance to sprinkle some confetti, comment on the pretty colors, and say: The
next time you see a rainbow in the sky, you’ll know the rainbow reminds us
that God takes care of us and keeps his promises.
Pour the confetti back into its bag, and put it away. The Noah posters will be used in
the puppet script.

Closing
n Rainbows for Whiskers
SUPPLIES: paper-plate umbrella from Lesson 7
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse and the mouse-sized
umbrella you prepared last week, and go through the
following puppet script. When you finish the script,
put Whiskers away and out of sight and return the
other items to the Learning Lab.
1–6
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Whiskers: (Holding his umbrella) Hi, everybody!
Teacher:	
Hello, Whiskers. I see you’ve brought your umbrella again today.
Whiskers:	
Mm-hmm. I carry it everywhere now. Last week you told me
that God made it rain and rain and rain. And then there was
a flood. I need my umbrella in case that happens again. I’m
building a boat at home, too—just in case.

Teacher:	
Children, we’d better tell Whiskers what we’ve learned today.

He’s afraid God will send another flood to cover the whole earth!

	(Lead children to tell Whiskers that God promised never to flood the whole earth again.
Encourage them to tell Whiskers about the rainbow God sent as a sign of his promise.)

Whiskers:	
Wow! God must really love us. He promised he will never send another flood. But
what’s a rainbow? I’ve never seen one.

Teacher:

Children, why don’t we show Whiskers our posters and let him see the rainbow.
(Help children search through the posters and find the rainbow for Whiskers.)

Whiskers:	
Oh, that’s so pretty. And look! The animals are out of the ark! Did the mice make it?
They didn’t fall overboard or get eaten or anything?

Teacher:	
The mice made it just fine, Whiskers, just like all the other animals. Children, can you
help Whiskers find the mice in the picture?

(Give children time to find and point to the mice.)

Whiskers: I feel important. God cares about mice!
Teacher:	
God takes care of us and keeps his promises. He took care of Noah and all the

animals on the ark—even the mice. If you look carefully, you can find the mice in
every one of our Noah posters.

Whiskers:

(Excitedly) I can? Do you think my friends will help me find them?
(Have children find the mice in each poster and point them out to Whiskers.)

Whiskers:	
(After looking at the last poster) Thank you for helping me find the mice. That was fun.
And I’ve had fun learning that God takes care of us and keeps his promises. I guess I
won’t need this silly old umbrella anymore.

Teacher:	
I know what you can do with your umbrella. We have a special rainbow stamp in

our Learning Lab. Would you like each of the children to stamp your umbrella with
a rainbow? That will help you remember that God takes care of us and keeps his
promises.

Whiskers:	
Oh yes, I’d like that a lot! Oh boy, my own pretty rainbows! I’m the
luckiest little mouse in class! Thank you! Thank you!

	(Let the children take turns stamping the rainbow stamp on Whiskers
umbrella. If you want, have them say, “God keeps his promises” as they
stamp the umbrella.)
Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com
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n Rainbow in the Sky
SUPPLIES: Bible
Open your Bible to 1 Peter 5:7, and show children the verse. Say: Our Bible verse
says, God takes care of us. Repeat the verse together. Let’s learn an action
rhyme to help us r emember God takes care of us and keeps his promises.
You can listen to the words and do the actions with me. Then we’ll say the
words and do the actions together.
God put a rainbow in the sky (trace an arch over your head)—
Way up in the clouds so high. (Point up.)
And when I see it, I will know (put hand to forehead, as if looking for something)
God cares for me and loves me so. (Hug self.)
Repeat the rhyme two or three times so children can learn it, and then invite one or
two children to help you lead the motions. Close your class time with a prayer similar
to this one: Dear God, thanks for sending your beautiful rainbow to remind
us that you keep your promises. We’re glad you take care of us. In Jesus’
name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Promise Celebration
Before class, cut different-colored crepe paper into 12-inch strips. Try to include as many
c olors of the rainbow as you can. Let each child choose one or two crepe paper streamers.
Point out that the colored streamers are like the rainbow, the sign of God’s promise.
Play “Celebration Music” (track 19) from the CD, and have children wave their streamers
as they march around the room. When the music stops, have children throw their streamers in the air and
shout, “God keeps his promises!”
track 19

n Make to Take: Tissue-Stain Rainbows
Before class, cut different-colored tissue paper into 1- to 2-inch squares. Try to include all the colors of the
rainbow. Set an old bedsheet under your table or work area.
Give each child a sheet of white paper and several different-colored tissue paper squares. Have children
place their squares randomly on their papers. Using a spray bottle, show children how to spray water gently on
the tissue. The water will cause the tissue to run and create colors on the white paper. Let children experiment
with different color combinations. As they work, point out the rainbow colors they’re making. Remind them
that the rainbow is a sign of God’s promise.
Have children peel off the wet tissue pieces and throw them away. Set the papers aside to dry.

n Treat to Eat: Rainbow Toast
Set out three or four small bowls of milk, and let children help
you add a different-colored food coloring to each one. Distribute
cotton swabs or small paintbrushes, and show children how to
paint rainbow colors on slices of bread.
Toast the bread in a toaster away from the children to prevent
burns. As the rainbow toast pops up, have children say together,
“God keeps his promises.” Let the toast cool slightly; then let all
enjoy!

n Story Picture: God Sends a Rainbow
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Help children spread glue on the rainbow and
sprinkle on some of the rainbow confetti they made earlier. Then set out crayons or markers, and let children
color the rest of the picture. As they work, review how God gave Noah the rainbow as a sign of his promise.
Remind them that God takes care of us and keeps his promises.
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n Fill several resealable plastic bags with shaving cream and
a few drops of food coloring. Allow your child to color the
shaving cream by squishing it around in the bag. Remind
your child not to rub his or her eyes after handling the
shaving cream.
When you have several different colors, your child can use
them in the bathtub as soap or body paint. As your child
plays with the rainbow paints, remind him or her of God’s
promise never to flood the world again.

God Gives the
Rainbow as a Sign
of His Promise
(Genesis 9:8-17)
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Module 3

Abraham and Sarah
“Leave your native country…and your father’s family, and go to the land that I
will show you,” God told Abram. Without question or hesitation, Abram obeyed
God’s command. He didn’t stop to ask where, why, or what for—although these
questions must have been on his mind. He simply followed God’s call, trusting God
to give him a new land and descendants to fill it. Abram’s faith in God’s loving care
grew as God continued to provide for his needs. Again and again, God renewed his
covenant with Abram. Shortly before the birth of Abram’s long-promised son Isaac,
God changed Abram’s name to Abraham, which means “father of many.” Abraham
trusted God, and God kept his promise.
Like Abraham, 3- and 4-year-olds are on a lifelong journey to know God better. At
first, they don’t know what God is like. But as they hear Bible stories and experience
God’s love, they begin to love and trust him. As you reinforce the fact that God is with
them every step of the way, young children learn that God watches over them, just as
he watched over Abraham. Your preschoolers will have fun learning about God’s love as
they travel with Abraham during these five lessons.

Five Lessons on Abraham and Sarah
Lesson

9

The Point

Page

Bible Basis

God loves us and helps us follow him.

125

Genesis 12:1-5

10

God loves us and wants us to love him.

137

Genesis 12:7-9

11

God loves us and gives us what we need.

151

Genesis 13:1-18

12

God loves us and calls us by name.

163

Genesis 15:5; 17:1-7, 15-16

13

God loves us and gives us good surprises.

175

Genesis 18:1-16; 21:1-7
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God Calls Abram to Move to a New Land • Lesson 9
Bible Point

God loves us and helps
us follow him.

Bible Verse
We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n pack up for a trip,
n hear how God led Abram to a new place to live,
n discover that Abram traveled on foot or on a camel, and
n thank God for helping them follow him.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God calls Abram to move to a new land.
“Sell everything you can’t carry with you, leave all your friends and extended family, get your
wife and belongings in the car, and start driving. You’ll probably never come back here again,
but don’t worry about that—I’ll show you where to go.” If God were speaking to Abram
today, that might be what he’d say. What trust in God it took for Abram to leave his home, his
country, and everything familiar and comfortable and set out for an unknown destination!
Abram was apparently a wealthy man, with a lot of sheep, cattle, and other livestock. In
those days, traveling with herds in unknown territory was treacherous. How could he have known they’d be safe? But
he trusted and followed God.
What helped Abram on his way was a trusting relationship with God and the promises of blessing that would
benefit not only his household but “all the families on earth”! God’s promises were all Abram needed.

Genesis
12:1-5

Prayer
• Read Hebrews 11:8.
• Think of a time when God asked you to do something that seemed strange or even slightly risky. How did you
respond?
• Pray: Lord, help me trust you more and be a good example of faith to the children I teach by…

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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Lesson 9

This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Pack a Bag—Pack a
suitcase for an imaginary trip, and
hear how God led Abram on a
long journey to a new home.

Suitcase, items to be packed

Option 2: Draw Your Path—

Road maps, crayons

Option 3: Follow the
Footprints—Follow footprints

Cardboard, pencil, scissors,
construction paper

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Pack up
the classroom for a pretend trip.

Large box, toys and other
classroom items

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear a story about

Bible, CD player

Do the Bible Story—Follow a

Maps from Option 2, blocks

Whiskers Takes a Hike—

Small stick, tape

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

Learning Lab Supplies

Make a path on a map, and hear
how Abram took a long trip.

around the room, and hear how
Abram followed God.
they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

Abram and his journey to a new
country from Genesis 12:1-5.

map to a new land.

Closing

Teach Whiskers that God leads us
on all our journeys.

Following God March—March
around the room as they do an
action rhyme about following
God.

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What promises did you keep last week?” and “Why does God
always keep his promises to us?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God loves us and helps us follow him.
• Give each child a photocopy of a desert tent name tag. Write children’s names on their
name tags, and pin or tape the name tags to their clothing.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Have you ever
taken a trip with your family? Tell me about it” or “Has your family ever had to move
to a new home? What was that like?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Pack a Bag
SUPPLIES: suitcase, items to be packed
Set out a small suitcase or shopping bag and items for children to pack, such as
dress-up items, favorite blankets, or stuffed animals. Let the children pack the suitcase
for an imaginary trip. Talk about things that they might take with them on a trip,
and encourage children to tell you about trips they’ve been on with their families. As
children pack the suitcase, explain that today’s Bible story is about a man named Abram
who went on a long trip to a new home.

n Option 2: Draw Your Path
SUPPLIES: road maps, crayons
Unfold two or three old road maps, and spread them out on a table or the floor.
Mark several beginning and ending points with different colored X’s. Set out crayons,
and invite children to draw paths between the points. Point out mountains, rivers, and
roads on the maps as you help children draw their paths. As they work, talk about ways
that we travel today, such as riding b icycles, driving, or flying in airplanes. Explain that
today’s Bible story is about a man who t raveled on foot or on a camel.
You’ll use the maps again in “Do the Bible Story.”

If you don’t have any old road
maps at home, make your own by
drawing a few mountains, rivers,
and roads on sheets of newsprint.
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n Option 3: Follow the Footprints
SUPPLIES: cardboard, pencil, scissors, construction paper
Before class, trace your footprints onto stiff cardboard. Cut out the cardboard
footprints, and use them as patterns to trace and cut additional footprints from colored
construction paper. Use a single color of footprints to mark a trail around your room
for children to follow. When children reach the end of the trail, let them take turns
making their own trails around the classroom.
As children follow their trails, explain that today’s Bible story is about how a man
named Abram followed God to a new land. Remind children that God loves us and
helps us follow him.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: large box, toys and other classroom items
Tell children that when you turn the lights off and then on again, they’re to stop
what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage
children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Packed
a suitcase; drew on a map; followed a footprint trail.)
Say: If you drew on the map, use your finger to make a path on the
floor. If you followed the footprint trail, stand up and stomp your feet, and
then sit down. If you packed a suitcase, clap your hands like you’re closing
a suitcase.
Pause for children to follow your directions. Then continue: You were all
learning important things about our Bible story. Today we’re going to hear
how God led a man named Abram on a big trip. God wanted Abram to move
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to a new land, so he asked Abram to pack up everything he had.
Set out a large box. Say: Let’s see what that might have been like by packing
up our classroom right now. When I say, “Let’s pack up!” I want you each to
find one thing in our classroom to put in this box. Ready? Let’s pack up!
Help children collect toys and other classroom items to put in the box. Let them
keep bringing toys until the box is full. Then say: Look at this big box of stuff! This
is only from one room. Imagine how much stuff Abram had when he packed
up his whole house. It was a big job, but Abram knew God would help him.
God loves us and helps us follow him, too. Let’s put our toys away now so
we can hear about Abram’s big trip.
Help children return the toys to their places, and then have children gather in the
story area.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the star stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the star stamp and ink pad to the
Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class. Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the
CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
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I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Open the Bible to Genesis 12:1-5. Say: Our story comes
from the Bible, God’s special book. Our Bible Big Book
shows us pictures of the Bible Story.
Bring out the Bible Big Book: Abraham. Read aloud the text
for pages 1 to 3 using the text printed on the back cover of the
book. As you read, show children the pictures. After you finish
this portion of the story, put the Bible Big Book away and out
of sight.
Ask: • Where did God ask Abram to move to? (Far away; to a different
country.)
• What kinds of things do you think Abram and Sarai packed for their
journey? (Toothbrushes; clothes; pots and pans; everything.)
• Do you think it was easy for Abram and Sarai to pack up everything and
move away? (No, because they had too much stuff to pack; yes, they put everything
on camels.)
Say: Abram and Sarai were probably scared to move to a completely
new land. But they knew that God loved them and would help them through
their whole journey. They trusted God. We know that God loves us, too, so
we trust God, just like Abram and Sarai did. You know, that’s what our Bible
verse for today says! Open your Bible to Psalm 52:8b, and show children the
verse. See? The Bible says that We trust God. Repeat the verse together. Let’s
learn a song about trusting God!
Lead children in singing “We Trust God” (adapted from Psalm 52:8b) to the tune of
“Jesus Loves Me” with the CD (track 13).
tracks 13, 14

God, we’ll trust and follow you (point up)
In all we say and all we do. (Touch mouth with both hands; then extend arms.)
We will trust you every day (cross arms over chest)
At home, at church, at school, at play. (Turn in a circle with arms outstretched.)
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Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
We trust you every day. (Cross arms over chest.)
(Repeat.)
Say: God loves us and helps us follow him, too.
Ask: • What are some ways you can follow God? (Come to church; pray.)
Say: We can love and follow God, just as Abram and Sarai did. Let’s learn
a song to help us remember how God helped Abram and Sarai on their big
trip to the new land. You can listen the first time. Then you can pack your
bags and walk along with me.
Lead the children in singing “God Wants Us to Follow Him” (track 14) with the
CD to the tune of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat.” After singing through the song once,
lead children in packing pretend bags and walking around the room as they sing the
song again. When the song ends, lead children back to the story area.

Pack, pack, pack your bags—
Now it’s time to go.
God wants us to follow him
Because he loves us so.
Walk, walk, walk along
On the desert sand.
God wants us to follow him
Into a brand-new land.
Say: Sometimes, even when we mean to do the right
thing, we forget to follow Jesus and we do whatever
we want instead. But Jesus will help us to follow and
obey him if we just ask. Let’s pray right now.
Pray: Lord, thank you for showing us the way and
for wanting us to follow you. Help us to always obey. In
Jesus’ name, amen.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: maps from Option 2, blocks
Gather the maps children made during Let’s Get Started, and spread the maps
out on the floor. Give each child a block. Say: Let’s pretend we’re taking a big
trip like Abram did, and we’ll pretend your block is a car. When I say “go,”
drive your car along the road that’s marked on your map. When you get
to the end of the road, drive your car over to the story area and sit down.
Ready? Go!
Let children “drive” their block cars on the maps, and then encourage them to
drive over to the story area. When all the children have gathered in the story area,
collect the blocks.

You’ll probably have several
children “traveling” on each map.
Encourage children to share the
maps, and remind them to take
turns going on trips. If you have
a large class, you may want to
provide additional maps.
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Ask: • When people move today, they pack all of their things in a moving
truck. Do you think Abram had a car or a truck to move his things with? (No,
he had camels instead; they didn’t have cars back then.)
• If he didn’t have a car or a truck, how do you think he moved
everything? (He carried it; he pushed it; he put everything on camels.)
Say: Abram and Sarai didn’t have a car or truck. They probably didn’t
have a fancy map to follow. But they knew that God loved them and would
help them reach the new land. God loves us and helps us follow him, too.
You know, we’ve been learning about Abram’s big trip. I wonder if our
friend Whiskers has gone on a trip. I haven’t seen him for a few days. Let’s
call his name and see if he’s around.
Lead children in calling for Whiskers.

Closing
n Whiskers Takes a Hike
SUPPLIES: small stick, tape
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and tape a small stick to his paw. Go through
the following puppet script. When you finish the script, put
Whiskers away and out of sight.

Whiskers: What, what? What’s all the yelling about?
Teacher: 	We were calling you, Whiskers. We haven’t seen much of

you lately, and we weren’t sure if you were around. Where
have you been?

Whiskers: 	My dad and I have been going on some hikes. (Holding up
stick) See the walking stick I found?

Teacher:	I love to go hiking. Do any of you boys and girls like to go on

hikes or walks with your mom or dad? (Let the children respond.)

Whiskers:	
I like to go hiking, too. But sometimes I get scared, especially when we hike in the
woods. I always wonder if we’ll be able to find our way back.

Teacher:	Hearing about your hike reminds me of our Bible story. We’ve been learning about
a man who walked a long, long way to a new land. He didn’t know exactly where
he was going or if he would ever come back! Children, let’s tell Whiskers our story
about Abram.
(Lead children in telling Whiskers how God led Abram on a journey to a new land.)

Whiskers:	Was he afraid? If I had to walk that far, I’d be afraid of getting lost!
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God Calls Abram to Move to a New Land

Teacher:	No, Abram wasn’t afraid because he knew God would be with him. God promised
to lead Abram and his family to a new country to live. Abram knew that God
loves us and helps us follow him, so he packed up everything and did what God
asked him to do.

Whiskers:	Wow! That was a long way to walk. I don’t think I could walk that

long—I better keep p
 racticing my hiking. In fact, I think I hear my
dad calling me now. We’re going on another hike today. Maybe while
we’re walking, I’ll tell him the story about Abram’s trip.

Teacher:	Have a good time, Whiskers! Remember that

God loves us and helps

us follow him.

Whiskers:

I’ll remember. Thanks! Goodbye, friends!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com

n Following God March
SUPPLIES: none
Say: God loves us and helps us follow him. Let’s learn an action rhyme to
help us remember that.
Lead children in the following action rhyme. The first time through, do the motions
in parentheses. The second time through, have each child join hands with a partner and
march around the room. The third time through, have everyone join hands and march
across the room in one long line.
I can follow God each day. (March in place.)
I know he’ll help me all the way. (Nod head.)
God loves me, I know it’s true. (Hug self.)
I will follow God—will you? (Point to someone else.)
Close with a prayer similar to this one: Dear God, thank you for loving us and
for helping us follow you. In Jesus’ name we pray, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. E ncourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Follower Walk
Have children line up single file for a walk around the church. Lead children quietly through your church
halls and then outside. When you get outside, let children take turns leading the line. Encourage leaders to
watch for sticks or other things followers might trip over. As you’re walking, talk about Abram’s long walk.
Point out that God was his leader. God watched out for Abram just as the leaders watched out for the followers
on your walk. Remind children that God loves us and helps us follow him.

n Make to Take: Travel Hats
Before class, punch holes in the sides of paper plates, as shown at left. You’ll
need one paper plate for each child.
Explain that Abram and Sarai wore head coverings to protect their skin from
the hot sun on their long trip. Distribute the paper plates and collage items for
children to decorate their own travel hats. Include items such as fabric scraps,
paper confetti, lace, or glitter glue, as well as crayons or markers. While children
are working, review the story of Abram’s big trip.
As each child finishes decorating a travel hat, have an adult helper thread a
piece of string through the holes to make a chin strap. Then help children tie the
hats on and take a walk around the room!

n Treat to Eat: Graham-Cracker Tents
Give each child three graham-cracker squares. Then set out
bowls of marshmallow creme and plastic knives. Show each child
how to make a graham-cracker tent: Lay one square flat. Put
marshmallow creme on the other two squares, and set them on
top of the first square; then lean them together, as shown at left.
As children eat their graham-cracker tents, point out that
Abram and Sarai traveled for many days and probably stayed in tents along the
way. Remind children that God helped Abram and Sarai find the new land and
that God loves us and helps us follow him, too.

n Story Picture: Abram’s Big Trip
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out 2-inch squares cut from grocery sacks,
and help children glue the “bags” onto the camels’ backs in the picture. Then set out crayons or markers for
children to color the rest of the picture. As children work, talk with them about Abram’s faith in God. Remind
them that God loves us and helps us follow him, just as he helped Abram.
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Desert Tent Name Tags
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We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Ask me:

n What did God ask Abram to do?
n What would you pack for a big trip? What
did Abram pack?
n Would you be scared to take a big trip like
Abram did? Why or why not?
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n Set up a tent in your backyard or living room. If you don’t
have a tent, have your child help you make one using
blankets and chairs. Serve a meal in the tent. After you
eat, read the story of Abram’s big trip from Genesis 12:1-5.
Thank God for taking care of Abram and for taking care of
your family.

Abram Follows
God to a New Land
(Genesis 12:1-5)
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Abram Worships God • Lesson 10
Bible Point

God loves us and wants
us to love him.

Bible Verse
We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n name things they’re thankful for,
n hear how Abram built an altar to show his love for God,
n take a pretend journey and stop to thank God on the way, and
n show their love for God through singing and praying.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n Abram worships God.
Abram’s journey from his homeland to the promised land was likely not an easy one. It
would have been over some rough and dangerous terrain. So it’s natural that after arriving in
the land God had promised him, Abram would stop and worship God. Abram’s worship in
Shechem was apparently just what God wanted to hear, because God appeared and responded
with an affirmation of the promise he’d made to Abram earlier: “I will give this land to your
descendants.” And Abram was so moved by God’s appearance that he constructed an altar
commemorating the event. It was a way Abram could demonstrate his love for God, who had
been so generous in loving him. And this was only the first of several such altars Abram built to commemorate God’s
goodness to him. God loved Abram, and Abram loved God. We would do well to follow Abram’s example!

Genesis
12:7-9

Prayer
• Read Exodus 24:3-4.
• How does Moses’ building of an altar in this passage parallel Abram’s building of the altars in Genesis 12:6-9?
• Pray: Lord, help me to always live out my love for you, especially as I teach the children you’ve placed in my care.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Camel Cargo—Carry
things on their backs like Abram’s
camels did.

Blocks, small toys

Option 2: Tent Play—Set up

Blankets, chairs or table

Option 3: Grow a Tree—Make
leaves for a tree, and hear how
Abram rested by a big tree.

“Leaves” handout (p. 149),
scissors, newspapers, wax paper,
green and yellow chalk, cheese
grater, cotton swabs, bowls,
water, tape

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Name
things they’re thankful for as they
build an altar out of blocks.

Blocks

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear how Abram built an

Bible, CD player, blanket

Top Stuff—Play a game to learn

CD player

Do the Bible Story—Travel
around the room and stop to
worship God.

Block altar, tree, tent set up
earlier

What’s an Altar?—Teach
Whiskers how Abram built an
altar to worship God.

Block altar, tree, and tent set up
earlier

Love-and-Follow Prayer—

CD player

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

Learning Lab Supplies

a blanket tent, and hear how
Abram set up tents along his
journey.

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

altar to praise and thank God.

to stop and praise God.

Closing

Sing a prayer to thank God for his
love.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about Abram and his trip?” and
“Tell me about a time you took a trip.”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God loves us and wants us to love him.
• Hand out the desert tent name tags children made during Lesson 9, and help them
attach the name tags to their clothing. Have extra name tags available for children
who were not in class that week and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set out one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “What things
are you thankful for?” or “When something really good happens, do you remember to
thank God for it?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Camel Cargo
SUPPLIES: blocks, small toys
Remind children that Abram carried most of his household goods on camels or
other pack animals. Form pairs, and let children take turns being camels and Abrams
or Sarais. Show the Abrams or Sarais how to carefully pile a few blocks or small
nonbreakable toys on their camels and then lead the camels around the room. Then let
children switch roles. Explain that today you’ll hear how God continued to take care of
Abram on his journey.

n Option 2: Tent Play
SUPPLIES: blankets, chairs or table
Give children one or two blankets. Show them how to make a blanket tent using
chairs or other classroom furniture. Let them play in the tent. Encourage children to
pretend they’re sitting, eating, or sleeping in their tent. As they play, remind them that
Abram and Sarai camped in tents on their long trip. Explain that today they’ll hear
more about Abram and Sarai’s journey.
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n Option 3: Grow a Tree

Make an Abraham’s Journey
bulletin board to further convey
the Bible story. Cover a wall
or bulletin board with a white
or light blue background, and
attach a strip of sand-colored
paper to the bottom. On one
side of the bulletin board,
put a tree. You can make a
three-dimensional tree trunk
by twisting brown paper
grocery sacks. Cut and twist
smaller pieces of sack, and
attach them to the tree trunk
as branches. On the other side
of the bulletin board put a
construction paper mountain in
the background. Children can
add story pieces to this bulletin
board each week.

SUPPLIES: “Leaves” handout (p. 149), scissors, newspapers, wax paper, green and yellow
chalk, cheese grater, cotton swabs, water, tape
Before class, photocopy and cut out the leaves from the handout. You’ll need at least
one leaf for each child. Cover a work area with newspapers, and then set out squares of
wax paper. Grate green and yellow chalk into small piles onto each wax paper square.
Give each child a leaf. Set out cotton swabs and bowls of water. Show children how
to paint their leaves by putting their cotton swabs into the water and then into the
chalk and onto their leaves. Tell them they’re making leaves for a classroom tree. Explain
that Abram came to a big tree on his journey. Talk about how happy Abram must have
been to find a tree in the desert where there weren’t very many trees.
Have children attach their leaves to the tree on the Abraham’s Journey bulletin board
described in the X-tra Impact box. If you didn’t make the bulletin board, you’ll need to
make a simple tree trunk by tearing and twisting brown paper grocery bags. Attach the
trunk to a wall or bulletin board.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

You can substitute powdered
tempera paint for the chalk in
Option 3.

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: blocks
Tell children that when you turn the lights off and then on again, they’re to stop
what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage
children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
Have children gather in a circle somewhere other than your story area. Set a box of
blocks nearby.
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Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Played
in a tent; painted leaves; pretended to be a camel.)
Say: Some of you made your own special tent with blankets, some of you
painted leaves for our tree, and some of you carried loads on your backs
like camels. You were all learning important things about our Bible story.
Today we’re going to hear some more about Abram’s big trip and learn that
God loves us and wants us to love him.
Set out blocks. Say: In Abram’s time, people built altars out of stones
to show God that they loved him. The altars helped them remember the
special ways God had helped them. Anytime people wanted to thank God for
something, they just stopped and built an altar right then and there. Then
they prayed to tell God thank you.
We don’t have any stones in our classroom, but we can build an altar
out of blocks. When it’s your turn to put a block on our altar, name
something you want to thank God for. You can thank God for a favorite toy;
for a person you know; or for something God has done for you, such as
making you feel better after being sick or helping you do something that
was hard for you. I’ll go first.
Name something you’re thankful for, and set a block in the center of the circle. Let
children take turns naming things they’re thankful for while adding blocks to the altar.
When everyone has had a turn, say: God loves us and wants us to love him.
One way we can show God we love him is by telling him thank you. As we
built our altar, we each named things we’re thankful for. Let’s bring out our
Bible now and hear what Abram thanked God for.
Leave the block altar set up for use in “Do the Bible Story.” Lead children to your
story area for the next activity.

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’— Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
(Repeat first verse.)
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When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the star stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the star stamp and ink pad to the
Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player, blanket
Open the Bible to Genesis 12:7-9. Say: Our story comes from
track 15
the Bible, God’s special book. Our Bible Big Book shows us
pictures of the Bible Story.
We’re going to pretend we’re with Abram and Sarai
today and hear our Bible story in a tent. Can you help me
make a tent?
Let children help you make a tent or use the tent children set up
during Let’s Get Started. When everyone is settled in your tent, bring
out the Bible Big Book: Abraham. Read aloud pages 1 to 3, using the
text for these pages printed on the back cover of the book. As you read, show children
the pictures. After you finish the story, put the book away and out of sight.
Ask: • How did God show his love to Abram and Sarai? (By guiding them on
their trip; by showing them a place to stay; by helping them find a tree in the desert.)
• How did Abram show that he loved God? (By obeying God; by building an
altar.)
Say: Abram loved God and trusted God to take care of him. God loves us
and wants us to love him, just as Abram did.
Ask: • What are some ways we can show God we love him? (Praying; making
an altar; coming to church.)
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Say: One way we can show God we love him is by singing songs to him.
Let’s learn a song we can sing about loving and following God.
Lead the children in singing “God Is So Good” with the CD (track 15).

God is so good.
God is so good.
God is so good.
He’s so good to me!
God is so good.
God is so good.
God is so good.
He’s so good to me!
I’ll follow him.
I’ll follow him.
I’ll follow him
Because he loves me so.
I’ll follow him.
I’ll follow him.
I’ll follow him
Because he loves me so.
Say: We can show Jesus that we love him by loving
others, too. In the Bible, Jesus tells us to love one
another, and he says that when we are kind to our
neighbors, it’s just like being kind to him. Let’s each
think of someone we can be kind to this week. Let
children each name someone they can be kind to in the coming
week. It’s good to follow Jesus and show love to others,
just as he tells us to do. Let’s thank God for sending Jesus to show
love to us!
Pray: Dear God, thank you for sending your Son, Jesus, to love us
and to show us how to love others. In Jesus’ name, amen.
After the prayer, lead children out of the tent. Leave the tent set up for the next
activity.

n Top Stuff
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 13

Gather children around a small table. Bring out the spin top,
and demonstrate how it spins. Say: A top will only stand up
when it’s spinning or moving. When it stops spinning,
it lies down. In our Bible story, when Abram was done
traveling, he stopped to worship God. We can worship
God, too, because God loves us and wants us to love
him. Let’s play a game to help us remember that.
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Spin the top and explain that when it stops, children should see who the top is
pointing to. Whoever the top points to will say one reason why he or she loves God. Be
ready to help children if they seem stumped for an answer. Children may say they love
God because he’s good, he gives them good families, and he made the sunshine.
After the child answers, spin the top to play again. Make sure everyone gets a chance
to share a statement about God. When everyone has had a turn to share, ask:
• How does God show he loves us? (He takes care of us; he sent Jesus; he gives
us good things.)
• How can you show you love God? (I can pray; I can tell him I love him; I can
do what he says.)
• How do you think God feels when we show we love him? (Good; happy;
special.)
Open your Bible to Psalm 52:8b, and show children the verse. Say: Abram
trusted God and we can too. Listen to our Bible verse for today: We trust
God. Repeat the verse together. Abram trusted God, and God took care of him.
Let’s sing a song about trusting God.
Lead children in singing “We Trust God” (adapted from Psalm 52:8b) with the CD
(track 13) to the tune of “Jesus Loves Me.”

God, we’ll trust and follow you (point up)
In all we say and all we do. (Touch mouth with both hands; then extend arms.)
We will trust you every day (cross arms over chest)
At home, at church, at school, at play. (Turn in a circle with arms outstretched.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
We trust you every day. (Cross arms over chest.)
(Repeat.)
After the song, lead children in a round of applause for everyone’s participation.
Say: When Abram stopped traveling, he took time to worship God.
Whether we’re playing or eating or even at the grocery store, we can take
time to worship God, too. That’s because God loves us and wants us to
love him.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: block altar, tree, tent set up earlier
Be sure you have a paper tree on the bulletin board or wall. If you chose not to
make a b ulletin board or did not use Option 3, make a simple tree from construction
paper, and tape it to a wall in the room.
Say: Let’s walk around our room and pretend we’re Abram and Sarai
traveling. One person will be Abram, one person will be Sarai, and the rest
of us will be Abram’s animals.
Choose an Abram and a Sarai. Invite other children to choose to be a cow, sheep,
donkey, camel, or goat. Then continue: I’m going to read our Bible story again.
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You’ll need to listen carefully because it’s your job to act out what’s
happening. For example, if I say, “Abram and his family and his servants
and his animals walked and walked and walked,” what will you do?
Pause to let children demonstrate walking around the room. Then continue: You’ll
also want to listen for the places that Abram went. If I say “tent,” walk over
to our tent. If I say “tree,” walk over to our tree. If I say “altar,” walk over
to our altar. Listen carefully as I read the story.
Read the story below. Pause as necessary to help children do their actions.
Abram and his family and his servants and his animals walked and
walked and walked! One day they came to a huge tree. There aren’t very
many trees in the desert, so Abram and his family enjoyed the cool shade.
While they rested there, God spoke to Abram again. God promised to give
the land around the tree to Abram and his family. Abram built an altar to
mark the special place where God talked to him.
Then Abram traveled on until he came to a big hill. He pitched his tent
on the hill and looked all around at the land God had given him. Abram
built another altar to thank God for guiding him. Abram was glad to be in
the new land.
Applaud children’s participation in the story, and then say: We knew where we
were going on our journey. We knew that we would walk around our room
and then stop at our tree, our altar, and our tent. Abram didn’t know where
God was leading him, but he knew that God loves us and wants us to love
him. So he trusted God to take care of him and his family and his animals.
Let’s all be Abram’s animals now. We can crawl over to our story area
and see if our friend Whiskers is here.
Leave the tent, tree, and altar in place for Whiskers to see.

Closing
n What’s an Altar?
SUPPLIES: block altar, tree, tent set up earlier
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and go through the following puppet script. When
you finish the script, put Whiskers away and out of sight.
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Whiskers:	Hello, friends. What have you been doing today? (Looks around
the room.) Mmm-hmm. I see you’ve made a tree. Mmm-hmm.
And a tent, too. I love to go camping. Looks like you’ve been
busy today. (Looks at block altar.) Hey! What’s that block thing
over there?

Teacher: Children, let’s tell Whiskers what we made with the blocks.
Whiskers:	
(Interrupting) Wait! Wait! Let me guess, OK? I love guessing
games. I’ll bet it’s supposed to be a castle. It’s a castle, right?

Teacher: Well, no, Whiskers, it’s not a castle, it’s…
Whiskers:	NO! Don’t tell me, I want to guess. It’s a baseball stadium. But I think you should
have made it a whole circle. If you moved some of the blocks on top around…

Teacher: Whiskers, it’s not a baseball stadium. May we please tell you what it is?
Whiskers: 	NO, NO, NO! I know what it is! It’s our church! But I think you should have asked

me to help you build it. You know I’m very good at building with blocks. If you had
just asked me, I could have built a great church building for you.

Teacher: 	Whiskers, I’m sure you’re a great block builder. But it’s not our church, either. Shall
we tell you what it is?

Whiskers: Oh, all right. I give up. Tell me.
Teacher and children: It’s an altar.
Whiskers: An altar? No wonder I couldn’t guess. What’s an altar?
Teacher: 	Children, can you help me tell Whiskers what an altar is and how it was used in our
story?

	(Lead children in telling Whiskers about the block altar. Help them explain that Abram
built an altar to tell God thank you for helping him find the new land.)

Teacher: 	You see, Whiskers, Abram knew that

God loves us and wants us to love him. So he
built an altar to thank God for helping him on his journey.

Whiskers: 	Wow. That’s kind of neat—a special place to worship and thank God

for things. I think I want to build an altar. Maybe my brother will help
me. He has lots of blocks. I think I’ll go ask him right now. Goodbye!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, Loveland, CO 80538. group.com
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Abram Worships God

n Love-and-Follow Prayer
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 13

Say: God loves us and wants us to love him. Let’s tell
God we love him by singing a prayer together.
Have children fold their hands and bow their heads as they sing
“We Trust God” (adapted from Psalm 52:8b) to the tune of “Jesus
Loves Me” with the CD (track 13).

God, we’ll trust and follow you
In all we say and all we do.
We will trust you every day
At home, at church, at school, at play.
Yes, God, we trust you.
Yes, God, we trust you.
Yes, God, we trust you.
We trust you every day.
(Repeat.)

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Tree, River, Mountain
Remind children how Abram worshipped God on his journey, and explain that you’re going to act out part
of that story now. Choose two children to be Abram and Sarai. Tell the other children that when you say, “tree,
river, mountain,” their job is to form the shape of one of those three things. For example, “trees” might stretch
out their arms like tree limbs, “rivers” might crawl across the room to imitate running water, and “mountains”
might put their arms over their heads to form peaks.
Say: Tree, river, mountain. Wait for children to form their shapes. Then have Sarai and Abram make their
way across the room through the human scenery. Repeat until everyone’s had a chance to be Sarai or Abram.

n Make to Take: God’s-Love Streamer Sticks
Set out colored fabric ribbons or crepe paper streamers. Let each child
choose three or four ribbons, and then help children tape their ribbons to the
ends of drinking straws. Have children sing a favorite praise song such as “Jesus
Loves Me” as they march around and wave their streamer sticks in celebration
of God’s love. As they’re marching, remind them that God loves us and wants
us to love him.

n Treat to Eat: Frosted Wheat Altars
Give each child a handful of frosted wheat square cereal. Explain that Abram showed his
love for God by building an altar out of stones. Show children how to use their wheat square
“stones” to build altars. As they work, remind them that God loves us and wants us to love
him. Encourage children to share ways they can show love for God as they eat their altars.

n Story Picture: Abram at the Altar
Set out crayons, dishes of sand, and glue sticks. Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…”
handout. Have children color the pictures and then rub glue on the desert sand. Help each child sprinkle a
little bit of sand over the glue. As children work, talk about how Abram loved and trusted God. Remind them
that God loves us and wants us to love him, too.
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Leaves
Photocopy and cut out the leaves. You’ll need one leaf for each child.
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We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Ask me:

n Why did Abram build an altar to God?
n What can you do to show God you love
him?
n How can our family show our love for God
this week?
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n Build a family altar as you share things you’re thankful
for. Take a walk through the park, and have each family
member pick up a stone. When you’ve collected your
stones, let family members take turns saying things they’re
thankful for and placing their stones in a pile.

Abram Builds
an Altar to
Thank God
(Genesis 12:7-9)
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Abram and Lot Share the Land • Lesson 11
Bible Point

God loves us and gives
us what we need.

Bible Verse
We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n experience sharing what they have with others,
n hear how Abram shared the land with Lot,
n help Whiskers share his toys, and
n ask God to help them share.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n Abram and Lot share the land.
In Genesis 13:5 we discover for the first time that Lot was wealthy. Perhaps Abram had been
generous to him, or maybe he, like Abram, had been successful in Egypt. At any rate, it
became apparent that a single area was not sufficient to support both of their families’ flocks
and herds. Conflicts between their herdsmen over land use could have easily become quarrels
between Abram and Lot (Genesis 13:8).
In this situation and culture, etiquette dictated that Lot allow Abram to take whatever he
deemed was rightfully his because Abram was the more powerful and wealthy, as well as the
respected elder. So Abram’s offer probably shocked Lot—this was turning out far better than he had hoped! Abram
was willing to give up what was rightfully his. Lot, thinking only of himself, made a choice that his entire culture
would have deemed unthinkable. The actions of these two men demonstrated the differences in their hearts. But after
Lot left, God spoke again to Abram, expanding on the promise made earlier.

Genesis
13:1-18

Prayer
• Read Mark 9:35.
• How does putting others first fit in with common practice in our society?
• When is it difficult for you to follow this command from Jesus?
• Pray: Dear Lord, please help me to be a servant this week and show the children I teach how to put others first.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,
and be greeted by the teacher.

“Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: City Builders—Build

Blocks

Option 2: Sheepherders—

Two egg cartons, cotton balls

Option 3: Color Sharing—

Crayons, paper

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Divide the
class so everyone has a place to
sit, and hear how Abram and Lot
divided their land.

Red and blue construction
paper, scissors

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Make animal sounds as

Bible, construction paper strips
from “Setting the Stage”

Do the Bible Story—Share
“land” in the classroom like
Abram shared land with Lot.

Construction paper strips from
“Setting the Stage,” masking tape

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

Learning Lab Supplies

a city out of blocks, and hear how
Lot chose land near the city.

Herd cotton ball “sheep” into egg
cartons, and hear how Abram’s
and Lot’s herdsman quarreled.

Share crayons as they draw
pictures, and hear how Abram
and Lot shared the land.

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

they listen to the story of how
Abram shared the land with Lot.

Closing

Sharing Isn’t Easy—Help
Whiskers share a new toy.

Sharing Prayer—Pray with
partners, and ask God to help
them share.

Construction paper strips from
“Setting the Stage”

*See the end of this lesson for extra-time ideas and supplies.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about Abram’s altar?” or “How did
you show your love for God this week?”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God loves us and gives us what we
need.
• Hand out the desert tent name tags children made during Lesson 9, and help them
attach the name tags to their clothing. Have extra name tags on hand for children
who were not in class that week and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “What are some
things we need that God gives us?” or “Tell me about a time you shared something with
a friend or family member.”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: City Builders
SUPPLIES: blocks
Set out blocks, and help children build a city. Have them tell you what kinds of
buildings they’ve seen in your city, and help them construct buildings similar to those.
Talk about all the fun things they can do in their city. Tell children that today’s Bible
story is about how Abram shared the land with his nephew Lot. Explain that Lot chose
the land near a big city.

n Option 2: Sheepherders
SUPPLIES: two egg cartons, cotton balls
Set out two empty egg cartons and a bag of cotton ball “sheep.” Explain that the
egg cartons are two fields where their sheep are going to graze. Tell children that today
they’ll hear how Abram’s shepherds and Lot’s shepherds had a hard time learning to
share the land. Let children divide the cotton ball sheep between the two egg cartons. If
children begin to argue about who has more cotton balls or egg cups, encourage them
to share. Remind them that God loves us and gives us what we need.
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n Option 3: Color Sharing
SUPPLIES: crayons, paper
Show children the Bible Big Book pictures from Lessons 9 and
10. Review what they’ve learned about Abram and Sarai so far. Then
set out paper and a few crayons. Invite children to draw a picture of
something from the Bible story. Explain that you only have a few
crayons today, so they’ll need to share and take turns as they draw their
pictures. Let children work out how they’ll share the crayons. As children work, explain
that today’s Bible story is about how Abram and his nephew Lot learned to share the
land that God provided for them.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: red and blue construction paper, scissors
Before class, cut strips of red and blue construction paper. You’ll
need one red or blue strip for each child in your class. You’ll use the
colored strips to help children form two groups.
Tell children that when you flash the lights, they’re to stop what
they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times.
Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll have time for all the fun activities
you’ve planned.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Built a
city; drew a picture of Abram; put sheep in egg cartons.)
Say: Some of you built a city out of blocks, some of you shared egg
cartons and cotton ball sheep, and some of you shared crayons as you drew
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pictures of our Bible story. You were all learning important things about our
Bible story.
Hold up the Bible Big Book. Say: Today we’re going to read some more about
Abram from our Bible Big Book. We’ll hear how Abram shared his land and
how God made sure Abram’s sheep had enough food and water. Abram
trusted God. We should trust God, too.
Our Bible verse today is from Psalm 52:8, and it says: We trust God.
Let’s say that together. Have children repeat the verse with you. Abram trusted
God, and God gave Abram what he needed. God loves us and gives us
what we need, too.
Open the Bible Big Book, and hold it over your head. Say: Let’s get ready to hear
our Bible story. I’d like everyone who drew a picture to join me under our
Bible Big Book . Pause for children to join you. Now I’d like everyone who built
a block city to join us. Pause for children to join you. Now let’s have everyone
who herded cotton ball sheep join us, too.
Encourage children to scoot together, and try to fit everyone under the Bible Big
Book. They won’t all fit. Put the Bible Big Book down and say: I have an idea. I have
some strips of paper made out of two different colors. Can you tell me what
these colors are? Let children respond, and then continue: I’m going to give each
of you one of these strips of paper. Hand out the strips.
Say: Since we don’t have enough room for everyone to sit under our Bible
Big Book, I want everyone who has a blue strip to sit on this side of me for our
story time. Point to your left side. I want everyone who has a red strip to sit on
the other side of me. Point to your right side.
Wait for children to find their seats. Then say: Does everyone have a seat? Then
we’re ready to bring out our Bible and hear how Abram shared his land.
Have children keep the paper strips for later in the lesson.

Now would be a great time to lead
children in singing “We Trust God”
(adapted from Psalm 52:8b) with
the CD (track 13).

n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.

Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.

(Repeat first verse.)
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When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the star stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the star stamp and ink pad to the
Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.

n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, construction paper strips from “Setting the Stage”
Open the Bible to Genesis 13:1-18, and show the passage to the
children. Say: Our story comes from the Bible, God’s special
book. Our Bible Big Book shows us pictures of our Bible story.
Today I’d like you to help me tell our Bible story. We’re going
to hear about Abram’s animals. Abram and his nephew Lot
had lots of cows and lots of sheep. So every time I say the word “animals,”
I want e veryone with a red strip of paper to say “moo” like a cow. Let’s
practice that. Animals.
Encourage children with red strips to moo. Then continue: If you have a blue
strip of paper, when you hear me say “animals,” I’d like you to say “baa”
like a sheep. Let’s practice that. Animals.
Encourage children with blue strips to baa. Then say: Now let’s hear you both
together. Are you ready, sheep and cows? Animals.
After children practice their animal noises together, give the signal to regain
children’s attention. Wait for children to respond, and then bring out the Bible Big
Book. Open the Bible Big Book: Abraham to pages 4 and 5. You may want to set the
open Bible Big Book on a chair so all the children can see it.
Read the following story text. Pause each time you say “animals” so children can
make their animal sounds.
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Abram and his wife Sarai, and his nephew Lot, lived in the new land and
God blessed them. Soon they had so many animals that their shepherds
couldn’t find enough grass and water to feed them all. Abram’s shepherds
and Lot’s shepherds began to argue.
“Hey! Abram’s animals were here first.”
“No way! We always bring Lot’s animals here. You’ll have to find another
place for Abram’s animals.”
Abram said to Lot, “This is silly. Our shepherds shouldn’t be fighting. God
has given us this whole land. You choose which part of the land you want.
Then I’ll take my animals somewhere else.”
Lot looked all around. On one side he saw a green valley with plenty of
grass and water, and even some cities. The other side looked rough and
hilly. There was hardly a patch of grass for his animals to eat! So Lot said,
“I’ll take that green valley over there.”
Abram could have said, “No! You just want the best land for yourself!”
But he didn’t. Abram was kind, and he knew that God would provide food
and water for his animals. And sure enough, God gave Abram just what he
needed. God loves us and gives us what we need, too.
After you finish the story, ask:
• What were Abram’s and Lot’s shepherds arguing about? (They wanted
more grass; they didn’t want to share.)
• What did Abram do to help the shepherds stop arguing? (Let Lot choose
the land he wanted; made them take the animals somewhere else; helped them share.)
• It was hard for Abram’s and Lot’s shepherds to share the land. What are
some things that are hard for you to share? (My teddy bear; my toys; my blocks.)
Say: Sometimes it’s hard to share things. When Abram shared his land with
Lot, Abram had to take his animals somewhere else. If we share a toy with
someone, that means we have to play with something else for a while. But we
don’t have to worry that we won’t have anything to play with. God loves us
and gives us what we need, including toys and people to play with. Most of us
have plenty of toys to share, just as Abram had plenty of land to share.

For extra fun, lead children in
singing the bonus song “Abram’s
in the Hills” (track 22 on the CD).
Lyrics are on page 161.

Say: Jesus tells us in the Bible that we should share
with others. In fact, he tells us that the more we give,
the more we’ll receive! I’ll bet that if you share your
toys with your brothers and sisters or your friends,
they’ll share with you, too. Let’s thank Jesus for
teaching us how to share. When we’re done with our
prayer, share a handshake with the person next to you!
Pray: Dear God, teach us to be as unselfish as Jesus. Help us to
share with others because we know you will always give us what we
need. In Jesus’ name, amen.
Say: Let’s play a game together to help us remember our story about
Abram’s land.
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n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: construction paper strips from “Setting the Stage,” masking tape
Choose one helper from the blue group and one helper from the red group. Say:
[Name of child from blue group], you’re going to be one of Abram’s shepherds.
Everyone else who has a blue strip of paper will be Abram’s animals. [Name
of child from red group], you’re going to be one of Lot’s shepherds. Everyone
else who has a red strip of paper will be Lot’s animals. Shepherds, your
job is to find a pasture area for your animals. We’ll let Abram’s shepherd
choose first.
Encourage Abram’s shepherd to choose a section of the room for the red group.
Mark off that section with masking tape, making sure it is barely large enough to hold
all of Abram’s “sheep.” Then suggest that Lot’s shepherd “herd” Lot’s animals to that
very same spot, convincing him or her that the grass is greener there and that there is
water for the sheep.
Quarrels and confusion will inevitably arise as children discover they cannot all fit
in the same pasture area. Encourage children to work out their own quarrels as Lot and
Abram did. Repeat the activity until each child has had a chance to be a shepherd. If
you have a large class, you may want to appoint pairs of shepherds each time.
When everyone has had a turn being a shepherd, say: Now I’m the shepherd.
Animals, let’s return to our story area.
“Herd” children back to your story area. Then ask:
• Shepherds, was it hard to choose where to take your herd of animals?
(Yes, I didn’t know where to take them; no, I took them by the sink so they could have
a drink of water.)
• Lot’s shepherds, what was it like to choose first? (Good, I got the most
land; it was hard to decide where to go.)
• Abram’s shepherds, what was it like to take the land that was left? (We
didn’t have enough room because there wasn’t much left; we didn’t get the place we
wanted.)
Say: Sometimes sharing isn’t so easy. We may be afraid that if we share,
we won’t have enough or get what we want. But God loves us and gives
us what we need, just as he gave Abram enough land for his animals. So
when it’s time to share, just think about how happy our friends are when we
share with them. We all like to have people share with us. Let’s see if we can
find Whiskers today. I bet we can teach him some things about sharing.

Closing
n Sharing Isn’t Easy
SUPPLIES: none
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and go through the following puppet script. When
you finish the script, put Whiskers away and out of sight.
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Whiskers: (Sounding disgruntled) Hi, everyone.
Teacher: 	What’s the matter, Whiskers? You don’t sound very happy
today.

Whiskers: Cousin Joey came over to play with me.
Teacher: 	I thought you liked playing with your cousin Joey. What
happened?

Whiskers: 	As soon as he came into my room, he started playing with my new

bulldozer. He thought that since he was the guest he should get to play with it. I
didn’t think so. It’s my bulldozer, and I wanted to play with it.

Teacher: 	I can see how that might cause a problem. Boys and girls, can you think of times
when you had to share a new toy? (Let the children respond.)

Whiskers: 	I’m glad I’m not the only one who has to share my toys. But I still don’t want to
share my new bulldozer.

Teacher: 	I have a thought, Whiskers. Do you have any other trucks?
Whiskers: (Thinks for a moment) I have a dump truck. But I want my bulldozer!
Teacher: 	I understand that, Whiskers. But sometimes we have to share what we have with

others. We heard a story today about a man named Abram who had to share, too.
Children, let’s tell Whiskers what happened when Abram shared.

	(Help children tell Whiskers about Abram sharing his land with Lot. Explain that God
gave Abram everything he needed. Point out that God loves us and gives us what we
need, too.)

Whiskers: 	Wow! I guess if Abram can share all that without complaining, I can sure share my
bulldozer.

Teacher: 	Maybe while your cousin Joey is digging with your bulldozer, you can use your
dump truck to haul the dirt away. Then you can trade and take a turn
digging while Joey hauls the dirt.

Whiskers: 	That’s a great idea! That sounds like a lot of fun. I think working

together will make sharing fun. Thanks, friends. I’ll go get my dump
truck right now. Goodbye!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
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n Sharing Prayer
SUPPLIES: construction paper strips from “Setting the Stage”
Have children holding red strips pair up with children holding blue strips. Say:
God loves us and gives us what we need. We’re going to say a sharing
prayer right now to thank God for meeting our needs and even giving us
enough to share. Find a spot to sit with your partner, and then we’ll say the
prayer together.
Let children spread out around the room with their partners. When they’ve all
found places, say: Look at me. If I hold up a red strip, I’d like red partners to
repeat the words of the prayer after me. If I hold up a blue strip, I’d like
blue partners to repeat the words of the prayer after me.
As you read each line of the prayer, hold up a red or a blue strip. Repeat the prayer
twice so children will get to say each line. Then hold up both strips, and have the
children say “amen” together.
Help me, dear Lord, when I play
To share toys with my friends each day.
And just as Abram trusted you,
Help me trust for my needs, too.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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Abram and Lot Share the Land

For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Abram’s in the Hills
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 22

Play “Abram’s in the Hills” (track 22) while you play a game similar to The Farmer in the
Dell. Have the children form a circle, and choose one child to be Abram and stand in the
center. As you sing the words below to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell,” have children
in the circle hold hands and walk around Abram. At the end of each verse, choose another
person to join Abram and company in the center.

Abram’s in the hills.
Oh, Abram’s in the hills.
Heigh-oh the desert, oh!
Abram’s in the hills.

Additional verses:
Abram takes Sarai along…
Sarai takes Lot along…
Lot takes a shepherd along…
The shepherd brings a sheep…
The sheep brings a cow…

n Make to Take: Animals to Share
Before class, make edible dough by mixing Rice Krispies cereal and marshmallow creme
until the dough is firm and not too sticky. Have children wash their hands, and then give
each child some dough. Have children use their dough to make two of Abram’s animals.
Encourage them to make one animal to keep and one animal to share. Talk with them
about who they’ll share their animals with. As children work on their animals, talk about the
different kinds of animals Abram and Lot might have had. Remind children how Abram and
Lot shared the land so all the animals would have enough to eat.
When children finish making their animals, have them line the animals up to form a large herd. Then let
each child in your hungry “herd” feed on one of his or her animals. Provide small paper plates or resealable
bags for children to take their other animals home to share.

n Treat to Eat: Animal Cracker Herds
Serve animal cracker herds. Set out a large bowl of animal crackers. Tell children you’re
going to divide up the herd among everyone. Let them help you by suggesting how many
animals each child should get. Encourage them to make sure everyone gets enough. Before
you eat your herds, thank God for providing enough animal crackers for everyone. As children
enjoy the snack, review how Abram and Lot shared the land so their animals would all have
enough to eat.

n Story Picture: God Provides for Abram
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons, glue, and cotton balls. Let
children color the picture and then surround Abram and Lot with cotton ball “sheep.” As children work, review
how Abram and Lot shared the land in order to provide for all of their animals.
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We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Ask me:

n What were Abram’s shepherds and Lot’s
shepherds quarreling about?
n Tell me about a time you shared something.
n How can our family share with another
family this week?
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n Plan a family sharing project. You can make a food basket
to donate to a local food bank or collect outgrown clothes
to donate to a homeless shelter. After you deliver your
items, thank God together for the way he provides your
family with the things you need.

God Provides Abram
With All That He Needs
(Genesis 13:1-18)
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God Changes Abram’s Name to Abraham • Lesson 12
Bible Point

God loves us and
calls us by name.

Bible Verse
We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n get to know each other by name,
n hear how God gave Abram a new name,
n learn that God calls all of us by our own names, and
n thank God for loving us and knowing our names.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n God changes Abram’s name to Abraham.

Genesis
15:5; 17:1-7,
15-16

Abram had been blessed by God and was a wealthy man in today’s passage. But Abram was
already an old man, and he had no heir. He was 75 when he came to the Promised Land
(Genesis 12:4), and in Genesis 16 we find him to be 86 years old. So he had to be somewhere
around 80 years old when God promised him in Genesis 15:5 that his descendants would be
as numerous as the stars. Remember that in a culture without lights at night, one can see a lot
of stars! That was quite a promise to a man in his eighties with no children!
The next thing we know, Abram is 99 years old (Genesis 17:1), and still has no heir! At this point, God does
something dramatic to confirm his promise to Abram that he will still have many descendants: He changes Abram’s
name. The name Abram means “exalted father”; God changed that name to Abraham, which means “father of many.”
God also changed Abraham’s wife’s name from Sarai to Sarah. Both names seem to mean “princess,” but from Genesis
17:16, we see that the new name must carry the idea of being “the mother of many nations.”
Names are important to God. The Creator of the universe loves us, and he knows your name and mine.

Prayer
• Read John 10:3.
• What does it mean to you that God, who created the earth, knows your name?
• Pray: Dear Lord, help me to teach the children in my care how special it is that you know them by name.

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome
Time

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Let’s Get
Started

Option 1: Stars, Stars,
Stars—Fill a sheet of paper with

Construction paper

Option 2: Bean Counters—

Dry beans, scooping and
pouring utensils, shallow tub

Option 3: I’m Calling You—

Construction paper, crayons,
stickers, glitter glue, tape

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

and be greeted by the teacher.

Learning Lab Supplies

star stamps.

Count lots of beans, and realize
that Abram would have lots of
people in his family.

Make paper megaphones, and
take turns calling each other’s
names.

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Setting the Stage—Play a

clapping name game.

Changing Faces, Changing
Names—Use disappearing ink to

Large sheet of paper

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Sing a song, and then lie

Bible, sharpened pencil, shoe
box, flashlight, CD player

show how children’s baby faces
have changed.

Bible, and pray together.

on the floor and look at a night
sky while they hear the story of
God’s promise to Abram.

Do the Bible Story—Play a
special game of Hide-and-Seek,
coming out when their names are
called.

Closing

Can You Count the Stars?—

Two cardboard tubes, hole
punch, yarn, glue

Shooting Stars—Sing a song,

CD player

Listen to Whiskers’ camping
adventure, and then tell him
about God’s promise to Abram.

and thank God for calling them
by name.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about Abram and Lot?” or “Tell me
about a time you shared this week.”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God loves us and calls us by name.
• Hand out the desert tent name tags children made during Lesson 9, and help them
attach the name tags to their clothing. Have extra name tags on hand for children
who were not in class that week and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s conversation
toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “Do you think that God knows
what your name is?” or “How many stars do you think there are in the sky?”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Stars, Stars, Stars
SUPPLIES: construction paper
Set out the star stamp and ink pad and a sheet of light-colored
construction paper. Let children take turns stamping the star
stamp on the construction paper. Encourage them to fill up the
paper and make as many stars as they can. Tell them that today
they’ll hear how God changed Abram’s name to Abraham, which
means “father of many,” and promised him that he’d have more
people in his family than the stars in the sky.

n Option 2: Bean Counters
SUPPLIES: small dry beans, scooping and pouring utensils, shallow tub
Set out a shallow tub of dry beans. Provide scooping and pouring utensils, and
let children play with the beans for a few minutes. (Remind children not to place the
beans in their mouths, ears, or noses!) Help children try to count the beans. Since many
preschoolers can’t count higher than 10 or 20, have them count out piles of 10 and then
help them add up the piles. They’ll soon realize they can’t count all the beans in the tub.
Tell children God promised Abram that his family would grow so big that he wouldn’t be
able to count all the people in it, just as they can’t count all the beans in the tub.
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n Option 3: I’m Calling You
SUPPLIES: construction paper, crayons, stickers, glitter glue, tape
Have children decorate sheets of colored construction paper with crayons, stickers,
or glitter glue. Then show children how to roll up the paper to form megaphones. Write
each child’s name on his or her megaphone, and tape the edges together. Have children
take turns using their megaphones to call out each other’s names. Tell children that
today they’ll learn how God gave Abram a new name. Remind them that God loves us
and calls us by name.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: none
Tell the children that you’ll turn the lights off and then on again to get their
attention. Explain that when you flash the lights, children are to stop what they’re
doing and raise their hands. Practice this signal a few times. Encourage the children to
respond quickly so that you have time to do all the fun things that are planned.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to class today? (Decorated
a paper with stars; counted beans; made a thing to call out names with.)
Say: If you made a megaphone, stand up and then sit down. Pause. If you
counted beans, stand up and then sit down. Pause. If you decorated a piece
of paper with lots of stars, stand up and then sit down. Pause. Now I want
everyone who has a name to stand up and then sit down! Pause.
Ask: • Have you ever known anyone who didn’t have a name? (No.)
• Have you ever met anyone who knows everyone’s name? (No.)
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Say: Well, I know someone who knows the name of every person on the
whole earth! God knows every one of our names and we never even have to
remind him. God doesn’t even need to see name tags. Let’s play a game with
our names.
Gather the children in a circle. Say: Names, names, we all have names. Let’s
all play a naming game. Then clap the syllables of each child’s name. For example,
the name “Amy” would get two claps, while “Christopher” would get three. Let each
child have a turn clapping out his or her name.
Say: I know a very special name. Let’s clap for Jesus’
name! Lead the children in two claps. Then say: The Bible
tells us that Jesus was also called Wonderful Counselor,
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, and Prince of Peace.
That’s a lot of names! Now let’s clap for Jesus to let him
know how much we love him. Lead the children in applause.
Say: We all have a name, and God loves us and calls us by name. Let’s
walk over to the table for a fun project. Each time you take a step, whisper
your name.

n Changing Faces, Changing Names
SUPPLIES: large sheet of paper
Set out a large sheet of paper, and have children gather around it.
Say: You all are such great kids…I’ll bet you started out as
wonderful babies! Let’s draw our baby smiles on this paper.
Give a disappearing-ink pen to two children, and let them draw a
simple smiley face before passing the pens to two more children. Let
children take turns drawing their baby faces.
Let children watch as the faces disappear! Then ask:
• What happened to your baby faces? (They disappeared; they went away;
they’re gone.)
• How did that happen? (These are special pens; the ink ran out; I don’t know.)
Say: We used special pens with disappearing ink to draw our faces. Your
real baby faces slowly disappeared as you grew into the big, wonderful
preschoolers that you are today. You’re not little babies anymore! In our
Bible story, you’ll hear how God gave Abram and Sarai new names—it’s as if
he erased their old names to show that they had grown and changed. Let’s
get ready to hear our Bible story and learn what happened.

Be sure children don’t put the
ink pens in their mouths. If you
have very young children in class,
you may want to draw the faces
yourself.
You’ll need to scratch the
protective layer of plastic off the
white tip of the disappearing-ink
pen and also remove the tab
underneath the white tip. You can
use a tissue to help pick up any
blots of ink left by the pens.
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n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
tracks 3, 4

This Bible story is featured
in My First Hands-On Bible®.
Order several now
for your ministry at
group.com.

Go over to the story area, and have the children sit down.
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops
will be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My
Lamp.” As you sing, pass around the special Bible.

I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the star stamp, and thank him or her for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the star stamp and ink pad to the
Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends
in this class.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.
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n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, sharpened pencil, shoe box, flashlight, CD player
Before this activity, use a sharpened pencil to poke about
20 holes in the bottom of a shoe box. You’ll also need to
bring a flashlight.
Open the Bible to Genesis 15–17. Say: Our story comes
from the book of Genesis in the Bible, God’s special
book. Our Bible Big Book shows us pictures of the Bible
story. Today we’re going to hear more about Abram.
Ask: • Who can tell me what we’ve learned about Abram so far? (That he
moved; that he shared his land; that he trusted God; that God took care of him.)
Open your Bible to Psalm 52:8b, and show the verse to the children. Say: Abram
trusted God and God took care of him. Our Bible verse today says: We
trust God. Have children repeat the verse. Let’s sing a song about trusting God!
Lead children in singing “We Trust God” (adapted from Psalm 52:8b) with the CD
(track 13) to the tune of “Jesus Loves Me.”
tracks 13, 16, 17

For extra fun, lead children in
singing the bonus song “Abram’s in
the Hills” (track 22). Lyrics are on
page 161.

God, we’ll trust and follow you (point up)
In all we say and all we do. (Touch mouth with both hands; then extend arms.)
We will trust you every day (cross arms over chest)
At home, at church, at school, at play. (Turn in a circle with arms outstretched.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
We trust you every day. (Cross arms over chest.)
(Repeat.)
After the song, lead children in a round of applause for everyone’s participation.
Say: Abram trusted God, and we can trust God, too! Today’s Bible story
tells us about a time God talked to Abram while he was outside. Let’s
pretend it’s nighttime and we’re outside. Lie down on your back, so you’re
looking up at the ceiling.
Dim or turn out the lights, and shine the flashlight through the holes in the shoe
box so the light shines on the ceiling. Say: Now that we have our starry night sky,
let’s listen to our story. First, we’ll hear about Abram’s journey and how
he shared the land. Then we’ll hear what happened to Abram on a starry
night.
Play the “God’s Promise to Abram” (track 16) from the CD. When the segment is
over, turn the lights back on and form a circle.
Bring out the Bible Big Book: Abraham, and show children the pictures on pages 1
to 6. When you get to page 6, fold back page 7 so you don’t reveal next week’s story
about Abraham and Sarah’s surprise. Use the text printed on the illustrated pages to
help children review the story. When you’re finished, put the Bible Big Book away and
out of sight.
Ask: • What did God promise Abram? (To take care of him; a big family.)
Say: God loved Abram very much and promised to take care of him.
Abram believed God’s promise and was faithful to God. He lived the kind of
life that God wanted him to.
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Ask: • How did God help Abram remember God’s promise? (Changed his
name; talked to him.)
• What was Abram’s new name? What did his new name mean? (Abraham;
father of many.)
Say: Just like Abraham, God loves us and calls us by name. He knows
every one of us. Let’s sing a song that reminds us that God loves us and
knows our names.
Lead the children in singing “God Knows Our Names” (track 17) with the CD to
the tune of “London Bridge.” As you sing, insert the names of children in your class.

God loves [name] and [name] and [name].
God loves [name].
God loves [name].
God loves [name] and [name] and [name].
He knows our names.
(Repeat 3x.)

n Do the Bible Story
Some children may want to be
“It” and call out the names. That’s
OK. But keep in mind that they’ll
probably need help remembering
all of their classmates’ names.

SUPPLIES: none
Tell the children you are going to play a special game of Hide-and-Seek. Say: In this
game, listen very carefully for your name. When you hear your name, come
out of your hiding place and gather around me. Keep waiting until you hear
your name. I promise to call each person, one at a time.
Allow time for children to find hiding places in the classroom. If your classroom is
mostly open space with few hiding places, have children crouch down and cover their
eyes. Call out children’s names one by one. When children hear their names, they can
come out or uncover their eyes and gather around you.
When you’re finished playing the game and everyone has come out of hiding, ask:
• What was it like waiting for your name to be called? (Fun; exciting; I kept
waiting for you to call me.)
• How did you know your name would be called? (Because you promised;
because you already called everyone else; you just called it.)
Say: In our game, I promised to call everyone’s name. Well, God loves us
and calls us by name, too. God knows the name of each person here—even
our friend Whiskers. Let’s walk over to our story area and call out Whiskers’
name now.

Closing
n Can You Count the Stars?
SUPPLIES: two cardboard tubes, hole punch, yarn, glue
Before class, make a simple pair of binoculars by gluing two cardboard tubes
together. Punch a hole on each side, and tie a piece of yarn or string through the holes
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to form a neck strap. Put the binoculars around Whiskers’ neck for today’s lesson.
After you get to your story area, say: Let’s see if Whiskers is listening for his
name. But today when we call his name, let’s say it with a clap like we did in
our game earlier.
Lead the children in calling for Whiskers with a clap on each syllable. Bring him out
with the binoculars around his neck, and go through the following puppet script. When
you finish the script, put Whiskers away and out of sight.

Whiskers: 	Hi, boys and girls, I thought I heard you calling my name. It
sounded like you were clapping, too.

Teacher: 	We were, Whiskers. We got to clap our names in a game

today. Your name sounds like this (clap Whiskers’ name while
saying it).

Whiskers: Hey, that’s a pretty neat game. I’ll have to remember that.
Teacher: What’s that hanging around your neck, Whiskers?
Whiskers: 	These? Oh, they’re my binoculars. My dad, my brother, and I just got back
from a camping trip. I just love going camping. We get to sleep outside!

Teacher: It sounds like you had a lot of fun. What did you do with your binoculars?
Whiskers: 	We took them on a hike and looked at some birds and squirrels, and we even saw an
eagle. But the thing I liked to do best was at night.

Teacher: At night? What could you do with your binoculars at night?
Whiskers: 	Well, I couldn’t get to sleep. So my dad told me to get my binoculars and look at

the stars. Then he told me to try to count the stars! There were so many stars that I
couldn’t even count them—and I’m a pretty good counter, you know!

Teacher: 	Yes, Whiskers, I’ve heard you count. So you saw a lot of stars. We had a story today
about a man who saw a lot of stars. Children, let’s tell Whiskers about all the stars
Abram saw.

	(Lead children in telling Whiskers how God promised to give Abram as many descendants
as there are stars in the sky.)

Whiskers: 	Wow! There are gazillions of stars up there! I know because I tried to count them all.
That would be a lot of people.

Teacher: 	Well, that’s not the only amazing thing, Whiskers. God knows every one of those
people’s names. God even knows your name.

Whiskers:

My name? You’re kidding. God really knows my name?

Teacher: 	Yes. And God also knows the name of each person in our class today. Let’s let the

children tell you their names so you can know them, too. (Let children tell Whiskers
their names.)

Whiskers: 	I think that’s really great that God knows everyone’s names. God must really love us
to take the time to remember them all.
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Teacher: 	He sure does. So the next time you’re camping and you look up and see all those
stars, you can remember that

God loves us and calls us by name.

Whiskers: 	I will. Well, I better be going. I still have to unpack from my
camping trip. I’ll see you next week. Goodbye!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, CO 80538. group.com

n Shooting Stars
SUPPLIES: CD player
Say: Talking about all those stars makes me remember
that God loves us and calls us by name. Let’s sing our
name song again, to the tune of “London Bridge.” This
time, when I call your name, jump up and give yourself
a hug. At the end of the song, we’ll get together for a
group hug.
Lead children in singing “God Knows Our Names” (track 17) with the CD to the
tune of “London Bridge.”
track 17

God loves [name] and [name] and [name].
God loves [name].
God loves [name].
God loves [name] and [name] and [name].
He knows our names.
(Repeat 3x.)
Gather children in a circle, and share a group hug. Say: God loves us and calls
us by name. He already knows what all of our names are. Let’s say a prayer
and thank God for loving us and calling us by name. Pray: Dear God, thank
you for loving us so much and for calling us by name. We love you. In Jesus’
name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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God Changes Abram’s Name to Abraham

For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Friend Name Game
Form a circle, and choose one child to be “It.” Have “It” walk around the outside of the circle and tap each
child on the head. As he or she does this, have everyone else recite this rhyme with you:

I have friends.
We play this game.
I’ll touch their heads
And say their names.
On the last line of the rhyme, have “It” say the name of the child whose head he or she just tapped. Then
instruct that child to get up and chase “It” around the circle. “It” must return to the spot where the friend was
sitting, and then the friend becomes “It.” Continue until everyone has had a chance to be “It.”

n Make to Take: Star-Sighting Binoculars
Before class, cut sheets of colored construction paper in half horizontally.
You’ll need two half-sheets of construction paper for each child.
Set out various art supplies, and let each child decorate two half sheets of
paper. Help children roll their papers into tubes, secure with tape, and glue the
tubes together to make binoculars. Punch holes in the binoculars. Then attach
yarn or string so the children can wear the binoculars around their necks.
Turn off the lights, and shine the flashlight through the shoe box from the
“Hear and Tell the Bible Story” activity. Let children look at the “stars” through
their new binoculars.

n Treat to Eat: Starry Names
Write each child’s name carefully on a paper plate, and then place a handful of star-shaped
cereal on each plate. Ask children to arrange the stars on their plates like the stars in the night
sky that Abram saw.
As children are eating their snack, point out their names on the plates. Talk about the way
God changed Abram’s name to Abraham. Tell children that God knew Abraham’s name and
loved him just as God knows their names and loves them.

n Story Picture: Outnumbering the Stars
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons or
markers, and have children color the picture of Abraham. Then let them take turns using
the star stamp and ink pad from the Learning Lab to fill their skies with stars. Talk about
the countless number of stars in the sky and God’s promise that Abraham’s family would
outnumber the stars.
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We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Ask me:

n What was Abram’s new name?
n How does it feel to know that God knows
your name?
n How can our family trust God like Abraham
did?
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n Make a family tree together. See how many ancestors you
can name. Talk about how one person can have many
relatives. If possible, find pictures of the people in your
family tree so your child can match names with faces.
Thank God for knowing the names of everyone in your
family.

Abraham’s Descendants
Outnumber the Stars
(Genesis 15:5; 17:1-7, 15-16)
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Abraham and Sarah Have a Baby • Lesson 13
Bible Point

God loves us and gives
us good surprises.

Bible Verse
We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Growing Closer to Jesus
Children will n talk about surprises they’ve received,
n hear how Abraham and Sarah were surprised to have a baby,
n surprise each other with pictures and packages, and
n thank God for the good things he gives us.

Teacher Enrichment
Bible Basis

n Abraham and Sarah have a baby.
In Abraham’s desert-dwelling culture, visitors were rare. They provided both an obligation and
a welcome diversion. A warm welcome and hospitality were requirements, and Abraham knew
what it was like to travel in the desert. Thus, he was ready to welcome the travelers.
It may seem strange that the three men were “standing nearby” (18:2), but this was
customary for strangers. They were not free to just approach someone else’s tent in the desert.
Many scholars believe that these men were angels, though the text doesn’t directly say so.
For many years, God had been promising a son. Now for the first time, God predicted the time of the birth:
Within one year, the son of the promise would be born. The shame of childlessness that had haunted them for
decades was finally erased.
Isaac, the name Abraham gave his son, means “he laughs.” Genesis 21:6 contains a play on words that’s obvious
even in English. Through the child named “he laughs,” God had brought laughter to Sarah and to all who knew her.

Genesis
18:1-16; 21:1-7

Prayer
• Read 1 Thessalonians 5:16.
• How well do you follow the advice of this verse?
• Pray: Dear Lord, please help me to have joy in you every day, thanking you for your blessings and goodness. Help
me to model joy to my students by…

Before the Lesson
n Collect the necessary items for the activities you plan to use, referring to the Classroom Supplies and Learning Lab
Supplies listed in the chart on the next page.
n Make photocopies of the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end of this lesson) to send home with your children.
n Pray for the children in your class and for God’s direction as you teach the lesson.
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This Lesson at a Glance
Welcome
Time
Let’s Get
Started
Direct children
to one or more
of the optional
activities until
everyone arrives.

What Children Will Do

Classroom Supplies

Welcome!—Receive name tags,

“Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135),
scissors, marker, safety pins or
tape

Option 1: Surprise Biscuits—

Plastic tablecloth, refrigerator
biscuit dough, cookie cutters,
chocolate chips, toaster oven

Option 2: Rest Awhile—

Pillows, blankets, cooking
utensils, bowl of water, towel

Option 3: Baby Care—Care for

Dolls, stuffed animals

Pick-Up Time—Sing a song as

CD player

Setting the Stage—Hide
surprises for each other, sing the
Bible verse song, and hear about
Abraham and Sarah’s surprise.

Paper lunch sacks, toys, CD
player

Bible Song and Prayer
Time—Sing a song, bring out the

Bible, CD player

Hear and Tell the Bible
Story—Hear different kinds

Bible, CD player

Bubbles for Baby—Celebrate
the birth of Isaac with bubbles
and music.

CD player, bubble solution, large
bowl, crepe paper or rhythm
instruments

Do the Bible Story—Play
a surprising singing game to
remind them of God’s good
surprises.

CD player

and be greeted by the teacher.

Make a surprise snack, and hear
how God surprised Abraham and
Sarah.
Prepare resting places and
pretend food for each other, and
hear how Abraham and Sarah
prepared food for their visitors.

Learning Lab Supplies

dolls, and hear how Sarah cared
for baby Isaac.

they pick up toys and gather for
Bible Story Time.

Bible Story
Time

Bible, and pray together.

of laughs, and hear how Sarah
laughed when she heard baby
Isaac would be born.

Closing

Cousin Joey’s Surprise—

Hear about a surprise Whiskers
is expecting, and tell Whiskers
about Abraham and Sarah’s
surprise.

Good Surprises—Eat surprise

Biscuits from Option 1, napkins

treats, and thank God for good
surprises.
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Welcome Time
SUPPLIES: “Desert Tent Name Tags” (p. 135), scissors, marker, safety pins or tape
• Kneel down and make eye contact with children as they arrive.
• Greet each child individually with an enthusiastic smile.
• Thank each child for coming to class today.
• As children arrive, ask them how they put last week’s lesson into practice. Use
questions such as “What did you tell your family about Abram’s new name?” or “Did
you get to see any stars at night? Tell me about that.”
• Say: Today we’re going to learn that God loves us and gives us good
surprises.
• Hand out the desert tent name tags children made during Lesson 9, and help them
attach the name tags to their clothing. Have extra name tags on hand for children that
were not in class that day and to replace damaged name tags.
• Direct children to the Let’s Get Started activities you’ve set up.

Let’s Get Started
Set up one or more of the following activities for children to do as they arrive. After
you greet each child, invite him or her to choose an activity.
Circulate among the activities to offer help as needed and direct children’s
conversation toward the point of today’s lesson. Ask questions such as “What’s the best
surprise you can think of?” or “Tell me about a time someone surprised you.”

It’s important to say the Bible Point
just as it’s written in each activity.
Repeating the Bible Point over and
over throughout the lesson will
help kids remember it and apply it
to their lives.

n Option 1: Surprise Biscuits
SUPPLIES: plastic tablecloth, refrigerator biscuit dough, cookie cutters, chocolate chips,
toaster oven
Cover a table or work area with a plastic tablecloth. Set out cookie cutters and blobs
of refrigerator biscuit dough, and let children make biscuit shapes to share with the
class. As they work, explain that today they’ll hear about a time Abraham and Sarah had
some surprise visitors. Point out that Abraham and Sarah prepared food to share with
their visitors, just as they’re preparing food to share with the class.
After children finish making their biscuits, have an adult helper slip two chocolate
chips inside each biscuit and bake the biscuits in a toaster oven while you continue with
the lesson. Children will eat the biscuits during the Closing.

If you have star-shaped cookie
cutters, bring them in to remind
children of last week’s lesson about
Abraham’s family outnumbering
the stars in the sky. Be sure to have
children wash their hands.

n Option 2: Rest Awhile
SUPPLIES: pillows, blankets, cooking utensils, bowl of water, towel
Tell children that today they’ll learn how Abraham prepared a special place for some
visitors to rest. Then set out pillows, blankets, cooking utensils, a bowl of water, and a
towel. Encourage children to take turns being Abraham and the visitors. The Abrahams
can make a comfortable place for their visitors to rest. And then they can offer the
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visitors water to wash their hands and pretend food cooked with the cooking utensils.
As children play, explain that the visitors had a special surprise for Abraham and Sarah.
Remind children that God loves us and gives us good surprises.

n Option 3: Baby Care
SUPPLIES: dolls, stuffed animals
Set out dolls and stuffed animals for children to care for. Talk about ways to care for
babies, such as rocking them, feeding them, or changing their diapers. Invite children to
tell you about babies they know. As children play, explain that today they’ll learn how
God gave Abraham and Sarah a baby, just as he’d promised to do.
When everyone has arrived and you’re ready to move on to Bible Story Time,
encourage the children to finish what they’re doing and get ready to clean up.

n Pick-Up Time
SUPPLIES: CD player
track 2

Lead children in singing “Come Along With Me” (track 2) with
the CD to the tune of “Come and Go With Me.” Encourage children
to sing along as they help clean up the room.

Come along with me and pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things,
Pick up all our things.
Come along with me and pick up all our things
So our room will be clean.
(Repeat 2x.)

Bible Story Time
n Setting the Stage
SUPPLIES: CD player, paper lunch sacks, toys
Tell children that when you turn the lights off and then on again,
track 13
they’re to stop what they’re doing and raise their hands. Practice this
signal a few times. Encourage children to respond quickly so you’ll
have time for all the fun activities you’ve planned.
Ask: • What did you make or do when you came to our class today? (Made
biscuits; got to rest on the pillows; took care of babies.)
Say: Some of you took care of babies, some of you made resting places for
each other, and some of you made a snack that we’ll share later. You were
all learning important things about our Bible story.
Ask: • Who can tell me what we’ve learned about Abraham so far? (That he
trusted God; that God took care of him; that God changed his name.)
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Say: Abraham trusted God. We can trust God, too. Do you remember our
Bible verse? Our Bible verse is from Psalm 52:8, and it says: We trust God.
Let’s say that together. Repeat the verse together. Now let’s sing our Bible verse
song!
Lead children in singing “We Trust God” (adapted from Psalm 52:8b) with the CD
(track 13) to the tune of “Jesus Loves Me.”

God, we’ll trust and follow you (point up)
In all we say and all we do. (Touch mouth with both hands; then extend arms.)
We will trust you every day (cross arms over chest)
At home, at church, at school, at play. (Turn in a circle with arms outstretched.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
Yes, God, we trust you. (Cross arms over chest; then extend arms upward.)
We trust you every day. (Cross arms over chest.)
(Repeat.)
After the song, lead children in a round of applause for everyone’s participation.
Say: Thanks for that singing! Today we’re going to learn more about
Abraham. We’ll find out about a special surprise that God gave Abraham
and Sarah. God loves us and gives us good surprises, too. Let’s play a
special surprise game to help us get ready for that story.
Give each child a paper lunch sack. Say: In just a minute, I’d like you to walk
around the room and choose something to put in your sack. It could be a
toy, a block, a crayon—choose one thing that will fit in your sack. When you
find something, put it in your sack and hold the top shut tightly. Then come
back and sit down. Don’t tell anyone what you’ve put in your sack.
Let children walk around the room and choose items to put in their sacks. After
a few minutes, flash the lights and wait for children to raise their hands. Invite any
children who are still walking around the room to come join you in the story area.
Say: Look at all these paper sacks. I wonder what’s inside them? We’ll all
be surprised to find out, won’t we? Who would like to surprise us first?
Choose a child to show what’s inside his or her sack. Continue until each child has
surprised the class. As children display the contents of their sacks, make comments such
as “Ooh, I never would have guessed” or “Wow, you sure surprised us.”
When all the children have revealed the contents of their sacks, say: Those were
all good surprises. Let’s have one more good surprise before we hear our
story about Abraham and Sarah. I’ll close my eyes, and you surprise me by
putting all the toys back where you found them.
Close your eyes while children put their toys away, and then collect the paper
sacks. Say: Let’s bring out our Bible and find out about Abraham and Sarah’s
surprise.
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n Bible Song and Prayer Time
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Say: Now it’s time to choose a helper to bring me the
tracks 3, 4
Bible marked with today’s Bible story. As we sing our
Bible song, we’ll pass around our special Bible. The
person who’s holding the Bible when the music stops will
be our Bible helper today.
Lead the children in singing “I’m So Glad for the Bible”
(track 3) with the CD to the tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”
As you sing, pass around the special Bible.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
I’m so glad for God’s book today.
I’m so glad for the Bible.
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’—
Keep me learnin’ all about his way.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love for me.
Let me hear ’bout God’s love—
Keep me learnin’, learnin’, learnin’.
Let’s shine the light for all to see.
(Repeat first verse.)
When the music stops, invite the child who’s holding the Bible to bring it to you.
Stamp the child’s hand with the star stamp, and thank the child for bringing you the
Bible. Then stamp the other children’s hands. Return the star stamp and ink pad to the
Learning Lab.
Say: I’m thankful for [name of child who brought the Bible], and I’m thankful
for everyone in our class today. Let’s thank God together for all our friends.
Lead children in singing “I’m So Glad We’re Together” (track 4) with the CD to the
tune of “Give Me Oil in My Lamp.”

I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’.
I’m so glad we’re all here today.
I’m so glad we’re together.
Keep us prayin’, prayin’, prayin’—
Prayin’ for each other every day.
Lead children in folding their hands and bowing their heads as you continue to sing.

Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful.
Thank you for everyone who’s here.
Thank you, Lord, for each one.
Keep me thankful, thankful, thankful—
Thankful for our friends both far and near.
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n Hear and Tell the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: Bible, CD player
Open the Bible to Genesis 18, and show it to the children. Say:
track 18
Our Bible story comes from the book of Genesis in the Bible.
Our Bible Big Book shows us pictures of our Bible story.
In just a minute, we’ll hear about Abraham and Sarah’s
special s urprise. But first I want you to show me what you
look like when you’re surprised.
Let children show you their surprised faces, and then ask:
• How do you feel when you get a surprise? (Happy;
excited; it’s fun.)
Say: It’s fun to get surprises. Sometimes people even laugh when they’re
surprised. When Sarah got surprised, she laughed. Let me hear you laugh.
After children laugh, continue: Now let me hear you giggle.
After children giggle, say: It’s fun to hear you laugh and giggle. Usually when
we laugh, we’re happy or we’re having fun. Let’s have some fun now by
listening to some different kinds of laughs on our CD.
Play the “Ha, Ha, Ha!” segment (track 18) from the CD. You’ll hear four different
people laughing. After each laugh, pause the CD, and have children try to imitate the
laugh. After the last laugh, stop the CD.
Say: Each person has their own special laugh. Let’s read our Bible story
and find out why Sarah was laughing.
Read the text for pages 6 to 8 from the back cover of the Bible Big Book: Abraham.
As you read each page, invite children to point out details in each picture. After you’ve
read the story, put the Bible Big Book away and out of sight.
Ask: • Why do you think Sarah laughed when the visitors said she would
have a baby? (Because she was too old; because she was happy.)
• How do you think Abraham and Sarah felt when baby Isaac was born?
(Happy; glad God kept his promise.)
• Baby Isaac was a great surprise for Abraham and Sarah. Tell me about
a time you got a good surprise that made you happy.
Let children respond, and then say: Surprises make us happy because they let
us know people love us. God loves us, too, and gives us good surprises.

n Bubbles for Baby
SUPPLIES: CD player, bubble solution, large bowl, crepe paper or rhythm instruments
Ask: • What do you think Abraham and Sarah did
track 19
when baby Isaac was born? (Laughed; had a party; put him
in a diaper.)
• What do you do when someone gives you a good
surprise? (Scream; laugh; hug them.)
Say: Usually, surprises are exciting, happy things.
And sometimes we celebrate those great surprises.
Bubbles are a fun way to celebrate, because as we blow
into them they grow and grow—just like the happiness and laughter we feel!
Let’s use our bubbles and some other fun things to celebrate baby Isaac.
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Distribute 18-inch crepe paper streamers or rhythm instruments. Play the
“Celebration Music” (track 19), and blow bubbles with the large bubble wands. Let
children wave their streamers or shake their rhythm instruments as they move to the
music and pop the bubbles. When the song ends, collect the supplies and have children
sit down.
Say: God loves us and gives us good surprises. It’s fun to celebrate
God’s good surprises, too. Let’s play a game to celebrate the wonderful
surprise God gave to Abraham and Sarah.

n Do the Bible Story
SUPPLIES: CD player
Say: We’re going to learn a new song to sing while we
play a game. Our game will be kind of like London Bridge,
and it will be a surprise for us to see who gets caught.
Lead children in singing “Good Surprises” (track 20) with the CD
to the tune of “London Bridge.” After children are familiar with the song, sing it as you
play a game similar to London Bridge. “Catch” a child on the last line of each verse.
Repeat the song and the game until each child has been caught.
track 20

God gave Sarah a surprise
A surprise, a surprise.
God gave Sarah a surprise.
It was Isaac!
God gives us surprises, too—
Happy times for me and you.
God gives us surprises, too—
Good surprises!
After you play the game, say: That was fun! I’m glad that
gives us good surprises.

God loves us and

Say: When Jesus was a baby, people were surprised
and happy to see him, just like Abraham and Sarah
were surprised with Isaac! Jesus is our best surprise!
Let’s thank God for sending him into our world.
Pray: Thank you, God, for sending Jesus, the most
wonderful surprise ever. Thank you for loving us,
taking care of us, and giving us what we need. We love
you. In Jesus’ name, amen.

I wonder if our friend Whiskers would like to join us for some surprise
fun. Let’s all yell “surprise” and see if he comes out.
Lead children in yelling “surprise,” and then bring out Whiskers.
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Closing
n Cousin Joey’s Surprise
SUPPLIES: none
Bring out Whiskers the Mouse, and go through the following puppet script. When
you finish the script, put Whiskers away and out of sight.

Whiskers: Surprise! Here I am. What’s all the yelling about?
Teacher: 	We wanted you to come join our surprise fun. We’re learning
that

God loves us and gives us good surprises.

Whiskers: 	You don’t say! Well, I’m about to have some surprise fun of
my own. We’re going over to my cousin Joey’s house this
afternoon, and he said he had a surprise for me. I wonder
what it will be! (Approaches a child) What do you think
Joey’s surprise will be?

	(Whiskers excitedly approaches children individually to ask what they think cousin Joey’s
surprise will be.)

Teacher: 	That’s enough, Whiskers. Your friends don’t know what your cousin Joey’s surprise

will be—then it wouldn’t be a surprise. But we learned today about a special surprise
that God gave to our Bible friends Abraham and Sarah. Do you remember our
stories about Abraham and Sarah?

Whiskers: 	Hmm. Yes. Abraham was the one who took a long, long walk, and he never got lost
because God helped him.

Teacher: That’s right, Whiskers. Would you like to hear about Abraham and Sarah’s surprise?
Whiskers: Wait a minute. Let me try to guess. Did God give Abraham 10 new camels?
Teacher: No.
Whiskers: 	Hmm. Did God give him lots more grass to feed his animals? Abraham had lots of
animals, you know.

Teacher: 	Yes, we know, Whiskers. We heard that story. God did give Abraham plenty of grass

for his animals, but that’s not the surprise we learned about today. Children, let’s tell
Whiskers about Abraham and Sarah’s surprise.

	(Lead children in telling Whiskers about Abraham and Sarah’s visitors, and then about
baby Isaac.)

Whiskers: 	Wow! I bet they were really happy to have a baby after so long. That
was a good surprise!

Teacher:
God loves us and gives us good surprises, too, Whiskers.
Whiskers: 	Yeah. I can’t wait to see the good surprise cousin Joey has for me.

Now I’ll have a surprise for him, too—the story about baby Isaac. I
better go now. I think I hear my mom calling me. Goodbye, friends!

Permission to photocopy this script from Group’s Hands-On Bible Curriculum® Preschool granted for local church use.
Copyright © Group Publishing, Inc., 1515 Cascade Avenue, CO 80538. group.com
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n Good Surprises
SUPPLIES: napkins, chocolate-filled biscuits from Option 1
Say: Our friend Whiskers is going to find out about his cousin Joey’s
surprise. Right now, I have a surprise for you, too.
Bring out the chocolate-filled biscuits prepared by the children and your helper.
Give each child a biscuit and a napkin. Then say: Take a bite of your biscuit, and
you’ll discover a sweet surprise inside.
Let children enjoy their biscuits. Then say: These treats were a nice surprise.
Let’s thank God for the treats and all the other good surprises God gives us.
Dear God, we’re glad that you love us and give us good surprises. Thank
you for all the good things you give us. In Jesus’ name, amen.

Growing closer to Jesus extends
beyond the classroom.
Photocopy the “Today I Learned…” handout (at the end
of this lesson) for this week, and send it home with the
children. Encourage parents to use the handout to plan
meaningful family activities to reinforce this week’s topic.
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Abraham and Sarah Have a Baby

For Extra Time
If you have a long class time or want to add additional
elements to your lesson, try one of the following activities.

n Lively Learning: Bible Big Book Review
track 21

Have children use the Bible Big Book: Abraham to retell the Bible story to Whiskers.
Encourage children to take turns using Whiskers and showing the pictures in the Bible Big
Book as they listen to the entire story on the CD (track 21). As children review the story,
lead them in repeating the Bible Point from each lesson:
• Lesson 9: God loves us and helps us follow him.
• Lesson 10: God loves us and wants us to love him.
• Lesson 11: God loves us and gives us what we need.
• Lesson 12: God loves us and calls us by name.
• Lesson 13: God loves us and gives us good surprises.

n Make to Take: Sharing Surprises
Have children help you mix together 4
Children may be skeptical about
tablespoons baking soda and 4 tablespoons water
the invisible paint at first, but
in a bowl. Dip a cotton swab in the mixture and
they’ll soon catch on to the fun.
lightly paint an invisible happy face on a sheet
of white paper. Explain that the paint you’ve just
If you have time, children can
paint over their face pictures
made is surprise paint that will show up on paper
during class. It’s important that the
later. Remind children how happy Sarah and
invisible paint be completely dry
Abraham were when God surprised them with
before children paint over it.
baby Isaac. Then distribute cotton swabs, and let
children paint their own happy faces.
After a few minutes, paint over your invisible happy face with watercolor paint and watch children smile at
the surprise.

n Treat to Eat: Milk Curds and Bread
Let children help you spoon cottage cheese onto crackers. Point out that the cottage cheese
and crackers are similar to the food Abraham served to his visitors. Talk about how surprised
Abraham and Sarah were when they heard the visitors say that Sarah would have a baby.
Remind children that God loves us and gives us good surprises, too.

n Story Picture: Sarah Is Surprised
Give each child a copy of the “Today I Learned…” handout. Set out crayons or markers, and let children
color their pictures of Sarah, and then let them glue fabric or construction paper to their tents. Help each child
glue the fabric or paper only on the top of the tent so it can be lifted up to see Sarah peeking out as she listens
to the visitors. As children work, review how Sarah was surprised by the visitors’ news. Remind children that
God loves us and gives us good surprises, too.
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We trust God (adapted from Psalm 52:8b).

Ask me:

n What did Sarah do when she heard the
visitors’ news?
n What was Abraham and Sarah’s surprise?
n Tell me about a time you were surprised.

Lesson 13
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u
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n Declare this week “Good Surprise Week.” Set aside one
day to surprise each person in your family—only good
surprises are allowed! You might make favorite foods, take
trips to favorite places, or give homemade gifts. At the
end of the week, thank God for all the good surprises each
person received.

Sarah Is Surprised
(Genesis 18:1-16; 21:1-7)
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